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Zusammenfassung

Software-Updates und Releases, die mehrere Wochen oder gar Monate Zeit
bis zu deren Verfügbarkeit für die Endanwender in Anspruch nehmen, sind
in konventionellen IT-Umgebungen keine Seltenheit. Daher stehen heute
viele IT-Anbieter von Software-Produkten und Services vor der Herausfor-
derung, Updates wesentlich häufiger und regelmäßiger auszuliefern. Dies
ist bedeutend, da Anwender, Kunden und andere Stakeholder beschleu-
nigte Feedbackschleifen und damit deutlich schnellere Reaktionen auf sich
wandelnde Anforderungen sowie auftretende Probleme erwarten. Um wett-
bewerbsfähig zu bleiben, müssen IT-Organisationen diese Herausforderung
aus wirtschaftlichen Gründen ernst nehmen. Continuous Delivery ist ein
aufkommendes Paradigma, das von immer mehr Organisationen umgesetzt
wird, um diese Herausforderung anzugehen. Im Kern geht es um die drasti-
sche Verkürzung von Releasezyklen, während gleichzeitig die Auslieferung
qualitativ hochwertiger Software sichergestellt wird. Die Umsetzung von
Continuous Delivery will die regelmäßige Auslieferung von Änderungen in
überschaubaren Bündeln wirtschaftlich machen: Unregelmäßige und ris-
kante Releases mit vielen angehäuften Änderungen werden durch einen
kontinuierlichen Fluss von kleinen und risikoarmen Updates ersetzt.
Um von den Vorteilen zu profitieren, die Continuous Delivery mit sich

bringt, ist ein hohes Maß an Automatisierung erforderlich. Dies wird aus tech-
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nischer Sicht durch die Implementierung von Continuous Delivery-Pipelines
erreicht. Eine Pipeline besteht aus unterschiedlichen Abschnitten (Build,
Test, Production usw.), die den Großteil des Auslieferungsprozesses einer
bestimmten Software-Anwendung automatisieren. Jedem Abschnitt liegt
eine spezifische Anwendungsumgebung wie beispielsweise eine Build- oder
Production-Umgebung zugrunde. Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt Konzepte
und Ansätze vor, um Continuous Delivery-Pipelines, basierend auf systema-
tisch gesammelten Lösungen, zu implementieren, die als Bausteine für An-
wendungsumgebungen verwendet und orchestriert werden. Zunächst legt die
vorgestellte Gather’n’Deliver-Methode mit einer gemeinsam genutzten
Wissensdatenbank die Grundlage zum Sammeln, Verwenden und Kombi-
nieren verschiedenartiger Lösungen wie zum Beispiel Deployment-Scripts,
Konfigurationsdefinitionen und Cloud-Services. Die anschließend diskutier-
ten Klassifizierungsdimensionen und Taxonomien dienen zur systematischen
Einordnung von Lösungen sowie zur Spezifikation von Anwendungsumge-
bungsanforderungen, die durch entsprechende Lösungen erfüllt werden.
Das vorgestellte GatherBase-Framework ermöglicht das kollaborativ und
automatisiert durchgeführte Sammeln von Lösungen basierend auf Lösungs-
repositories. Auf der Grundlage dieser Repositories werden unterschiedliche
Varianten der Wissensdatenbank erzeugt, die Abfragemechanismen bereit-
stellen, um Lösungen zu finden und abzurufen, die dann beispielsweise
als Bausteine für bestimmte Anwendungsumgebungen dienen. Verschieden-
artige Lösungen können durch die Orchestrierung ihrer APIs zur Laufzeit
kombiniert und integriert werden. Da einige Lösungen wie zum Beispiel aus-
führbare Artefakte (Deployment-Scripts, Konfigurationsdefinitionen usw.)
ihre Funktionalität nicht unmittelbar durch APIs bereitstellen, müssen zu-
sätzliche APIs zur Verfügung gestellt werden. Dieser Aspekt wird durch un-
terschiedliche Ansätze wie das vorgestellte Any2API-Framework behandelt,
um benötigte APIs zu generieren. Eine integrierte Architektur zusammen
mit entsprechenden Prototypen zeigt die technische Machbarkeit der vorge-
stellten Ansätze. Zuletzt dienen mehrere Validierungsszenarien im Kontext
von Continuous Delivery, Anwendungsumgebungen und darüber hinaus zur
Evaluation der vorgestellten Ansätze.
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Abstract

In traditional IT environments, it is common for software updates and new
releases to take up to several weeks or even months to be eventually available
to end users. Therefore, many IT vendors and providers of software products
and services face the challenge of delivering updates considerably more
frequently. This is because users, customers, and other stakeholders expect
accelerated feedback loops and significantly faster responses to changing
demands and issues that arise. Thus, taking this challenge seriously is of
utmost economic importance for IT organizations if they wish to remain
competitive. Continuous software delivery is an emerging paradigm adopted
by an increasing number of organizations in order to address this challenge.
It aims to drastically shorten release cycles while ensuring the delivery of
high-quality software. Adopting continuous delivery essentially means to
make it economical to constantly deliver changes in small batches. Infrequent
high-risk releases with lots of accumulated changes are thereby replaced by
a continuous stream of small and low-risk updates.

To gain from the benefits of continuous delivery, a high degree of automa-
tion is required. This is technically achieved by implementing continuous
delivery pipelines consisting of different application-specific stages (build,
test, production, etc.) to automate most parts of the application delivery
process. Each stage relies on a corresponding application environment such
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as a build environment or production environment. This work presents
concepts and approaches to implement continuous delivery pipelines based
on systematically gathered solutions to be used and orchestrated as building
blocks of application environments. Initially, the presented Gather’n’Deliver
method is centered around a shared knowledge base to provide the foun-
dation for gathering, utilizing, and orchestrating diverse solutions such as
deployment scripts, configuration definitions, and Cloud services. Several
classification dimensions and taxonomies are discussed in order to facilitate
a systematic categorization of solutions, in addition to expressing applica-
tion environment requirements that are satisfied by those solutions. The
presented GatherBase framework enables the collaborative and automated
gathering of solutions through solution repositories. These repositories are
the foundation for building diverse knowledge base variants that provide
fine-grained query mechanisms to find and retrieve solutions, for example, to
be used as building blocks of specific application environments. Combining
and integrating diverse solutions at runtime is achieved by orchestrating
their APIs. Since some solutions such as lower-level executable artifacts (de-
ployment scripts, configuration definitions, etc.) do not immediately provide
their functionality through APIs, additional APIs need to be supplied. This
issue is addressed by different approaches, such as the presented Any2API
framework that is intended to generate individual APIs for such artifacts. An
integrated architecture in conjunction with corresponding prototype imple-
mentations aims to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the presented
approaches. Finally, various validation scenarios evaluate the approaches
within the scope of continuous delivery and application environments and
even beyond.
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Introduction

Many of today’s users, customers, and other stakeholders of software in the
fields of Cloud services, Web applications, mobile apps, and the Internet of
things expect rapid responses to changing demands and emergent issues.
Thus, shortening the time to market of software features, fixes, and new
releases becomes a critical competitive advantage for many companies. In
addition, users and customers must be involved in tight feedback loops to en-
sure building the ‘right’ software, and providing features that actually solve
their issues. This eventually improves customer satisfaction and reduces
costs by avoiding wasted development effort spent creating and maintaining
unused or even disliked functionality. Continuous delivery [HF10; HM11] is
a rapidly emerging practice, aiming for drastically shortened software release
cycles. Among several positive side effects1, low risk releases are enabled by
continuously delivering changes in small batches instead of deploying numer-
ous changes at once in a ‘big bang release’ manner. Therefore, implementing
continuous delivery significantly helps to improve software quality, which is
of utmost economic importance. As Martin Fowler puts it2, “as we push more

1http://continuousdelivery.com/evidence-case-studies/#research
2http://youtube.com/watch?v=DngAZyWMGR0&t=745
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and more towards continuous delivery, continuous deployment, (and) features
updated over the Internet all the time, that degree of being able to respond to
change becomes important” for economic reasons. He continues: “if we do not
put that effort on internal quality, we are in the end deceiving our customers,
in fact stealing from our customers because we are slowing down their ability to
compete”. This is why continuous delivery and the resulting improvements
in software quality lead to a competitive advantage: “if I buy the product
that is a hundred dollars cheaper and has low internal quality, I win at the
moment. But what will happen is that the better internal quality software will
be able to make new features (available) more and more rapidly, and soon the
slow one cannot keep up anymore”, Fowler concludes. Consequently, addi-
tional costs most probably appear when initially implementing continuous
delivery to achieve higher internal quality. However, this investment pays
off because internal quality should not be considered tradable1 in order to
stay competitive in the long term.
From a technical perspective, a high degree of automation is required to

implement continuous delivery. This is achieved by automated continuous
delivery pipelines (also known as deployment pipelines [HF10]), consist-
ing of different application-specific stages such as retrieving code from a
repository, building packaged binaries, running tests, and deployment to
production. Each stage requires a corresponding application environment
such as a build environment and production environment. To achieve a
high degree of automation, the deployment and management of these en-
vironments must be fully automated as part of the delivery pipeline. The
automated deployment of application environments2 makes them consis-
tent and predictable3; these are essential properties of continuous delivery
pipelines. Among various organizational and technical challenges [Che15a]
that have to be considered when implementing continuous delivery, this
dissertation focuses on specific challenges that appear when establishing
and maintaining such environments [HF10]. More specifically, it investigates

1http://martinfowler.com/bliki/TradableQualityHypothesis.html
2http://devops.com/2014/07/29/continuous-delivery-pipeline
3http://drdobbs.com/tools/continuous-deliverys-biggest-challenge/240168437
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how reusable solutions can be gathered in order to be utilized, combined, and
orchestrated as building blocks of application environments. The orchestration
of multiple solutions is typically required to implement the automated de-
ployment of complex application environments. Different kinds of solutions
such as Cloud-based infrastructure services, platforms (e.g., Amazon Web
Services [SS15]), deployment scripts, and configuration definitions (e.g.,
Chef cookbooks [TV14]) are considered in this context. The orchestration
of solutions is based on APIs that make their functionality available. While
some solutions directly reveal their functionality through APIs, especially for
lower-level solutions such as executable artifacts (e.g., deployment scripts),
additional APIs need to be provided to efficiently combine them with other
solutions. Providing and generating such APIs to enable the orchestration of
diverse solutions is another specific focus of this work.
Although application environments are primarily motivated by contin-

uous delivery pipelines, they are not exclusively relevant in this context.
For example, a legacy application may consist of two environments only:
a development environment and a production environment with manually
performed build, test, and deployment steps. If such an application needs
to be migrated to another infrastructure such as a Cloud-based infrastruc-
ture [MG11], a corresponding environment must be established based on
the new infrastructure. The occurring challenges are similar to managing
pipeline-bound application environments. Consequently, the core concepts
and approaches presented in this work can be applied beyond continuous
delivery. Some parts are even applicable beyond the scope of application
environments, for example, to provide higher-level APIs (e.g., RESTful Web
services [RAR13]) for lower-level executables (e.g., deployment scripts) that
are used in various fields such as e-science [SHK+11]. Section 1.1 provides
an overview of the addressed research challenges and the resulting contri-
butions as part of this dissertation. Moreover, it points out which research
contributions are domain-specific to continuous delivery and application
environments and which are generic enough to be applied to other domains.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of addressed research challenges

1.1 Research Challenges and Contributions

As outlined in Figure 1.1, the research efforts of this dissertation were driven
by several research challenges in the scope of continuous delivery and appli-
cation environments. By gathering diverse and reusable solutions to be used
as building blocks of application environments, a comprehensive knowledge
base is established, comprising these solutions. Initially, challenge A is to
provide efficient means and mechanisms to collaboratively and continuously
populate the knowledge base. Continuously populating the knowledge base
is required to keep it current by adding new solutions and updating existing
ones. Collaboration is key because diverse experts such as developers and
operations personnel should be able to contribute different kinds of solutions
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to the same knowledge base. Therefore, the mechanisms for populating the
knowledge base should both consider and respect established procedures
employed by different kinds of experts. Complementing the manual process
of adding specific expertise to the knowledge base, challenge B considers
the fact that a broad variety of reusable solutions are already contained
in different kinds of repositories such as Chef Supermarket1 and Docker
Hub2. Because manually depositing all these solutions into the knowledge
base does not scale and updates are missed easily, the automated discovery
and capture of such solutions is another key challenge considered in this
work. Since the main purpose of the knowledge base is to provide solutions
as building blocks of application environments, challenge C concentrates
on systematic knowledge utilization. Each environment such as a build
environment that is part of a continuous delivery pipeline possesses specific
environment requirements. For example, an environment requirement may
be that a MySQL server version 5.7 is needed as part of the test environment.
In order to resolve these requirements, queries need to be derived from them
to be evaluated against the knowledge base. The knowledge base would then
return solutions that satisfy the requirements. The Google Cloud SQL API3,
the MySQL Docker container4, and the MySQL Chef cookbook5 are examples
of different kinds of solutions that satisfy the previously mentioned MySQL
server environment requirement. A specific subset of the retrieved solutions
can be selected to be used as a foundation to create a deployable environ-
ment topology resulting from the technical refinement step. Assuming the
knowledge base contains a significant number and variety of solutions, chal-
lenge D is to provide decision support for selecting an appropriate solution to
resolve a particular environment requirement. This is especially important
if a concrete technical solution must be selected from a substantial set of
solution candidates retrieved from the knowledge base. Various aspects can
be covered by a corresponding decision support approach such as the level of

1http://supermarket.chef.io
2http://hub.docker.com
3http://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/admin-api
4http://hub.docker.com/_/mysql
5http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/mysql
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Figure 1.2: Overview of research contributions

virtualization (hypervisor, shared kernel, etc.) of a particular solution or its
fixed binding to a specific Cloud provider. Finally, challenge E is concerned
with integrating diverse solutions at runtime (i.e., when creating instances
of application environments) to enable their orchestration in the context of
a particular application environment. Since lower-level solutions such as
executable artifacts (deployment scripts, configuration definitions, etc.) do
not directly provide their functionality through proper APIs, their orchestra-
tion with other solutions is challenging. Therefore, additional APIs must be
provided to enable the orchestration of diverse solutions on different levels.
The described challenges are addressed by several research contributions as
part of this dissertation. The following sections provide an overview of the
research contributions as outlined in Figure 1.2.

Initially, contribution 1 addresses challenge A and challenge C by providing
a method to implement continuous delivery using gathered solutions.
While the method itself is generic enough to be implemented in various ways,
it conceptually covers all required steps in order to capture and maintain
solutions, as well as to utilize and orchestrate them as building blocks of
application environments as part of continuous delivery pipelines. Collab-
orative aspects are considered to enable diverse experts to work together
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through the knowledge base. Therefore, the method represents an overarch-
ing higher-level framework for the other research contributions to achieve
the major goals of this dissertation. This contribution is domain-specific to
continuous delivery. Moreover, it is covered by several of the peer-reviewed
publications [WAL15a; WAL15b; WBKL16] listed in Section 1.2.
Next, contribution 2 elaborates on the concept of continuous delivery

pipelines based on application environments, therefore essentially re-
fining contribution 1 by tackling challenge A and challenge C on a more
fine-grained level. A comprehensive metamodel centered around application
environments in the context of continuous delivery is presented as a technical
foundation of the knowledge base. It covers application environment require-
ments to drive the selection of specific solutions that eventually compose
concrete application environment topologies. Furthermore, different kinds
of relations between solutions are considered to express dependencies and
conflicts. The concept of labels attached to solutions is utilized to specify
technical capabilities. Requirements use such labels to enable the mapping
between solutions’ capabilities and application environment requirements.
This contribution is domain-specific to application environments, but could
also be applied to scenarios dealing with environments beyond the scope of
continuous delivery. Moreover, it is covered by several of the peer-reviewed
publications [WAL15a; WAL15b; WBKL16; WBL16a] listed in Section 1.2.
Based on the previously outlined application environment metamodel

and its labeling mechanism, contribution 3 aims to consider challenge D
using a systematic classification of solutions to build application envi-
ronments. This approach provides more fine-grained decision support for
solution selection. Various classification dimensions for application environ-
ment requirements and solutions are discussed. These dimensions are the
foundation of multiple label taxonomies. Hierarchical labels can then be
employed to express the specific capabilities of solutions on varying levels of
granularity. Furthermore, it is described how application environment re-
quirements are resolved based on such labels to identify solution candidates.
This contribution is domain-specific to application environments, but could
also be applied to scenarios dealing with environments beyond the scope of

1.1 | Research Challenges and Contributions 19



continuous delivery. Moreover, it is covered by several of the peer-reviewed
publications [WASL13; WASL14; WBL14a; WBL14c; WBL15b; WALS16]
listed in Section 1.2.

Both challenge A and challenge B are concerned with populating the knowl-
edge base, i.e., adding and updating solutions. These are addressed by
contribution 4, covering the collaborative and automated gathering of
solutions. The concept of collaborative solution repositories builds upon
established collaborative software development approaches to enable diverse
experts to work together to maintain solutions and their metadata. While
this helps to manage the manually captured solutions, a complementary
approach is presented to discover and retrieve solutions from existing repos-
itories in an automated manner. Solution repositories aim to provide the
foundation for systematically maintaining solutions. However, they do not
provide fine-grained query mechanisms to efficiently find solutions that fit
specific application environment requirements. Therefore, the concept of
continuous delivery pipelines is adopted to build different kinds of knowl-
edge base variants from the solution repositories. These variants provide
corresponding query mechanisms. Although this contribution is applied in
the context of continuous delivery and application environments, it is not
domain-specific and thus generic enough to be applied to further contexts.
Moreover, it is covered by several of the peer-reviewed publications [WAL15a;
WBKL16; WBFL16] listed in Section 1.2.

Moving toward runtime, contribution 5 aims to address challenge E by
covering the API-driven orchestration of diverse solutions. APIs are uti-
lized in the context of this work to orchestrate different kinds of solutions.
Since some solutions such as lower-level executable artifacts do not directly
provide their functionality through proper APIs, their orchestration with
other solutions is challenging. Therefore, various approaches are described
to address this issue by providing additional APIs, for example, by gen-
erating individual APIs for lower-level executable artifacts to make their
functionality available through higher-level APIs. Although this contribution
is applied in the context of continuous delivery and application environ-
ments, it is not domain-specific and thus generic enough to be applied to
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further contexts. Moreover, it is covered by several of the peer-reviewed
publications [WBB+13; WBB+14b; WBB+14a; WBL14b; WBL14c; WBL15a;
WBL16b] listed in Section 1.2.

Finally, contribution 6 provides an integrated architecture, implemen-
tation, and validation, considering all of the previously described research
challenges and contributions of this dissertation. The presented prototype
implementations aim to show the feasibility of the presented approaches. Var-
ious validation scenarios based on these prototypes evaluate the approaches
in the scope of continuous delivery and beyond. This contribution is covered
by several of the peer-reviewed publications [WBL15c; WBL15b; SBLW15;
WBKL16] listed in Section 1.2.

1.2 Scientific Publications

The following peer-reviewed journal and conference publications, as well as
book chapters resulted from the research efforts related to this dissertation:

1. [WBL16a] J. Wettinger, U. Breitenbücher, and F. Leymann. “Enhancing
Cloud Application DevOps Using Dynamically Tailored Deployment
Engines.” In: Services Transactions on Cloud Computing (STCC) 4.1
(2016)

2. [WBFL16] J. Wettinger, U. Breitenbücher, M. Falkenthal, and F. Ley-
mann. “Collaborative Gathering and Continuous Delivery of DevOps
Solutions through Repositories.” In: Computer Science – Research and
Development (2016)

3. [WALS16] J. Wettinger, V. Andrikopoulos, F. Leymann, and S. Strauch.
“Middleware-oriented Deployment Automation for Cloud Applications.”
In: Transactions on Cloud Computing (accepted 2016)

4. [WBKL16] J. Wettinger, U. Breitenbücher, O. Kopp, and F. Leymann.
“Streamlining DevOps Automation for Cloud Applications using TOSCA
as Standardized Metamodel.” In: Future Generation Computer Systems
56 (2016), pp. 317–332
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5. [WBL16b] J. Wettinger, U. Breitenbücher, and F. Leymann. “Stream-
lining APIfication by Generating APIs for Diverse Executables Using
Any2API.” in: Cloud Computing and Services Science. Vol. 581. Springer,
2016, pp. 216–238

6. [WAL15b] J. Wettinger, V. Andrikopoulos, and F. Leymann. “Enabling
DevOps Collaboration and Continuous Delivery Using Diverse Applica-
tion Environments.” In: Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference
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1.3 Thesis Structure

The subsequent Chapter 2 presents fundamentals from various fields related
to the approaches discussed in this dissertation. In addition, it points to
related works and positions them in the context of the research efforts of
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this work. The remainder of this thesis is structured following the order of
the previously described research contributions. Chapter 3 covers contri-
bution 1 by introducing a method to implement continuous delivery based
on gathered solutions. Next, Chapter 4 presents the application environ-
ment metamodel, thereby covering contribution 2. Building application
environment topologies based on the systematic classification of solutions
(contribution 3) is discussed in Chapter 5. Concerning contribution 4,
Chapter 6 describes various concepts that enable the gathering of diverse
solutions in a collaborative and automated manner. Chapter 7 covers contri-
bution 5 by presenting approaches to streamline the orchestration of diverse
executables based on APIs. An integrated architecture, prototype implemen-
tations, and several validation scenarios (contribution 6) are discussed in
Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation by summarizing
the research contributions, pointing out their capabilities and limitations, as
well as outlining further research opportunities for potential future work.
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Fundamentals and
Related Work

The main purpose of this chapter is twofold: (i) key fundamentals are
described to understand the concepts and approaches presented in this
dissertation. Furthermore, (ii) related works are discussed in this context
to outline how they differ from this work and to which degree they serve
as a foundation for the presented concepts and approaches. To provide this
information in a properly structured manner, each section of this chapter
focuses on a specific field, discussing a selection of its relevant existing works.

2.1 Continuous Delivery

Continuous delivery [HF10; HM11; Che15a; Che15b] is a rapidly emerging
paradigm and practice [Swa12; SRF13; GRH15; OE16; RHL+16], often
considered in the context of release engineering [Nyg07; AM16]. It aims to
significantly shorten software release cycles because users, customers, and
other stakeholders especially in the fields of Cloud services, Web applications,
mobile apps, and the Internet of things expect quick responses to changing
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demands and occurring issues. Consequently, shortening the time to make
new releases available becomes a critical competitive advantage. In addition,
tight feedback loops involving users and customers based on continuous
delivery ensure to build the ‘right’ software, which eventually improves
customer satisfaction, shortens time to market, and reduces costs. Beside
cost reduction and accelerated release cycles, continuous delivery aims for
producing high-quality software in terms of functional and non-functional
properties, including performance, security, and user experience. Moreover,
recent research1 shows further side effects of continuous delivery: low risk
releases are enabled by delivering changes in small batches instead of doing
risky ‘big bang releases’ by deploying numerous changes at the same time.
Last but not least teams who adopt continuous delivery are usually happier
because releases are less painful and resulting feedback loops are better.
Consequently, teams can focus much better on improving the software the
way it is desired by its users.

Technically, continuous integration [DMG07] and proper configuration
management [GGL+09; DJV10; Hal13; uRah14; TV14; Ali15a] are two
fundamental building blocks and enablers for continuous delivery [HF10].
As a large-scale and prominent example, Tang et al. [TKV+15] describe how
holistic configurationmanagement is done at Facebook2 to deliver their social
media platform based on their development and continuous deployment
process [FFB13; SDG+16]. A key aspect of configuration management is
to maintain the entire infrastructure through properly tested code artifacts
the same way as application functionality is implemented. This idea is
often referred to as infrastructure as code [GHS10; HROE13; Mor16] and
test-driven infrastructure [Nel13]. Thus, established development, version
control, and collaboration approaches can be used and shared to maintain
both application code and infrastructure code.
A high degree of automation is required as technical foundation to gain

from the benefits of continuous delivery. This is typically achieved by imple-
menting an automated continuous delivery pipeline (also known as deploy-

1http://continuousdelivery.com/evidence-case-studies/#research
2http://facebook.com
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ment pipeline [HF10]), covering all required steps such as retrieving code
from a repository, building packaged binaries, running tests, and deployment
to production. Such an automated and integrated delivery pipeline improves
software quality, for example, by avoiding the deployment of changes that
did not pass all tests. Moreover, the high degree of automation typically leads
to significant cost reduction because the automated delivery process replaces
most of the manual, time-consuming, and error-prone steps. Establishing
a continuous delivery pipeline means implementing a specific automation
system, which considers the entire delivery process:

Definition 2.1 (Continuous Delivery Pipeline – informal)
A continuous delivery pipeline (CDP) is an individually tailored and main-
tained software system to automate the delivery process of an independently
deployable unit.

An independently deployable unit can be, for example, a monolithic
application or a microservice [New15]. Each pipeline consists of diverse
application-specific stages such as build, test, and production. Figure 2.1
outlines an example for a typical pipeline consisting of different stages. The
initial code commit stage happens during development, followed by the unit
test stage to verify that the committed changes do not break any unit-level
functionality of an application. If all unit tests pass, the build stage produces
application-specific artifacts and bundles such as Java JAR files or Java WAR
files. Next, the integration test stage verifies that these artifacts and bundles
properly work in combination with each other. Additional test stages cover-
ing performance and acceptance tests are typically part of the pipeline to
verify further aspects of the built application artifacts before putting them
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into production as the final stage. Continuous delivery does not generally
imply continuous deployment [LMP+15] into production. The final step of
putting a new version of the application into production (i.e., deployment)
can also be a manual one. For example, some applications require a man-
ual approval step for legal reasons before updates are put into production.
However, the continuous delivery pipeline must ensure that there is always
a stable and properly tested version built and available to be pushed into
production. In case of continuous deployment, i.e., the pipeline includes
the automated deployment into production, doing several deployments per
day is common practice [SDG+16]. The feedback loops shown in Figure 2.1
are key to continuously evaluate the results of the different stages and react
quickly by committing changes to fix occurring issues.

If a large amount of independently deployable units exist, e.g., in case of
a large-scale microservice architecture [New15; Fam15; Ric15; BHJ16], a
large and growing number of individual pipelines have to be maintained.
Therefore, an important focus of this dissertation is on systematically building
such continuous delivery pipelines by gathering solutions as reusable building
blocks and orchestrating them to compose a specific pipeline.

Fitzgerald and Stol [FS15] propose to widen the scope of continuous deliv-
ery toward continuous software engineering or continuous*. The presented
research agenda aims to cover various additional aspects beside the actual
software delivery process such as planning, budgeting, and innovation. This
makes clear that continuous delivery and continuous software engineering
is not only concerned with technical challenges such as maintaining highly
automated pipelines, but also includes several organizational and cultural
aspects. In this context, the DevOps paradigm [EGHS16] is often discussed
and applied as natural extension and evolution of established agile software
development practices to make the collaboration between developers, archi-
tects, testers, operations personnel, and other stakeholders more efficient.
These aspects are further discussed in the following Section 2.2.
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2.2 Agile Software Development and DevOps

Agile software development practices [BBvB+01] such as Scrum and extreme
programming [Mor15] helped to bridge gaps and merge roles on the devel-
opment side. For example, developers are performing both programming
and testing tasks, so a clear distinction between testers and programmers
is typically not made in corresponding projects. However, the operations
side is usually not targeted by these practices. By following the idea of agile
infrastructure [Deb08], DevOps [Lou12; Wal13; SRF13; BWZ15; ZBC16] is
often considered as the next logical step toward this direction by bridging
gaps between developers and operations personnel such as system admin-
istrators [Hüt12]. Typically, cultural and organizational gaps between the
different groups appear, so potentially incompatible goals are followed such
as ‘push changes to production quickly’ on the development side versus ‘keep
production stable’ on the operations side. This often results in contrary
processes and mindsets, so a truly collaborative atmosphere cannot be es-
tablished due to ongoing ‘blame games’, in which the different groups blame
each other for occurring issues instead of collaboratively fixing the issues as
fast as possible.
Recent reports [Pup15; SNP15] and research articles [Spi12; BCCD13;

Roc13; BLY15; dBAC15; CS16; Spi16] confirm the relevance of DevOps and
try to establish recommendations, guidelines, and best practices on how
to successfully adopt DevOps. Depending on the structure and constraints
of an organization, different approaches can be followed. An individual
team could be responsible for the entire chain of a particular application
or microservice [New15], from the code in a repository to deployment into
production. Alternatively, if ‘dev’ and ‘ops’ groups are split organizationally,
tightly integrated processes, shared repositories, and common tooling could
improve their collaboration. An operations group may act as an in-house
Cloud provider, offering managed infrastructure and platforms to developers
through self-service portals and APIs. There is dedicated research on patterns
and anti-patterns regarding DevOps team topologies1 and the impact on

1http://devopstopologies.com
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mixing roles and responsibilities [NSP16]. To further improve reliability
and resiliency of applications, DevOps and agile principles are often paired
with complementary development and operations practices such as chaos
engineering [BBdR+16]: it is based on the fact that everything can and will
fail at some point in time. Consequently, applications and their components
must be designed for failure [Tse13], so the overall system does not fail in
case a particular part of the system fails. In addition, the chaos engineering
approach aims to continuously ‘kill’ certain parts of the system on purpose
such as running virtual servers that are part of the production cluster. This
is to validate that the overall system does not fail, but properly recovers
from such incidents. Netflix1 is a prominent example that shows how a
large-scale video streaming platform can be maintained based on chaos
engineering [BBdR+16].

Agile practices and DevOps do not only enable quick reactions to required
changes regarding an application’s architecture, design, and implementation,
but also the adaptation of the corresponding continuous delivery pipeline.
This is required because pipelines are not static: if, for example, additional
middleware or application components are added, it typically impacts mul-
tiple stages of a pipeline such as running an instance of the newly added
database during test stages or installing new build tooling at build stage.
Although continuous delivery and DevOps are two independent concepts,
they are often combined in practice [HM11]: DevOps helps to align goals,
as well as organizational and cultural constraints to prepare the effective
implementation of continuous delivery by aligning the underlying technical
processes through a high degree of automation.

2.3 Application Topologies, Deployment and Orchestration

As discussed previously in Section 2.1, a continuous delivery pipeline consists
of different stages. Each stage relies on a specific application environment
such as build, unit test, performance test, or production [HF10]. The auto-

1http://github.com/Netflix/SimianArmy
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mated delivery process of a pipeline requires such application environments
to be deployed and managed in an automated manner. This part of the
automation can be achieved by utilizing application topologies to specify
these environments. Based on Binz [Bin15], an application topology in the
context of this work is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2 (Application Topology – informal)
An application topology is a machine-readable model, which describes all
technical components and their dependencies to enable the automated deploy-
ment and management of instances of the model. Therefore, the application
topology also includes all required solutions such as executable artifacts in the
form of deployment scripts, provisioning plans, virtual machine images, and
configuration definitions.

The terms application topology and application topology model are used
interchangeably in this work. It is explicitly emphasized when application
topology instances are meant instead of models. In contrast to a higher-level
application architecture, an application topology is technically fine-grained
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enough to create application instances by deploying the application topology
model. Especially when implementing continuous delivery pipelines with
different stages and underlying application environments, multiple topolo-
gies exist. This is because specific application environments for building
and testing the application are typically different from the ‘final’ topol-
ogy of the application running in production. The Topology and Orches-
tration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [OAS13b; BBLS12;
BBKL14b; KML+14; MCE15] is a prominent example for a standardized
metamodel and language to specify graph-based topology models. Further
related works in this field include CloudML [FSR+14; BRF+15], enterprise
topology graphs [BFL+12], Engage [FME12], MADCAT [INS+14], and
the Cafe approach [MUL09; Mie10]. Moreover, provider-specific solutions
such as Amazon’s CloudFormation1 and tooling-specific approaches such
as MCollective [Rhe14], Terraform2, and Juju3 exist to manage application
topologies. Bergmayr et al. [BWKG14] compare a selection of Cloud model-
ing approaches including several application topology modeling languages
by providing concrete examples for each approach. Figure 2.2 uses the
Vino4TOSCA notation [BBK+12] to outline an example topology for a Web
shop application, representing the application’s production environment,
consisting of the core application and a database. Both parts are clustered
and hosted on the Cloud-based and elastic Amazon EC24 infrastructure to
provide a scalable and highly available instance of the application. Further
application topologies cover the other pipeline stages. Some stages such as
build and unit test may share the same application topology, for example, to
make the pipeline more efficient in terms of speed and resource consumption.
This is because a reduced number of topology models must be instantiated
and managed along the pipeline.
The automated processing of application topologies is primarily enabled

by orchestrating various deployment automation solutions, for example,

1http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation
2http://terraform.io
3http://ubuntu.com/cloud/juju
4http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
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executable artifacts such as deployment scripts or configuration definitions
that are attached to the topology model [BBK+13]. Each node of a topology
graph (Figure 2.2) typically has a corresponding solution attached to it to
run its deployment and further management activities in an automated
manner. A broad variety of deployment automation and orchestration ap-
proaches exist. Some of these approaches are based on key properties of the
Cloud computing paradigm [AFG+10; MG11; Wil12; FLR+14], including
self-service capabilities in the form of Cloud provider APIs, on-demand pro-
visioning of resources such as virtual servers and storage, and fine-grained
pay-per-use options. While it is challenging for Cloud infrastructure providers
to run a large-scale datacenter in a cost-efficient manner [BCH13], users
of Cloud offerings can entirely focus on deploying their applications and
workloads without worrying about datacenter management. Deployment
automation solutions can be positioned on different levels corresponding
to the Cloud computing service models infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) [MG11]. Infrastructure-level solutions are
often centered around virtual servers: beside provider-specific offerings such
as Amazon EC2 [RS15] and Microsoft Azure [Bai14], provider-agnostic
open-source tooling such as Vagrant [Has13], Packer1, and Fog2 can be
utilized to manage virtual servers and other infrastructure resources. Stan-
dards such as the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [ACC+14; DMT15] are
supported by major vendors like VMware [Kum15] to improve portability
and interoperability. Open-source Cloud management frameworks such
as OpenStack [Pep11] and CloudStack3 can be used to operate private or
hybrid Cloud infrastructures as part of application topologies. Configuration
management solutions such as Chef [TV14; SW14], Puppet [TM11; Loo11],
Ansible [MR14; Hoc14], and CFEngine [Zam12] form another category of
deployment automation approaches. They typically provide domain-specific
languages to specify configuration definitions to install and configure infras-
tructure resources.

1http://packer.io
2http://fog.io
3http://cloudstack.apache.org
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Moving from plain infrastructure toward the platform level, contain-
ers [Vau06; SPF+07; FFRR14] provide a fine-grained virtualization and
delivery mechanism to package specific middleware and application com-
ponents, for example, in the form of microservices [New15]. For example,
Docker [Tur16; Mou15; Kar15; And15] provides a broad ecosystem of
tooling and reusable containers1, paired with a highly active open-source
community2. The Open Container Initiative (OCI)3 is an ongoing effort
to standardize a common application container format, as well as a fun-
damental open-source toolchain to manage such containers. Furthermore,
diverse container orchestration and cluster management solutions such as
Kubernetes [BGO+16] and Docker Swarm4 are emerging to run containers
at large scale. In this field, the Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF)5

is another ongoing standardization effort based on Kubernetes and further
open-source solutions to streamline the way how containers are managed
on a higher level.

Moving to the next level of abstraction, PaaS solutions aim to provide ready-
to-use runtime environments, database back-ends, and other building blocks
required as part of an application topology. Several provider-specific offerings
such as Heroku [Cou14], Amazon Elastic Beanstalk [VPWD11] and Google
Cloud Platform [KG15; Ali15b] serve APIs to utilize the deployment and
management functionality of their platforms. Open-source PaaS frameworks
such as OpenShift [Shi14] and Cloud Foundry6 can be used to build and
run private PaaS environments, for example, inside a specific organization.
These frameworks aim to reduce vendor lock-in by making it easier to move
application components between different PaaS environments that rely on
the same framework. Therefore, Cloud providers such as IBM Bluemix7 based
on Cloud Foundry try to differentiate themselves from other established PaaS

1http://hub.docker.com
2http://docker.com/docker-community
3http://opencontainers.org
4http://docker.com/products/docker-swarm
5http://cncf.io
6http://cloudfoundry.org
7http://bluemix.net
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providers such as Heroku by advertising an improved portability. However,
this holds true for the core platform only because once provider-specific
services are used that do not exist in other PaaS environments, vendor lock-in
is still a major issue.

Different kinds of solutions (infrastructure, containers, PaaS, etc.) can be
mixed and attached to an application topology, for example, to implement
the automated deployment of all components that are involved. Multi-cloud
applications [LKS+11; Pet14; FSR+14; CCP14; PMM15] can be deployed
this way. Such applications are based on multiple Cloud environments, i.e.,
a public and private Cloud infrastructure, or combination of public Cloud
providers. As an example, an application’s database can be hosted on a pri-
vate Cloud infrastructure to avoid storing sensitive data externally; however,
the application’s front-end and business logic may run in a public Cloud
environment to improve scalability and to reduce operational costs. Cor-
responding application topologies contain and utilize diverse deployment
automation solutions to cover all Cloud environments that are involved.
Moreover, Breitenbücher [Bre16] presents a pattern-based approach to auto-
mate the management of application topologies. Technically, management
plans are dynamically produced by combining specific ‘management plan-
lets’ (i.e., reusable plan fragments) to achieve a particular management
goal such as migrating a deployed application component to a different
infrastructure. While the management of application topologies that occurs
after its deployment is not addressed by this dissertation, the underlying
planlets also rely on diverse solutions to implement management logic. Since
deployment plans are a specific kind of management plans, this approach
can be utilized to generate deployment plans that are executed to deploy
application topologies.

2.4 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

Many of today’s applications, especially Web applications, as well as back-end
systems and platforms for mobile apps, provide application programming
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interfaces (APIs) [RAR13]. The main purpose of an API is to provide a well-
defined and documented interface, which is supplied to access and utilize
application functionality in a programmatic manner. APIs hide and abstract
from implementation-specific details such as invocation mechanisms and
lower-level data models inherited from the technology stack on which a par-
ticular application is built upon. This is the foundation in the context of this
work for integrating and orchestrating different applications and application
components, enabling systematic development and reliable operations of dis-
tributed applications, mash-up applications, and mobile apps. Furthermore,
APIs are used to integrate applications with business partners, suppliers, and
customers [RVY+14]. Even devices can be interconnected to provide the
technical foundation for the emerging Internet of things (IoT) [GTW10].
Technically, APIs can be provided and utilized in different forms. (i) Li-

braries and toolkits that are bound to a particular programming language,
as well as (ii) language-agnostic Web services, e.g., HTTP-based REST
APIs [Mas11; RAR13] and WSDL/SOAP-based services [W3C07a] are wide-
spread forms of providing and using APIs. Concerning the terminology used
in this work, a SOAP API is a Web service API that is specified using WSDL
and provides a binding based on the SOAP messaging framework [W3C07a].
Web service APIs play a key role in service-oriented architectures (SOA)

[PG03; KRS+11] with their enterprise service bus (ESB) integration style
[Jos07; Cha04] and microservices [New15] as a ‘modernized flavor’ of SOA.
Popular providers such as Twitter, GitHub, Facebook, and Google offer such
libraries1 and Web services2. However, libraries and Web services are not
mutually exclusive, meaning libraries often use Web services in the back-
ground, but adding an additional layer of abstraction to seamlessly integrate
with the programming model of the corresponding language. Consequently,
APIs often serve as platform-independent and language-agnostic means for
integration and orchestration purposes, optionally enhanced by additional
language-specific libraries [WBL15a].
The number of publicly available APIs is constantly growing. As of today,

1http://developers.google.com/api-client-library
2http://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/reference/v1
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API directories such as ProgrammableWeb1, PublicAPIs2, and APIs.io3 list
a huge variety of APIs. Popular providers such as Google, Facebook, and
Twitter are serving billions of API calls per day4. These statistics underpin
the importance and relevance of APIs. Existing literature [Mas11; RAR13]
and frameworks such as Hapi5 (Node.js) and Jersey6 (Java) provide holistic
support, best practices, and templates for building APIs. While this is state
of the art for creating Web applications and back-ends for mobile apps, APIs
as a platform-independent and language-agnostic means for integration
and orchestration purposes are heavily utilized for automating the deploy-
ment and management of Cloud applications [MG11; WBB+14b]. This
leads to significant cost reduction and enables applications to scale: Cloud
providers offer management APIs that can be programmatically used in a
self-service manner, e.g., to provision virtual servers, deploy applications
using platform services, or to configure scaling and network properties. Be-
side provider-specific APIs, various standardization efforts aim to align and
establish corresponding technical interfaces on different levels. For example,
the Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) [DMT13] and the
Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) [SNI15] focus on the infras-
tructure and storage layer. On the platform-as-a-service (PaaS) level, the
Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) specification [OAS14]
aims “to enable interoperability among self-service interfaces to PaaS clouds by
defining artifacts and formats that can be used with any conforming cloud and
enable independent vendors to create tools and services that interact with any
conforming cloud using the defined interfaces”.
However, because such management APIs typically focus on providing

basic functionality, they are combined with further configuration manage-
ment systems to realize non-trivial deployment scenarios: a huge number of
reusable executable artifacts such as scripts (e.g., Chef cookbooks [Nel13],

1http://www.programmableweb.com/apis/directory
2http://www.publicapis.com
3http://apis.io
4http://slideshare.net/jmusser/j-musser-apishotnotgluecon2012
5http://hapijs.com
6http://jersey.java.net
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Juju charms1, Unix shell scripts) and templates like Docker container im-
ages [Tur16] are shared by open-source communities to be reused in con-
junction with provider-supplied services. As part of this work, such reusable
artifacts are gathered as solutions and managed through a knowledge base.
While APIs are orchestrated based on well-known and common protocols
such as HTTP, the technical integration with these different artifacts and
heterogeneous management systems is an error-prone, time-consuming, and
complex challenge [BBK+13; WBB+14b]. Thus, to build, deploy, and man-
age non-trivial applications, it is of vital importance to handle the invocation
of different artifacts, technologies, and service providers in a technically
uniform manner to focus on the orchestration level, neglecting lower-level
technical differences [WBL15a]. Therefore, a major goal of this work is to
provide additional APIs, for example, by generating individual APIs for such
executable artifacts, which do not directly serve their functionality through
an API. This is to simplify the combined usage of existing and additionally
provided APIs by focusing on the orchestration of these APIs instead of deal-
ing with lower-level heterogeneous executable artifacts at the orchestration
level.
Regarding the aspect of generating APIs, various related works [GEM06;

CFFT08; PG08; ACD10] in the field of SOA focus on modernization and
migration of legacy applications by exposing their functionality through
Web service APIs. However, those approaches possess limitations that are
addressed by this work. More specifically, the approach for generating
APIs presented in this work aims to explicitly cover the following aspects:
(i) API implementations such as Web service wrappers are packaged in a
self-contained and portable manner containing the entire stack from the
API endpoint implementation to the underlying executable artifact such as
a deployment script. (ii) Consequently, generated API implementations do
not require any special or centralized middleware component to support
the invocation and usage of such executables; an API implementation can
run anywhere using a general-purpose virtualization environment such as

1http://jujucharms.com
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Docker [Mou15] or Vagrant [Has13]. (iii) The kind of API is not limited to
SOA-related approaches such as SOAP [W3C07a] and WSDL [W3C07b]. It
can be arbitrarily chosen depending on preferences, existing expertise, uti-
lized orchestration tooling, etc. Moreover, the kind of API can be changed on
demand, for example, when shifting the orchestration approach from BPEL
workflows (invoking SOAP APIs) to scripts (invoking REST APIs). (iv) Finally,
since the API is not part of the executable’s implementation, separation
of concerns can be properly achieved by keeping the executable focused
on the actual logic to be executed such as the deployment logic of specific
application components. Dynamically generated APIs aim to significantly
improve both accessibility and usability of the underlying executable in
various contexts and environments.

2.5 Classification of Solutions and Implementations

Taxonomies and ontologies are commonly used to systematically classify
and categorize concepts belonging to a certain domain such as Cloud com-
puting [AVS12]. Such classification approaches help a lot when comparing
different Cloud providers and their offerings to find out which solutions fit
the specific requirements of an application that should run in a Cloud-based
environment. For example, Dukaric and Juric [DJ13] propose a unified
taxonomy for Cloud-based infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) frameworks
and architectures. The proposed taxonomy was derived from various exist-
ing IaaS solutions such as Amazon Web Services [WW15; Vya14], Open-
Stack [Pep11], and VMware [Kum15]. At its core, the taxonomy is centered
around several layers that are key to IaaS architectures: management layer,
resource abstraction layer, security layer, etc. The NIST definition of Cloud
computing [MG11] describes three major service models to be used to cate-
gorize Cloud-based solutions: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as
a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS). IaaS resources include
basic computational and storage resources such as virtual servers and virtual
disks. PaaS solutions aim to abstract from the lower-level infrastructure level
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and provide runtime environments and database-as-a-service offerings to im-
mediately deploy an application without manually managing servers. SaaS
offerings are ready-to-use applications, usually Web applications that can be
used through a Web browser without deploying or installing any software.
Since these service models are coarse-grained, Kächele et al. [KSHD13] pro-
pose an extended Cloud taxonomy, including categories such as hardware-as-
a-service, operating-system-as-a-service, and filesystem-as-a-service on the
IaaS level, as well as runtime-as-a-service, framework-as-a-service, and data-
mapping-as-a-service on the PaaS level. Similarly, Strauch et al. [SKLU11]
extend NIST’s basic entities to provide a more fine-grained taxonomy for
Cloud data hosting solutions. These refined taxonomies are then applied to
existing Cloud services such as provided by Amazon Web Services [WW15].
Further efforts1 in this field follow a similar approach by refining NIST’s
basic service models and map these to existing Cloud providers. This enables
a more systematic comparison of provider offerings. Hoefer and Karagiannis
[HK10] propose another taxonomy to categorize services offered by different
Cloud providers. This taxonomy focuses on higher-level service properties
such as payment modes and service level agreements (SLAs). Technically
fine-grained properties such as APIs, SDKs, and command-line interfaces to
actually utilize and orchestrate services are not considered.
As part of various Cloud-related research projects, further taxonomies

and ontologies were proposed and utilized to systematically classify and
compare Cloud solutions. For example, Quinton et al. [QHRD13] outline
and use ontologies to map features provided by different Cloud environ-
ments. The motivation for this approach are applications that are distributed
across multiple Cloud environments (multi-cloud deployments). Feature
models are created for diverse Cloud environments; these feature models
are then mapped using the proposed ontologies to enable the matchmaking
between Cloud environment capabilities and requirements of multi-cloud
application. This helps to find out which part of a specific application can
run in which environment. The ontologies cover different kinds of resources

1http://theenterprisearchitect.eu/blog/categorize-compare-cloud-vendors
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on the IaaS and PaaS level such as virtual servers, application servers, and
databases. Similarly, [MAM+11; MAD+11] present the mOSAIC ontology,
which builds on existing Cloud taxonomies. A key motivation behind the
mOSAIC ontology is to improve the interoperability of Cloud applications.
For example, the ontology provides the foundation for migrating an appli-
cation or parts of it to another Cloud environment. The mOSAIC ontology
is the basis for further efforts in the field of Cloud interoperability such as
an ‘inter-cloud ontology’ and an ‘inter-cloud resource catalogue’ [DCE14;
DCE+15]. Further taxonomies such as the ‘taxonomy of inter-cloud chal-
lenges’ proposed by Toosi, Calheiros, and Buyya [TCB14] are positioned on a
conceptual level to provide higher-level decision support. This taxonomy cov-
ers various aspects such as data portability, network connectivity, and legal
issues to drive both technical and non-technical decisions to be made when
comparing and choosing Cloud solutions. Beside Cloud-centric taxonomies
and ontologies, classifications of different kinds of middleware solutions
such as message-oriented middleware and application servers exist [Tho97;
Ibr09]. Their goal is to systematically categorize and position various types
of middleware regarding their specific properties such as the communication
model (request/reply vs. message queuing), program execution (blocking
vs. non-blocking), or communication mode (synchronous vs. asynchronous).
Since many applications rely on such middleware solutions, they are essential
building blocks of Cloud environments beside infrastructure-level solutions.
Similar efforts exist in the field of database solutions. For example, Sadalage
and Fowler [SF12] propose a classification of NoSQL databases.
Cloud providers and software vendors such as Heroku1 and New Relic2

provide a basic categorization of selected solutions and implementations.
They do not only include Cloud-basedmiddleware and infrastructure services,
but also deployment, monitoring, and further supplementary tooling to
support application development, operations (DevOps), and continuous
delivery. Therefore, such supplementary tooling is sometimes referred to as
DevOps tooling. Beyond the categorization and classification of different

1http://elements.heroku.com/addons
2http://newrelic.com/devops/toolset
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kinds of solutions, Magoutis et al. [MPP+15] propose the usage of a social
networking platform for Cloud deployment specialists. Such a specialized
social network can be used to drive the decision making process which
solutions to choose based on experiences and recommendations provided by
experts.

The overarching goal of this dissertation is gathering different kinds of so-
lutions (infrastructure, middleware, and supplementary DevOps tooling, also
referred to as DevOpsware in this work), as well as providing APIs to simplify
their orchestration. These solutions can then be utilized, for example, to
build continuous delivery pipelines with their different stages and underlying
application environments. Some of the previously described classifications
are used, extended, and combined in this work to establish a comprehensive
and technically fine-grained taxonomy that helps to perform the match-
making between solutions’ capabilities and application environment-specific
requirements. However, in contrast to some of the related works this work
does not exclusively focus on Cloud-related solutions, but aims to cover all
solutions that can be used as building blocks of application environments.

2.6 Content Discovery and Crawling

The basic idea of conventional Web crawling follows a straightforward pro-
cess: “(1) select a URL to crawl, (2) fetch and parse page, (3) save the im-
portant content, (4) extract URLs from page, (5) add URLs to queue, and
(6) repeat” [Mat14]. A broad variety of crawling approaches exist both in re-
search and industry. The basic concepts of Web crawling are well understood
and implemented by several open-source libraries and frameworks [Mat14].
Consequently, implementing a small-scale crawler, for example, to fetch a
fixed and limited set of documents from the Web and store them ‘as is’ is ba-
sically a pure programming challenge. However, it is not trivial to implement
large-scale crawlers, which repeatedly fetch large sets of documents, se-
mantically inspect and normalize their content, detect updates compared to
previous versions, and classify these documents. Therefore, several research
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efforts focus on how to design and establish highly scalable and distributed
crawlers to achieve good performance for such large-scale crawling scenarios
[BCSV04; DVG+99; SS02; HN99; The01; EMT01]. Two major categories of
crawlers can be identified: (i) general-purpose crawlers that potentially fetch
and inspect any kind of document, for example, to build an index for a search
engine; (ii) specialized and focused crawlers [CVD99], which only fetch
and inspect documents belonging to certain topics. Document classification
techniques are typically applied to rate how relevant a particular document
is with regards to a given topic. Focused crawling is utilized, for example, to
establish a domain-specific knowledge base. General-purpose crawlers often
serve as a foundation to collect large sets of data, which are then analyzed
using data mining techniques [Mat14; The01].
A specific goal of this dissertation is the automated capturing of a large

number of domain-specific solutions such as reusable deployment scripts, vir-
tual machine images, container images, and similar artifacts. These solutions
are fed into a knowledge base to serve as reusable building blocks for building
specific application environments. Therefore, a domain-specific, modular,
and targeted content discovery and gathering framework is presented based
on the previously outlined existing works.

2.7 Chapter Summary and Discussion

An important focus of this dissertation is on systematically building con-
tinuous delivery pipelines based on the orchestration of gathered solutions
as reusable building blocks. Therefore, the rapidly emerging paradigm of
continuous delivery and existing works in this field were initially discussed as
part of this chapter. Beside the technical aspects of continuous delivery such
as maintaining highly automated deployment pipelines, organizational and
cultural issues must be addressed, too. Although continuous delivery and the
implementation of corresponding pipelines does not inherently depend on
specific development and operations methods, agile software development
and DevOps practices often provide the required foundation. Thus, the state
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of the art of these practices was shortly outlined. This dissertation mostly
focuses on the technical aspects of continuous delivery pipelines, consisting
of multiple application-specific stages: build, test, production, etc. Stages
rely on application environments such as a build environment and a test
environment. To enable fully automated pipelines, these application envi-
ronments are specified as application topologies, which contain and utilize
various deployment automation solutions. The orchestration of such solu-
tions using topology models eventually enable the automated deployment of
the required application environments as part of a pipeline. Therefore, the
key concepts of application topologies combined with diverse deployment
automation approaches and their orchestration were discussed in this chap-
ter. Since the orchestration of diverse solutions such as executable artifacts
(deployment scripts, configuration definitions, etc.) is a major challenge
addressed by this dissertation, a separate section elaborates on application
programming interfaces (APIs) and how they could ease the orchestration.
A specific goal in this context is to provide additional APIs for executable
artifacts that do not directly serve their functionality through an API.
In order to create application topologies for the diverse application envi-

ronments of a continuous delivery pipelines, existing solutions are gathered
as reusable building blocks. A systematic classification of such solutions is
required to identify candidates that fit. Thus, existing and related classi-
fications such as taxonomies and ontologies were presented to serve as a
foundation for categorizing solutions as part of this work. However, a signifi-
cant set of existing classifications focus on the middleware and infrastructure
dimensions, so DevOps- and continuous delivery-related solutions are consid-
ered only rudimentary. Moreover, the presented taxonomies and ontologies
are often not fine-grained enough to provide solution candidates for applica-
tion environments. For example, Amazon EC21 as a provider offering is often
considered as a solution on the most fine-grained level. However, in order
to use Amazon EC2 as part of a specific application environment, a more
fine-grained technical solution such as the Amazon Java SDK2 or the Amazon

1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
2http://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-java
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EC2 API1 is required. These deficiencies are addressed as part of this work by
proposing refined and more fine-grained taxonomies for categorizing diverse
solutions. Manually collecting and classifying such solutions on a large scale
is extremely time-consuming and error-prone. Therefore, content discovery
and crawling approaches such as Web scraping were discussed to provide
the foundation for the automated gathering of domain-specific solutions as
part of this work. The planned solutions gathering approach is targeted
because the crawling targets are well-defined repositories and registries
(Chef Supermarket2, Docker Hub3, etc.) containing reusable deployment
scripts and container images. Beside building on established Web scrap-
ing techniques, open-source crawling libraries such as Scrapy4 and X-Ray5

are technically utilized to implement the automated gathering approach
by capturing mostly structured data that are provided in different formats
including JSON and XML.

1http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference
2http://supermarket.chef.io
3http://hub.docker.com
4http://scrapy.org
5http://www.npmjs.com/package/x-ray
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Continuous Delivery based on
Gathered Solutions

Continuous delivery of software applications is implemented using pipelines
as described in Section 2.1. Each stage of such a continuous delivery pipeline
possesses specific requirements regarding their underlying application envi-
ronment (build, unit test, performance test, production, etc.). Consequently,
non-trivial pipelines are typically based on a set of diverse application envi-
ronments to run their different stages. Building these environments requires
specific combinations of solutions on different levels such as Cloud provider
APIs, virtual server images, deployment scripts, as well as technical tutorials
and documentation. Some of them are application-specific such as config-
uration scripts for custom application components. These highly specific
solutions typically need to be developed and maintained individually for an
application. Individual solutions can either be developed from scratch or by
cloning and modifying an existing solution that is similar to the required
one. Beside these application-specific solutions, a huge variety of reusable
solutions such as Cloud provider APIs, as well as configuration management
tooling exist. Examples on the infrastructure level include APIs and SDKs to
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provision virtual servers, as well as deployment scripts to install and config-
ure common middleware components such as relational database servers.
Similarly, solutions provided on the platform level include, for example, APIs
to access and manage database-as-a-service instances. The major goal of this
work is to enable the systematic search, selection, and reuse of as many so-
lutions as possible to be used as building blocks of application environments
of continuous delivery pipelines.

3.1 Gather’n’Deliver Method

To establish a basis for the efficient reuse of diverse solutions to implement
application delivery processes, the Gather’n’Deliver method is presented
in this section. Figure 3.1 outlines the individual steps of the method, which
address the issue of systematically capturing and consolidating knowledge in
the form of reusable solutions. These solutions are then utilized to implement
continuous delivery pipelines. As depicted in Figure 3.1, a knowledge base
connects the two major phases of the Gather’n’Deliver method: (i) gather-
ing solutions as input for the knowledge base and (ii) utilizing this knowledge
to build pipelines for continuously delivering software applications. Steps A
to C make up the gather phase, whereas the deliver phase comprises steps 1
to 8:

(A) Discover solutions for application environments

Initially, existing solutions have to be discovered, which represent poten-
tial building blocks of application environments. These solutions can be of
various kinds such as Cloud management toolkits or APIs, virtual machine
images, deployment scripts for common middleware components, tutori-
als on how to run certain components on a specific infrastructure, etc.
Some solutions are therefore immediately machine-processable such as
scripts and images, while others may need manual effort to utilize them,
for example, by implementing a script based on instructions given by a
tutorial. The sources of such solutions may include public repositories
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Gather’n’Deliver method

of open-source communities such as the Chef Supermarket1, provider-
specific offerings as, for example, the AWS Marketplace2, and existing
implementations that are internally used in certain organizations.

(B) Capture solutions in knowledge base

Discovered solutions are captured inside a knowledge base in conjunction
with metadata. These metadata provide knowledge on how particular
solutions can be employed, for example, by specifying their dependen-
cies and configuration parameters to enable their usage for different

1http://supermarket.chef.io
2http://aws.amazon.com/marketplace
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environments. Capturing solutions may occur in an automated manner
based on corresponding tooling, but can also be performed by experts in
a semi-automated or manual way. As an example, system administrators
and operations personnel may populate the knowledge base with self-
developed deployment scripts that are reusable for different applications
in a certain context such as a specific company or team.

(C) Link solutions and refine their metadata

In order to make the knowledge base more than a plain database holding
a flat set of solutions, links between solutions are established. Beside
dependency links, these include recommendation links and conflict links,
which point to other solutions. This is to express that a particular solution
plays well with a second, but does not function in conjunction with a
third. Maintaining and refining links is an iterative and ongoing task
carried out by experts and users of the knowledge base, for example,
based on gained experience. While these links are a vital aspect of the
solutions’ metadata, further information is attached to a solution. For
instance, additional metadata may refine the classification of a particular
solution, denoting that it can only be used in a certain region in the
world or in conjunction with a specific provider.

(1) Design and implement application

Creating the software application is the initial step, which must be per-
formed to deliver a specific application to its users. Typically, correspond-
ing experts such as software architects and developers collaborate to
fulfill this task. This step forms the foundation for establishing a pipeline
to continuously deliver new iterations of the application.

(2) Design delivery pipeline with its environments

The pipeline that implements the continuous delivery process for a par-
ticular application is designed in this step, including its different stages
(build, unit test, performance test, production deployment, etc.). Each
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stage is based on a specific application environment. As an example,
a build environment running on-premise (e.g., aiming for minimum
resource usage) may be completely different from a production environ-
ment hosted in a Cloud environment (e.g., focusing on scalability and
high availability).

(3) Define environment-specific requirements

The pipeline design, which was created as part of the previous step, is now
refined by defining environment-specific requirements. These require-
ments specify which building blocks are needed to establish a correspond-
ing application environment. For example, a Java-based Web application
requires a Java Virtual Machine and Maven1 for its build environment;
additionally, JUnit2 is required for its unit test environment.

(4) Select solutions to resolve requirements

The previously specified requirements are then resolved by selecting so-
lutions from the knowledge base. These solutions are responsible for
technically establishing the diverse environments assigned to the stages
of an application’s delivery pipeline. For example, various solutions such
as Google App Engine’s Java runtime3 or the Docker imagemaven4 can be
utilized to satisfy the environment-specific requirements of a Java-based
Web application, which aims for continuous delivery based on a set of
environments.

(5) Adapt, refine, or create solutions (optional):

In some cases, existing solutions captured in the knowledge base do not
immediately fit the environment-specific requirements. Depending on
the reason for this issue, it can be addressed in three different ways.
(i) In the simplest case, an existing solution is adapted to fit the given

1http://maven.apache.org
2http://junit.org
3http://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/java
4http://hub.docker.com/_/maven
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requirements. As an example, an existing installation script that is only
capable of installing Java version 7 needs to be updated to install Java
version 8. (ii) If a solution fits the requirements, but is not immediately
executable, it has to be refined. For example, a tutorial may provide a
technically detailed solution to deploy a scalable relational database man-
agement system in a certain Cloud environment; however, the individual
steps must be codified as a deployment script to provide an executable
solution, which can then be used to provision application environments.
(iii) In the worst case, no solution fits the given requirements, so a new
solution must be created from scratch. This may be the case for highly
application-specific parts of an environment. Updated and newly created
solutions could finally be fed back into the knowledge base if their reuse
is intended.

(6) Orchestrate diverse solutions

The output of the two previous steps is a set of solutions per application
environment. These solutions satisfy the previously defined environment-
specific requirements. Orchestrating these solutions connects the in-
dividual building blocks and allows the establishment of application
environments. The orchestration may be technically implemented using
declarative application topology models or imperative orchestration plans
such as executable scripts or workflows [LR00]. Additional glue code
may be required to combine the selected building blocks of a particular
environment.

(7) Build pipeline by wiring environments

In this step, the application environments are wired in accordance with
the different stages of the previously designed pipeline (step 2). This
can be technically implemented by an overarching continuous delivery
plan (e.g., script or workflow), which includes the provisioning of corre-
sponding application topologies in order to implement the application
delivery process. Alternatively, dedicated continuous delivery tooling or
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Cloud-based continuous delivery services can be utilized for this purpose.

(8) Operate pipeline

Finally, the pipeline is operated, providing the automated and continuous
delivery of updated versions of a particular application. In addition to
the delivery logic, monitoring and analytics features may be added to
the pipeline to check and analyze the status of activities occurring in the
different application environments.

Both the gather and the deliver phase are intended to run in parallel,
yet in a decoupled manner. As an example, new solutions are added to the
knowledge base (step B) and captured ones are refined (step C), while certain
solutions are selected from the knowledge base (step 4) and used to satisfy
the environment-specific requirements of potentially multiple pipelines that
deliver different applications. Moreover, the method is not intended to be
applied only once. The knowledge base is populated iteratively with new
and refined solutions, as well as updated links between them. Similarly,
applications delivered using a continuous delivery pipeline, are typically
developed and maintained using agile principles [BBvB+01]. As a result,
the pipeline must be continuously adapted to changing architectures and
deployment topologies of applications.

The given order of the individual steps of the Gather’n’Deliver method
is not fixed, but rather provides orientation for the process. It is possible to
return to a previous stage in the process, for example, from selecting solutions
(step 4) back to defining environment-specific requirements (step 3), or
even further back to designing the pipeline (step 2). This may be necessary
if appropriate solutions cannot be retrieved from the knowledge base. In
this case, the pipeline design and the underlying environment requirements
are adapted correspondingly to better reuse existing and proven solutions.
Regardless of the order, some steps may happen in parallel, for example,
implementing the application (step 1) and designing the pipeline (step 2).
The filled shapes shown in Figure 3.1, i.e., steps A, B, C, 3, 4, 6, and

the knowledge base are the focus of this work toward the major goals of
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(i) capturing and finding appropriate solutions, as well as (ii) simplifying
their usage and orchestration to build application environments as part of
continuous delivery pipelines.

3.2 Collaboration among Roles and Organizations

As depicted previously in Figure 3.1, the knowledge base forms the connec-
tion between the gather and deliver phases of the Gather’n’Delivermethod.
Therefore, the knowledge base enables the collaboration between experts
working in different roles in the context of the Gather’n’Deliver method.
In particular, multiple collaboration dimensions are covered:

Collaboration between developers and operations personnel

The Gather’n’Deliver method supports implementing the DevOps
paradigm [BWZ15; Hüt12] inside an organization by bridging the gap
between the developers and operations personnel responsible for an
application. They work closely together on creating, selecting, and main-
taining the solutions required by specific application environments. In
addition to application developers, software architects may utilize the
knowledge base at an early stage in the process of creating the applica-
tion design and architecture. This is to ensure that required solutions
are available for establishing corresponding application environments
subsequently and may thus drive the decision making for selecting certain
middleware or infrastructure solutions.

Collaboration between maintainers of different applications

Different applications are often maintained (i.e., developed and operated)
by different people. However, some applications share similar stacks in
terms of their utilized middleware and infrastructure, especially within a
particular organization. The knowledge base aims to preserve reusable
solutions, which can be utilized in different application stacks. Thus, the
collaboration between maintainers of different applications is enabled
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by the Gather’n’Deliver method. As an example, operators of diverse
application stacks can collaboratively create and maintain solutions for
commonly used middleware components.

Collaboration between open-source communities and enterprises

Diverse open-source communities share a broad variety of reusable so-
lutions, for example, in the form of deployment scripts (e.g., Chef Su-
permarket1) or container images (e.g., Docker Hub2). Enterprises are
interested in utilizing this content, and some are even willing to con-
tribute improvements back to the open-source communities as in the
case of companies such as Netflix in the scope of their open-source initia-
tives3. The knowledge base promoted by the Gather’n’Deliver method
can be implemented in a distributed manner, therefore solutions origi-
nating from diverse sources (e.g., open-source communities, enterprise
repositories) can be aggregated and combined. With this approach, the
collaboration between enterprises is covered, too. This could be achieved
if several companies follow the open-source approach to share solutions
in this context, which currently happens in practice. OpenStack4 and the
Cloud Native Computing Foundation5 with Kubernetes6 are prominent
examples. Alternatively, directly shared parts of the knowledge base
between certain enterprises can be maintained to avoid open-sourcing
potentially confidential solutions.

Typically, there is a significant overlap of roles owned by people, who
are collaborating as part of the Gather’n’Deliver method. For instance,
authors or discoverers of solutions typically use and apply these solutions
to implement continuous delivery for a particular application. On the other
hand, people who are browsing the knowledge base to find solutions for

1http://supermarket.chef.io
2http://hub.docker.com
3http://netflix.github.io
4http://openstack.org
5http://cncf.io
6http://kubernetes.io
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environment-specific requirements may refine these and feed them back into
the knowledge base. This overlap between producers and consumers of the
knowledge base significantly increases the possibility that the knowledge
base will be kept up to date. If producers did not have this immediate
advantage, it would be much harder to motivate them to contribute to the
knowledge base. This would include the risk that the knowledge base would
eventually fall into disuse because it no longer provided any added value.

3.3 Implementing Gather’n’Deliver

The Gather’n’Deliver method, which was previously discussed on an ab-
stract and generic level, can be implemented in different ways. To render
the various aspects of the method more substantial, this section discusses
the technical possibilities concerning the implementation of both the gather
and deliver phases. Moreover, the aspects of the method this dissertation
focuses on are indicated by referencing corresponding chapters. Starting
with the gather phase, step A covers the discovery of solutions. This can be
achieved by a manual process conducted by experts or by automated crawl-
ing techniques [WAL15a; WBKL16]. These two options are not intended
to be mutually exclusive, but can be integrated, e.g., by automatically dis-
covering solutions with machine-readable metadata attached and manually
deriving solutions from human-readable technical documentation. Such an
integrated approach is presented as part of this dissertation in Chapter 6.
Next, step B deals with capturing previously discovered solutions inside the
knowledge base. A comprehensive and domain-specific metamodel must
be established and incorporated into the knowledge base. While Chapter 4
presents the foundation of such a metamodel, Chapter 6 complements the
previously discussed solutions discovery approach with a corresponding
capture approach. Furthermore, the integration with the knowledge base is
discussed. Step C of the gather phase aims to refine the solutions’ metadata.
A key aspect of this metadata refinement are the links between solutions.
Links can be immediate, so a solution directly points to another solution
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as dependency, recommendation, or conflict. Alternatively, links can also
be indirect by referring to a group or class of solutions. Therefore, several
classification dimensions are presented in Chapter 5. Since certain classes
are associated with particular solutions in order to categorize them, links
can point to such classes instead of specific solutions.
Continuing with the deliver phase, step 1 is concerned with designing

and implementing the actual application. This is effected using existing
modeling and development tools such as UML designers and integrated
development environments (IDEs). Step 2 then considers preparing the
continuous delivery of an application by designing an appropriate delivery
pipeline. In addition to the different stages specified by the pipeline design,
several application environments are designed and associated with these
stages such as a build environment, test environment, etc. Higher-level
application topology models [OAS13b; ASLW14] that are not yet deployable
and corresponding modeling tooling [KBBL13] can be used to design such
application environments. This is the bridge to step 3, which is concerned
with defining environment-specific requirements such as the need for certain
middleware components or build tools in specific application environments.
Therefore, Chapter 4 introduces a comprehensive metamodel, including
the concept of application environment requirements. Based on this meta-
model, Chapter 5 presents various classification dimensions, which are used
to express diverse requirements. With this approach, step 4 is covered, too.
Environment-specific requirements can now be resolved by solutions stored
in the knowledge base. These solutions respect the same classification dimen-
sions, so there is a common foundation for matchmaking in the resolution
process.

Step 5 is optional, but becomes relevant in the event that not all environ-
ment-specific requirements can be immediately satisfied by existing solutions
stored in the knowledge base. If the sources of similar solutions are available
such as open-source artifacts, these can be retrieved and adapted to create
solutions that eventually fit the specified requirements. In an alternate case
of a solution being available, but not immediately executable (such as a
human-readable technical tutorial), this solution can be refined by creating
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an executable solution such as a deployment script. Technically, common
development tools and techniques can be used for adapting, refining, or
creating such solutions that may also be added to the knowledge base if
their reuse is intended. This is covered by steps B and C of the gather phase.

Once all solutions that satisfy the environment-specific requirements are
set, their orchestration is investigated in step 6. Since the set of solutions
can be highly diverse, due to their different origins and the diversity of
the knowledge base itself, their orchestration is a significant challenge. To
retain maintainability by preventing the orchestration layer from being
polluted with lots of lower-level technical logic, existing solutions can be
wrapped to provide their functionality through a particular kind of interface.
Chapter 7 presents approaches to streamline and ease the orchestration of
diverse solutions based on automated transformations and generating unified
interfaces. The successful orchestration of solutions eventually enables the
corresponding application environments to be instantiated and used as part
of the delivery pipeline. Finally, step 7 considers building the pipeline by
wiring the environments, therefore the pipeline can be operated as part
of step 8. Established tooling in the fields of continuous integration and
continuous delivery such as Go CD1, GitLab CI2, or Snap CI3 are utilized for
this purpose. Alternatively, an overarching plan can implement the wiring
of the pipeline, for example, based on workflow technology or orchestration
scripts.

3.4 Chapter Summary and Discussion

This chapter presented the Gather’n’Deliver method, consisting of two
phases that are connected through a knowledge base: (i) gathering solutions
as input for the knowledge base and (ii) utilizing this knowledge to build
pipelines for continuously delivering software applications. Therefore, the
method is the initial step toward the major goals of this work: capturing

1http://www.go.cd
2http://about.gitlab.com/gitlab-ci
3http://snap-ci.com
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and finding proper solutions, as well as simplifying their usage and orches-
tration to build application environments as part of continuous delivery
pipelines. Moreover, it discussed how various kinds of collaboration among
roles and organizations are enabled. This is key because various experts
need to collaborate efficiently across traditional borders (e.g., development
and operations) in order to implement continuous delivery processes success-
fully. Since the Gather’n’Deliver method is intentionally generic enough
to be implemented in various ways, several implementation possibilities
and directions were outlined to clarify how the method could be technically
realized. In this context, it was also described on which parts of the method
this dissertation focuses. These parts are discussed in detail in the following
chapters, including the application environment metamodel (Chapter 4),
how to build application environment topologies (Chapter 5), the collabora-
tive and automated gathering of solutions (Chapter 6), and finally how to
streamline the orchestration of diverse solutions (Chapter 7).
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Application Environment
Metamodel

As explained previously in the context of the Gather’n’Deliver method
(Chapter 3), diverse application environments such as build, test, and pro-
duction environments are the major building blocks of continuous delivery
pipelines. Therefore, this chapter introduces a comprehensive application
environment metamodel, specifically considering the implementation of con-
tinuous delivery. The metamodel aims to provide the conceptual foundation
for dealing with application environment requirements and topologies.

4.1 Core Metamodel

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the core metamodel, depicted in UML
class diagram notation [OMG11b]. A specific application can be delivered
through one or multiple pipelines. For example, in case of a single-instance
but potentially large-scale SaaS application, implementing a single pipeline
would make sense. However, if an application is delivered in multiple vari-
ants, e.g., to different customers using their dedicated instances, several
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Figure 4.1: Overview of application environment metamodel

pipelines may be maintained. The metamodel supports various applica-
tion architectures such as microservices or monoliths [New15]. Further
application architectures that follow very different delivery and deployment
procedures such as embedded systems are not immediately covered by this
metamodel. A key assumption made by the metamodel is that an application
must represent an independently deployable unit. Consequently, an appli-
cation in the context of this metamodel does not have to be a completely
self-contained software system, but can be an independently deployable
building block (e.g., a microservice) of a larger system. Independent of the
kind of application, each pipeline consists of specific stages such as build,
unit test, performance test, staging, etc. [HF10]. Every new version of the
application, e.g., providing a new feature or a bug fix must pass all these
stages.

Application environment requirements (AERs) can be specified on two levels.
(i) An application can define AERs that must be satisfied independent of a
particular environment. As an example, if a particular application relies on
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a middleware component such as a specific version of a runtime environ-
ment (e.g., Java version 7), this is relevant for all application environments.
(ii) Furthermore, there are stage-specific AERs that are complementing the
application-specific ones. For example, a Java-based application may require
Maven1 to resolve Java library dependencies in the build stage or JUnit2

to run its unit tests. Figure 4.2 shows sample requirements to position
AERs as non-functional requirements regarding different kinds of application
requirements. Functional requirements cover the specific features of an
application such as a shopping cart functionality and the Web-based user
interface (UI) of, e.g., a Web shop application. Non-functional requirements
complement those by addressing additional aspects that are not directly
related to an application’s functionality, but consider various technical and
non-technical constraints to successfully operate the application. Beside
AERs, non-functional requirements consider, for example, user experience,
performance, and compliance aspects. Technically, AERs are partly derived
from other existing non-functional requirements. For example, a compliance
requirement prescribing that all data of an application must be hosted in

1http://maven.apache.org
2http://junit.org
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Europe automatically excludes all Cloud provider solutions that are hosted
outside Europe.

Application environment topology skeletons (AET skeletons) are represented
by application topology models as described in Section 2.3. Topology models
specify the structure of specific application environments by resolving rele-
vant AERs regarding required infrastructure, middleware, and tooling. These
AET skeletons consist of a set of solutions to satisfy given AERs, but they
are typically not immediately deployable. This is because of various reasons:
beside wiring and integrating the set of solutions, they need to be properly
configured. In addition, custom glue code may have to be developed for
integration purposes. Therefore, a deployable AET technically refines an AET
skeleton to eventually enable its automated deployment. Having deployable
AETs enables plans to run based on them in corresponding environments.
These plans implement the stage-specific logic, which runs as part of the
pipeline. A deployable AET can be used for multiple stages. For instance, a
test plan and build plan of an application can run in the same environment if
their AERs are similar. This reduces the number of dedicated environments
that have to be established, thereby simplifying the pipeline. Plans and AETs
are solutions on their own, so they may be reusable in the sense of recursive
aggregation. As an example, a certain middleware or application component
may be reused in multiple application stacks. Therefore, its build plan and
build topology may be utilized as solutions to resolve AERs of application
environments, which rely on the particular component.
The application environment metamodel is clearly designed for contin-

uous delivery scenarios. However, a simplified variant of it (excluding the
entities pipeline and stage) also fits scenarios without a delivery pipeline. For
example, legacy systems may only run in two environments: a development
environment to maintain and test the application, as well as a production
environment. Although these environments are not wired using a pipeline,
AERs can be defined for such a manually deployed application. The AERs
can then be systematically resolved to identify and establish alternative AETs.
This could be useful to evaluate different deployment options, for example,
to migrate such an application or parts of it to a Cloud infrastructure. More-
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over, plans may also exist and run beyond the scope of a particular stage in
a pipeline. As an example, application management plans [BBKL13] may be
utilized in the production environment to scale an instance of the deployed
application instance.

4.2 Instance of Metamodel

An instance of the previously introduced application environment metamodel
is presented in the following to provide a specific example for how the meta-
model is conceptually used. Therefore, Figure 4.3 outlines an example based
on a continuous delivery pipeline for a Web shop application [WBKL16]. In
this scenario the pipeline includes a build stage, unit test stage, and further
stages. Each stage specifies concrete application environment requirements
(AERs). These AERs require corresponding solutions that are combined
to compose an application environment topology skeleton (AET skeleton).

Web	Shop	Application	Pipeline
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Figure 4.3: Example instance of application environment metamodel
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Different kinds of solutions such as deployment scripts, configuration defini-
tions, container images, and Cloud provider APIs serve as building blocks
of AETs. Figure 4.3 outlines an AET skeleton that is connected to the unit
test stage by resolving its specific AERs. A corresponding deployable AET
for the unit test stage technically refines the AET skeleton to provide a de-
ployable topology model. The unit test plan implements specific logic to run
application-specific unit tests using the deployable AET. Continuous delivery
pipelines for specific applications such as the Web shop application may
consist of highly individual stages and application environments. This is due
to diverse aspects such as application design, security requirements, and
organizational constraints. However, a set of common stages and application
environments can be identified across different pipelines [HF10; HM11;
Che15a]:

Development:

The development environment is typically the starting point of a con-
tinuous delivery pipeline. It runs on the developer’s machine and thus
needs to be as ‘lightweight’ as possible. Container virtualization is often
utilized for this purpose. Beside the required middleware and applica-
tion components, additional developer tooling such as code editors and
code repository clients are part of the environment. Developers commit
changes and additions to a code repository to trigger a run of the pipeline.

Unit test:

Unit tests implement a verification activity for individual application com-
ponents and even more fine-grained units such as classes or modules.
This verification aims to verify whether the application works correctly.
Beside the required middleware and application components, test run-
ners are typically part of a unit test environment. These runners do
not only execute the unit tests but can also generate test reports. A
mock database may be part of the unit test environment to replace the
production database of the application.
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Integration test:

The unit test stage is usually complemented by an integration test stage
to verify that the involved application components are interacting and
working together properly. Integration tests typically focus on the inter-
faces between components. Beside the test runners, as well as required
middleware and application components, a simplified deployment of the
application is performed in this environment. This includes starting and
wiring the individual components, as well as connecting them to a more
realistic database back-end, which could be, for example, a (potentially
anonymized) copy of the production database.

Build:

After unit and integration tests verified that the individual application
components are working correctly, the application can be built to be
deployed afterward in more production-like environments. Depending
on the utilized packaging format this can be, for example, a Java JAR
file, a virtual machine image, or a Docker container. Usually, a build
environment does not need to run the affected application components
(in contrast to test environments). Therefore, the required build tooling
is usually the main component needed to carry out the build activities.
Additionally, access to an artifact repository may be required to store the
built artifacts for reuse during deployment.

Staging:

Moving further toward production, the application environments get
more production-like to build confidence that the application runs prop-
erly in the actual production environment subsequently. The goal is to
systematically achieve production readiness stage by stage. The staging
environment, also called pre-production environment, is the foundation
for more sophisticated tests such as performance regression tests that
obviously must be performed in a production-like environment to be
meaningful. Therefore, the previously built application components are
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used to create a complete instance of the application topology.

Performance test:

A popular way to test the performance of an application is by doing load
testing. Its basic idea is to put the application under heavy load and
monitor its performance, for example, by measuring latency or response
times. Load can either be generated based on synthetic or real usage pro-
files for a particular application. This stage may also cover performance
regression testing, i.e., comparing the currently measured performance
with the recorded performance test results of previous versions of the
application. Technically, either a separate performance testing environ-
ment (e.g., clone of staging environment) could be established or the
staging environment itself is used.

Acceptance test:

Acceptance testing at its core is a validation activity to find out whether
the new version of an application actually addresses the users’ needs.
This can be realized, for example, by exposing the new version to a
selected or random subset of the application’s users. Both automated and
manual feedback capabilities can be implemented to collect and evaluate
acceptance test results. Technically, there could be a separate acceptance
testing environment (e.g., clone of staging environment) or the staging
environment itself is utilized for this purpose.

Manual test:

In addition to the previously outlined kinds of tests, manual testing can
be performed to verify and validate further aspects of the application.
These aspects may include the evaluation of user experience, as well
as user interface design of the application, which are hard to test in an
automated manner. Such manual tests can be performed in the staging
environment.
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Production:

Finally, the production environment is a dedicated application environ-
ment to serve the application to its users. Typically, this environment
is the most complex one in terms of application deployment and man-
agement because sophisticated mechanisms are in place to ensure high
availability, automatic scaling, disaster recovery, and other relevant prop-
erties to reduce downtime and avoid outages. Further ‘smoke tests’ and
health checks are executed in some production environments to continu-
ously verify that the application is running properly.

Each stage could potentially be based on a separate application environ-
ment. However, different environments may share the same application
topology if their requirements are very similar or even identical. This may
be true, for example, for an acceptance test environment and a performance
test environment because for both the application runs in a production-like
setup. Another prominent example are popular continuous delivery services
such as Travis CI1, which run both build activities and unit tests in the same
environment for efficiency purposes and to make the pipeline faster.

4.3 Solutions as Building Blocks of Application Environments

Various kinds of solutions provide the building blocks of application environ-
ments as outlined by the metamodel depicted in Figure 4.1. To enable the
expression of relations between different solutions and linking application
environment requirements (AERs) with solutions, this metamodel is refined
as shown in Figure 4.4, depicted in UML class diagram notation [OMG11b].
An additional abstract kind of entity is introduced, namely referenceables.
AERs point to referenceables instead of always immediately requiring so-
lutions. Two kinds of concrete entities represent referenceables: solutions
and capabilities. Solutions provide capabilities and may require reference-
ables, i.e., other solutions or capabilities that are provided by solutions. As

1http://travis-ci.org
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an example, a deployment script (solution) to install a MySQL database
may require an Ubuntu operating system, which is provided as capability
by another solution such as a virtual machine image. Consequently, the
deployment script does not immediately point to a particular solution, but to
a capability, which is provided by different solutions. In addition, solutions
may recommend or conflict with certain referenceables. Such links are used
to refer to other solutions or capabilities, which are either incompatible
or they are recommended to be used in conjunction with a given solution.
Solutions are not necessarily atomic, but can be composed of other existing
solutions. Decoupling concrete solutions from requirements and capabilities
is common practice [OAS13b] to interlink diverse solutions without an ex-
plosion of direct links between them. Moreover, this enables the systematic
classification of solutions regarding their requirements and capabilities.
An example instance of the refined part of the conceptual metamodel is

depicted in Figure 4.5. It outlines several solutions and provides examples
for mechanisms to express their relations. A specific solution such as the
MySQL Juju charm can directly point to another solution, for example, to
specify a dependency on the Ceph Juju charm in this case. Alternatively,
solutions can refer to capabilities in order to express specific requirements.
For instance, the Apache Chef cookbook requires any solution that provides
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an Ubuntu Linux 14.04 implementation. In addition, solutions such as
the Google App Engine PHP API express which functionality they provide by
referring to corresponding capabilities. Requirement links that are connected
to specific solutions or capabilities can also originate in AERs instead of
solutions. Consequently, AERs are resolved by retrieving the specific solution
they refer to, or by finding a solution that satisfies the referred capability.
Beside requirements and capabilities, recommendations and conflicts can be
expressed by corresponding links. The MySQL Juju charm solution may, for
example, point to the PHP version 5 capability in order recommend its usage
in combination with an arbitrary solution that provides an implementation
of PHP version 5.

In order to formally refine the metamodel, capabilities are represented as
hierarchically structured labels as described by the following Definition 4.1.
Consequently, links such as provides, requires, recommends, and conflicts that
do not immediately target solutions are specified by labels.
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Definition 4.1 (Label)
Let L be the set of all labels; let n be a label name and lparent ∈ L an existing
label. A label l ∈ L is defined by a pair:

l := (n, lparent), l ̸= lparent

Labels are hierarchically structured with lparent being the parent label of l. This
is specified by the label tree T := (L,E) with L being the vertex set and E being
the edge set, (lparent, l) ∈ E . Label lroot ∈ L is the root node of T . ■

A label’s path representation is used informally in this work to describe a
label with its complete context including all its parents. More specifically,
the slash symbol is used to separate label names in a path. This is similar to
the common practice of using the slash symbols as separator for the different
parts of URLs and filesystem paths. The following list provides examples for
hierarchically structured labels and their informal path representations:

• Label definition: lmw := (Middleware, lroot)
Path representation: ‘Middleware’

• Label definition: ldb := (Database, lmw)
Path representation: ‘Middleware/Database’

• Label definition: lrel := (Relational, ldb)
Path representation: ‘Middleware/Database/Relational’

• Label definition: lmy := (MySQL, lrel)
Path representation: ‘Middleware/Database/Relational/MySQL’

The informal path representation of labels improve their readability. How-
ever, dealing with labels in algorithms andmathematical expressions requires
a formal way of expressing the complete context of a label including all its
parents. Therefore, Definition 4.2 introduces label sets:
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Definition 4.2 (Map: Label Set)
Let l ∈ L be a label and L ⊆ L be a set of labels. The following map associates
a label l with its label set L:

labelSet(l) := L

L contains l (i.e., l ∈ L), the immediate parent label of l, and all implicit parent
labels of l according to the label tree T :

∀l ′ ∈ L : l ′ = l ∨ l ′ = lroot ∨ (lroot
∗
−→ l ′

∗
−→ l) ∈ T

■

Such label sets are used to match requirements and capabilities. This
is achieved by checking whether a requirement label l1 is included in
labelSet(l2), the label set of a capability label l2, more formally expressed as
l1 ∈ labelSet(l2). Consequently, label sets help to consider the hierarchical
structure of labels: l1 ∈ labelSet(l2) is also true if one of the parent labels of
l2 matches l1 according to the label tree T .

4.3.1 Representation of Solutions

Solutions are the major building blocks of application environments as ex-
plained previously. The following definitions describe how solutions are
formally represented. Initially, Definition 4.3 introduces the concept of a
solution boundary to specify requirements, conflicts, and recommendations
of specific solutions. This enables the expression of links and dependencies
between solutions.

Definition 4.3 (Solution Boundary)
Let S be the set of all solutions s ∈ S. The boundary Bs of a solution is defined
as a set of boundary predicates b ∈ Bs. Each boundary predicate is a Boolean
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function with an associated type t, qualifier q, and optional description d:

bt,q
d : S → {true, false},

t ∈ {requires, requiresHost, requiresPeer, conflicts, recommends}

The qualifier q is a URI1 or label according to Definition 4.1. The optional
description d is an arbitrary string of characters. ■

Furthermore, solutions have associated properties (Definition 4.4) to
represent metadata and content such as configuration options and files:

Definition 4.4 (Solution Properties)
Let S be the set of all solutions s ∈ S. props is a function, which represents
arbitrary properties and content such as metadata of a solution as name-value
pairs. Let Nproperties be the set of all property names; let Vproperties be the set of
all property values. The properties function props is defined as follows:

props : Nproperties→ Vproperties

The props function maps a property name n ∈Nproperties to a specific property
value v ∈ Vproperties. ■

Based on the concepts of solution boundaries and properties, Definition 4.5
provides the formal representation of a solution:

Definition 4.5 (Solution)
Let S be the set of all solutions; let us be a uniform resource identifier (URI); let
Ls be a set of labels specifying the capabilities that are provided by the solution;
let Bs be the solution’s boundary and props the solution’s properties. A solution
s ∈ S is defined by a quadruplet:

s := (us, Ls, Bs, props)

The URI us uniquely identifies a solution s. ■

1http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986
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The boundary predicates bt,q ∈ Bs enable a solution s to specify different
kinds of links that refer to other solutions or capabilities. This is expressed
by the associated qualifier q as a URI or label according to Definition 4.1.
These links were introduced as part of the refined metamodel depicted in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5: requires, conflicts, and recommends. Links of
type provides are specified as part of the set of labels Ls associated with a
solution s. Moreover, requirements can be specified on a more fine-grained
level. Instead of using t = requires, the more specific link types requiresHost
or requiresPeer can be utilized to express host and peer dependencies. For
example, a MySQL server solution may require an Ubuntu Linux solution
as its host (i.e., ‘MySQL requiresHost Ubuntu’). An application component
may connect to a database back-end that is running as a peer, potentially
hosted on a different infrastructure (i.e., ‘application requiresPeer database’).
This kind of distinction between different kinds of dependencies is inspired
by existing works: in TOSCA-based application topologies, requiresHost
and requiresPeer links are typically denoted as ‘hosted on’ and ‘connects
to’ relationships [OAS13a]. Another example is the Engage deployment
system [FME12] that distinguishes between ‘inside dependencies’ and ‘peer
dependencies’, corresponding to requiresHost and requiresPeer.
Solutions can be of different kinds and positioned on different levels

such as Cloud provider APIs, virtual server images, deployment scripts, as
well as human-readable technical tutorials and documentation. Some of
them such as human-readable documents must be refined, for example, by
incorporating the described steps into a deployment script to actually utilize
the solution as building block of an application environment. The following
example outlines how the Docker container mysql1 could be represented
as a solution. Therefore, two labels are defined: lmysql = (MySQL, lroot) and
ldocker = (DockerEngine, lroot). The solution itself is defined as follows:

smysqlDocker = (http://hub.docker.com/..., {lmysql}, BsmysqlDocker
, propsmysqlDocker

)

Its MySQL capability is expressed using the lmysql label. Furthermore the

1http://hub.docker.com/_/mysql
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boundary predicate brequiresHost,ldocker
v1.12+ ∈ BsmysqlDocker

specifies a requiresHost depen-
dency to express that the container needs a solution providing a Docker
engine version 1.12 or better:

brequiresHost,ldocker
v1.12+ (s) :=

¨

true if props(version)≥ 1.12,

false otherwise.

Moreover, propsmysqlDocker
specifies the properties associated with the previously

defined solution:

propsmysqlDocker
(n) :=

¨

5 if n= version,

undefined otherwise.

In this simplified example, a single property is specified only: ‘version = 5’.

4.3.2 Representation of Application Environment Requirements

Application environment requirements (AERs) are formally represented
using predicate logic. More specifically, AER predicates are used for this
purpose as described by Definition 4.6:

Definition 4.6 (AER Predicate)
Let S be the set of all solutions; let R be the set of all AER predicates. An AER
predicate r ∈ R is a Boolean function with an associated type t, qualifier q,
and optional description d:

r t,q
d : S → {true, false},

t ∈ {inclusive, selective}

The qualifier q is a URI or label according to Definition 4.1. The special case
q = ∗ represents a wildcard qualifier to match any solution. The optional
description d is an arbitrary string of characters. ■

AERs can be of two different types: inclusive AERs are utilized to be
evaluated as ‘queries’ against a knowledge base to retrieve a set of solutions
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that fit; selective AERs are applied to already retrieved solutions to further
filter and refine specific solution sets. The qualifier q is used for inclusive AER
predicates to retrieve a set of solutions, which is then filtered by applying the
predicate to each solution. In case of selective AER predicates, the qualifier is
considered to evaluate whether the given predicate is applicable to a given
solution. If, for example, a certain solution does not provide the capability
specified by the predicate’s qualifier label, the predicate is not meant to be
applied to this particular solution. In case of q = ∗, the predicate can be
applied to any solution. However, using q = ∗ as qualifier for an inclusive
AER predicate usually does not make sense because it would represent a
query that retrieves all solutions from the knowledge base.

Since AER predicates and boundary predicates (Definition 4.3) both aim to
specify links to certain solutions or capabilities, their formal representation
is aligned. In the course of this work both kinds of predicates are therefore
treated in combination when it makes sense. The union of AER predicates
and boundary predicates is defined for this purpose:

Definition 4.7 (Union of AER Predicates and Boundary Predicates)
Let B be the set of all boundary predicates; letR be the set of all AER predicates.
P is the union of all boundary predicates and all AER predicates: P := B∪R ■

Since the qualifier q of a predicate determines to which solutions they are
meant to be applied, Definition 4.8 formally specifies a function to check
whether a given predicate is applicable to a specific solution:

Definition 4.8 (Map: Predicate Applicable)
Let s = (us, Ls, Bs, props) ∈ S be a solution (Definition 4.5) and pt,q /∈ Bs ⊆ P
be an AER predicate or a boundary predicate. The following map is defined as
a Boolean function:

predicateApplicable: S ×P → {true, false},

predicateApplicable(s, pt,q) = true :⇔

(q = ∗) ∨ (q = us) ∨ (∃l ∈ Ls : q ∈ labelSet(l))

■
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To make a concrete example for AER predicates and solutions, let lmysql =
(MySQL, lroot) be a label and smy = (usmy

, Lsmy
, Bsmy

, Psmy
) a solution with lmysql ∈

Lsmy
. The following AER predicate

r
selective,lmysql

v5+,autoscale(s) :=

¨

true if props(version)≥ 5∧ props(scaling) = auto,

false otherwise.

can be defined to filter a set of solutions by returning only solutions that
provide a MySQL server implementation version 5 or better and offer an
auto-scaling mechanism. The subscript description ‘v5+,autoscale’ does not
have any formal meaning, but aims to improve the readability of predicates
by summarizing what it checks for. This is similar to the formally irrelevant
subscript my of smy that is used to denote that a MySQL solution is provided.
Alternatively to such very specific AER predicates, more generic ones can be
defined. The following AER predicate

r
selective,lmysql

(v) (s) :=

¨

true if props(version)≥ v,

false otherwise.

is an example for a configurable AER predicate that provides the v parameter
as part of the predicate’s subscript (instead of a static description) to dynam-
ically define the required MySQL version when applying the predicate. This
approach helps to reduce the number of predicates that have to be defined by
making them reusable. Moreover, the predicateApplicable map can be applied
as follows

predicateApplicable(smy, r
selective,lmysql

v5+,autoscale) = true

predicateApplicable(smy, r
selective,lmysql

(5) ) = true

to check whether given AER predicates are applicable to specific solutions.
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4.4 Chapter Summary and Discussion

Initially, this chapter introduced a comprehensive application environment
metamodel in the context of continuous delivery pipelines. The metamodel
is used throughout this work. Application environment requirements (AERs)
and solutions were described as major building blocks by defining and using
AERs to identify proper solutions. AERs have been positioned as one specific
kind of non-functional requirements in the context of other types of applica-
tion requirements. Formal representations of both AERs and solutions were
described. AERs differ in what kind of requirements they express on which
level. (i) As discussed in this chapter, AERs can be of two different types:
inclusive AERs are utilized as ‘queries’ to be evaluated against a knowledge
base to retrieve a set of solutions that fit; selective AERs are evaluated to
already retrieved solutions to further filter and refine specific sets of so-
lutions. (ii) Some AERs are specific to a certain application environment
such as a build tooling requirement, which only needs to be resolved for
establishing the build environment for a particular application. Other AERs
are relevant for all application environments of a particular application such
as a runtime environment that is inherently required to run the application
in any environment. (iii) Independent of the environment dimension, AERs
are scoped differently. Most AERs are typically application-specific, i.e., they
define various requirements that are specific to the application depending
on its components, utilized middleware, and further tooling. However, AERs
can be organization-specific and may thus be relevant for several applications
developed and operated by a particular organization. As an example, an
organization may decide to use a single Cloud provider only because of
trust or to simplify the landscape of infrastructure solutions. These can be
cascading requirements, e.g., AERs that must be respected by the whole
company, AERs that are relevant for a certain department or group only, and
AERs that are completely application-specific.

These aspects help to systematically group AERs on different levels, so
only the relevant ones are selected to identify solutions for a particular
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application environment. For example, the previously defined AER predicate

r
selective,lmysql

v5+,autoscale

can be categorized as production environment-specific AER because auto-
scaling is usually not relevant for build and test environments. As application-
specific AER it is scoped to a specific application that uses a MySQL database.
The type of AER is selective to filter an existing set of solutions such as a
collection of various MySQL server implementations.

To link solutions and express requirements, capabilities, recommendations,
and conflicts, the concept of labels was formally introduced. Moreover, it
was described how AER predicates and boundary predicates associated with
specific solutions are used in conjunction with labels to express links between
solutions. A concrete instance of the metamodel and its refined variant was
outlined to demonstrate how the metamodel is used conceptually. The
following Chapter 5 builds upon these fundamentals and presents concepts
to build application environment topologies.
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Building Application
Environment Topologies

In order to run the different stages of continuous delivery pipelines, po-
tentially diverse application environments need to be implemented as key
building blocks of the pipeline. This chapter presents concepts to build such
application environments based on topology models as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3. Following the previously described application environment meta-
model (Chapter 4), it is shown how application environment requirements
can be systematically resolved based on labels to match such requirements
with capabilities provided by solutions. These labels are hierarchically struc-
tured using label taxonomies, which are discussed in this chapter. Initially,
the underlying classification dimensions for these taxonomies are presented
in the following.

5.1 Classification Dimensions of Requirements and Solutions

Application environment requirements (AERs) must be satisfied by specific
solutions that provide corresponding capabilities. To enable a systematic
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matchmaking between requirements and solutions, labels are utilized as
described in Chapter 4. These labels are classified according to multiple
dimensions that are outlined in the following. More specifically, the discussed
dimensions are solution types, solution bindings, modes of use, and usage
styles. While these dimensions are technically relevant in the context of
this work, further dimensions could be added such as monetary cost or
performance considerations, which are not the focus of this work.

5.1.1 Solution Types and Solution Bindings

Each solution is of a certain type, meaning that it provides a correspond-
ing implementation. For example, the Chef cookbook mysql1 represents a
solution that is capable of installing and running a MySQL database server.
Therefore, it is classified as MySQL solution. Moving up the hierarchy, MySQL
is a relational database, which itself is a specific kind of middleware. Beside
middleware there are further top-level solution types such as infrastructure
(covering operating systems, networking solutions, etc.) and DevOpsware
(covering deployment automation and further supplementary tooling).

Beside the previously described type dimension, there is the binding di-
mension: some solutions are bound to be used in a specific context only. For
example, Google Cloud SQL SDK2 can be utilized as a solution to create fully
managed MySQL database instances and run them ‘as a service’. However,
the solution can only be used in conjunction with Google’s Cloud platform.
Therefore, the solution is provider-bound to Google. While the solution itself
may perfectly fit the technical needs of a certain application environment,
the provider binding may not be acceptable. In this case, alternative solu-
tions must be considered. Another solution binding can be a specific region
or location, so the solution is location-bound. In case of the Google Cloud
SQL SDK example, database instances can only be created in three specific
Google data centers3: Asia Pacific, European Union, and North America.

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/mysql
2http://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/cloud-sdk
3http://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/instance-locations
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Consequently, if a MySQL database must be hosted in another specific region
or country, alternative solutions have to be used.

5.1.2 Modes of Use and Usage Styles

As another classification dimension, different modes of use are followed
when utilizing diverse solutions. For example, the previously described Chef
cookbook mysql is implemented as an executable configuration definition,
in contrast to the Google Cloud SQL SDK, which is a ‘ready-to-use’ service
offering. As a result, their modes of use differ. A configuration definition
such as a Chef cookbook requires an existing infrastructure, for example, a
virtual server to be executed on. In addition, a Chef runtime environment is
required to execute the Chef cookbook to eventually install and run a MySQL
database instance. Therefore, the mode of use would be executable artifact or,
more specifically, configuration definition. Going for a database-as-a-service
offering such as Google Cloud SQL, it is considerably simpler to manage
MySQL database instances directly through a command-line interface (CLI).
Thus, the mode of use would be API or CLI, to be more specific. However,
the inherent dependency on Google’s infrastructure and its APIs must be
accepted.
Beside the technical mode of use, additional usage styles form another

classification dimension when utilizing solutions. They cover a variety of
both alternative and complementary paradigms how to use solutions. A
selection of such usage styles were identified by systematically analyzing
commonly used solutions:

Virtualization level:

Different kinds of solutions can be used on different virtualization levels.
Each level implies a different degree of isolation and virtualization over-
head. For example, a virtual machine (VM) runs on top of a hypervisor,
which provides a hardware virtualization approach. While each VM owns
a dedicated guest operating system, providing a high degree of isolation,
containers share the operating system’s kernel (container virtualization).
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Another option is to virtualize on the middleware level [SASL13], for
example, by using a multi-tenant aware application server to host applica-
tions of multiple customers. Some solutions such as virtual machines can
only be used on a specific virtualization level, others such as configuration
definitions (running on physical machines, VMs, or containers) can be
used on multiple levels.

Instance-driven:

Some solutions are instance-driven, i.e., users immediately manage and
interact with instances such as virtual servers, runtime environments,
application instances, and database instances. This is the case for many
platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solutions such as Cloud Foundry1 and PaaS
providers. Typically, command-line interfaces, GUIs, or APIs are utilized
to interact with such a platform and manage instances on it. Stan-
dardization efforts such as CAMP (Cloud Application Management for
Platforms) [OAS14] aim to streamline the interaction with such plat-
forms.

Template-driven:

In contrast to the instance-driven approach described previously, other
solutions are template-driven. Instead of immediately using APIs to man-
age instances, templates are created and then processed by a deployment
engine to create corresponding instances. A template could be, for ex-
ample, an application topology model as described in Section 2.3 or a
deployment plan. TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for
Cloud Applications) [OAS13b] is a standard to specify such templates in
a portable manner. A CloudFormation template2 is a provider-specific
example for a topology model to orchestrate a set of Amazon’s Cloud
services.

1http://www.cloudfoundry.org
2http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation
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Infrastructure-oriented:

Solutions are infrastructure-oriented in case they focus on managing and
orchestrating infrastructure-level resources such as virtual servers, net-
works, firewalls, and block storage. APIs1 and toolkits2 are available to
interact with infrastructure-as-a-service provider offerings and frame-
works such as Amazon EC2 and OpenStack. These solutions provide
fine-grained interfaces to manage infrastructure resources. The proper
configuration and orchestration of these resources allow application in-
stances to run based on the infrastructure.

Application-oriented:

In contrast to the previously described infrastructure-oriented approach,
solutions are application-oriented in case they focus on managing applica-
tion-level resources such as deploying, updating, and scaling application
components. Container virtualization approaches and related cluster
management frameworks such as Docker Compose3 and Kubernetes4

are prominent examples for orchestrating application-level containers.
Each container hosts a separate application component. Cluster manage-
ment frameworks provide a layer of abstraction, hiding the underlying
infrastructure resources such as virtual machines and networks to focus
on managing application resources that are, for example, packaged as
containers.

Middleware-oriented:

Alternatively to the infrastructure-oriented and application-oriented ap-
proaches, solutions can be middleware-oriented [WASL14; WALS16].
This applies to solutions that manage resources on the level of middle-
ware. For example, PaaS providers such as Heroku5 offer a broad variety

1http://developer.openstack.org/api-ref.html
2http://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-java
3http://docs.docker.com/compose
4http://kubernetes.io
5http://elements.heroku.com/addons
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of middleware-level services for data processing, authentication, user
management, search, and others. These middleware services can be
configured and orchestrated to provide the foundation for running a
specific application.

Node-centric:

Some solutions are node-centric [WBL14c; WBKL16]. For example, a
Chef cookbook is a solution that provides a configuration definition to
be executed on a single node such as a virtual server. It cannot be used
to properly orchestrate multiple configuration definitions that are dis-
tributed across several nodes, including cross-node relations. Virtual
machine images or individual containers are further examples for node-
centric solutions. Further (environment-centric) solutions are required
to manage the orchestration of node-centric solutions.

Environment-centric:

Environment-centric solutions [WBL14c; WBKL16] are required to man-
age environments consisting of multiple nodes. Juju charms1 are an
example for environment-centric artifacts to manage a set of nodes as a
coherent environment. Furthermore, solutions based on topology models
such as CloudFormation templates or TOSCA topology templates can
be utilized to manage the orchestration of multiple nodes and other re-
sources. Therefore, these are classified as environment-centric solutions,
too.

Convergence-based:

Several configuration management solutions are based on convergence
[WBL14a; WBL15b]. For example, a Chef cookbook must provide an
idempotent configuration definition that is executed repeatedly until the
desired configuration state is reached. Repeated runs are required if an
error occurs during an execution or the desired state is not reached after

1http://jujucharms.com
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the initial execution. With this approach the target resource such as a
virtual server converges toward the desired state.

Compensation-based:

In contrast to the previously described convergence-based approach,
other solutions rely on compensation mechanisms [WBL14a; WBL15b].
For example, a Docker container image is built by executing the build
steps specified in a Dockerfile1. Each successfully finished build step
produces a temporary intermediate container image. In case a particular
build step fails, the engine goes back to the last successfully built inter-
mediate container image. From there, the build process can be restarted
without repeatedly running all build steps again.

The various classification dimensions discussed previously are the foun-
dation of the label taxonomies presented in the following Section 5.2. The
hierarchical label structure provided by the taxonomies is used to enable the
matchmaking between requirements (AERs) and solutions’ capabilities as
discussed in Chapter 4.

5.2 Label Taxonomies

Several label taxonomies are presented in this section to express both require-
ments and capabilities. Following the solution type classification discussed
in Section 5.1.1, Figure 5.1 outlines an extract of the corresponding label
taxonomy2. The taxonomy respects common categorization approaches of
middleware and infrastructure entities used by established providers and
vendors such as Heroku3 and New Relic4. Moreover, existing classifications
of NoSQL databases proposed by Sadalage and Fowler [SF12] are incorpo-
rated into the taxonomy. The DevOpsware entity covers all supplementary

1http://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder
2http://github.com/devopsbase/devopsbase
3http://elements.heroku.com/addons
4http://newrelic.com/devops/toolset
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Figure 5.1: Solution type label taxonomy

solutions that are relevant for both developing and operating applications.
These include build and test tools, deployment and orchestration solutions,
as well as monitoring and logging frameworks. In contrast to middleware
and infrastructure solutions, these do not immediately support application
functionality, but they are complementary required to develop and manage
an application. Using the path representation of labels (Chapter 4), the
following examples are valid labels according to the type taxonomy:

• Type/Middleware/Database/Relational/MySQL

• Type/Infrastructure/Operating System/Ubuntu

• Type/DevOpsware/Deployment/Chef

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, some solutions are bound to be used in a
certain context only. Figure 5.2 outlines an extract of the label taxonomy to
cover such solution bindings. Two common kinds of bindings are solutions
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Figure 5.2: Solution binding label taxonomy

that are provider-bound or region-bound. Provider bindings can be refined
to cover, for example, their individual service offerings such as Amazon EC21

and Google App Engine2. Similarly, region bindings can be refined to cover
countries or even individual cities. Using the path representation of labels,
the following examples are valid labels according to the binding taxonomy:

• Binding/Provider/Amazon

• Binding/Provider/Google/App Engine

• Binding/Region/Asia Pacific

The actual usage of individual solutions can be quite different. For exam-
ple, utilizing an API served by a Cloud provider is completely different from
an executable artifact such as a deployment script running on a virtual server.
These differences are covered by the modes of use classification discussed in
Section 5.1.2. An extract of a corresponding label taxonomy is outlined in
Figure 5.3. Different kinds of APIs exist such as endpoints and toolkits (e.g.,
SDKs or libraries), implying different modes of use. Endpoint APIs can either

1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
2http://cloud.google.com/appengine
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Figure 5.3: Mode of use label taxonomy

be provider-hosted such as Amazon’s EC2 API1 or self-hosted such as an
OpenStack instance with its corresponding API2. Command-line interfaces
(CLIs) and graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are further modes of use; exam-
ples include Amazon’s AWS CLI3 and management console4. Another mode
is an executable. As outlined by the taxonomy, different kinds of executables
imply refinedmodes of use. Scripts and configuration definitions such as Chef
cookbooks are used differently than container and virtual machine images
such as Docker containers and Vagrant boxes5. Further kinds of executables
include bundles such as TOSCA Cloud Service Archives (CSARs) [OAS13b]
and workflow models such as BPEL plans [OAS07]. Yet another mode of use
is a guide such as patterns [Ale77; FBFL15] or tutorials. Solutions that are
classified under this mode typically provide human-readable resources that
must be refined before using them for deployment automation purposes. For
example, a technically fine-grained tutorial explaining how to run WordPress

1http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference
2http://developer.openstack.org/api-ref.html
3http://aws.amazon.com/cli
4http://aws.amazon.com/console
5http://www.vagrantup.com/docs/boxes.html
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on Amazon EC21 can be codified as a deployment script and then utilized
to automate its deployment. Using the path representation of labels, the
following examples are valid labels according to the mode of use taxonomy:

• Mode/API/Endpoint/Provider-hosted

• Mode/Executable/Script

• Mode/Guide/Tutorial

Beside the modes of use, solutions can be classified according to different
usage styles as discussed in Section 5.1.2. An extract of the corresponding
taxonomy is outlined in Figure 5.4, covering the previously discussed usage
styles. Using the path representation of labels, the following examples are
valid labels according to the usage style taxonomy:

• Style/Virtualization Level/Hardware

• Style/Template-driven

• Style/Infrastructure-oriented

1http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/hosting-wordpress.html
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All of the presented taxonomies are meant to be used to label individual
solutions with capabilities and finally drive the resolution of application
environment requirements as described in the following Section 5.3.

5.3 Resolution of Application Environment Requirements

Algorithm 5.1 findSolutionSets(PDNF)
1: PDNF ▷ input: DNF set representation of AER predicates
2: Scombined← { } ▷ output: set of combined solution sets
3: for all A∈ PDNF do ▷ iterate over all alternatives A in PDNF

4: Sgrouped← { } ▷ set of grouped solutions
5: for all r t,q ∈ A do ▷ iterate over all inclusive AERs r in A
6: if t = inclusive and r is non-negated predicate then
7: if q is a URI then
8: G← {KB.getSolutionByURI(q)}
9: else if q is a label then

10: G← KB.getSolutionSetByLabel(q)
11: end if
12: if G ̸= ; then
13: Sgrouped← Sgrouped ∪ {G}
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: Sfiltered← { } ▷ set of filtered grouped solutions
18: for all G ∈ Sgrouped do
19: Sfiltered← Sfiltered ∪ {filteredSolutionSet(G, A)}
20: end for
21: Scombined← Scombined ∪ combinedSolutionSets(Sfiltered, A)
22: end for
23: return Scombined

The process of systematically resolving application environment require-
ments (AERs) is enabled by the previously presented label taxonomies (Sec-
tion 5.2) and the application environment metamodel (Chapter 4). For
this purpose, the hierarchical structure of the label taxonomies is explicitly
considered. The resolution consists of two major parts discussed in the
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following, namely resolving immediate AERs (Section 5.3.1) and resolving
solutions’ requirements (Section 5.3.2) because a solution itself may specify
additional transitive requirements that must be satisfied. Algorithms are
presented to properly explain the mechanisms required for the resolution of
requirements. However, these algorithms are not meant to be executed in
a fully automated manner, but are intended to be used as semi-automated
procedures to support the systematic decision making process of selecting
appropriate solutions.

5.3.1 Resolve Immediate Requirements

Application environment requirements are represented by AER predicates
as described in Chapter 4. Algorithm 5.1 outlines how such AERs can be
resolved by identifying and retrieving corresponding solution sets. The
algorithm expects the set representation of AER predicates in disjunctive
normal form (DNF) as input. Diverse algorithms and implementations exist
for transforming arbitrary logical expressions to DNF. One example is the
open-source implementation of the to_dnf function as part of SymPy’s Logic
module1. In addition, Definition 5.1 describes how the set representation of
a logical expression in DNF is created.

Definition 5.1 (Set Representation of Disjunctive Normal Form)
Let pi, j ∈ P be AER predicates or boundary predicates (Definition 4.7) with
i, j, n, k ∈ N. The disjunctive normal form (DNF) of logical expressions consisting
of predicates is defined as follows:

(p1,1 ∧ . . .∧ p1,n1
)∨ . . .∨ (pk,1 ∧ . . .∧ pk,nk

)

Such an expression can be represented as a set of predicate sets:

PDNF := {{p1,1, . . . , p1,n1
}, . . . , {pk,1, . . . , pk,nk

}}= {A1, . . . , Ak}

Each predicate set represents an alternative set Ai consisting of AERs. ■

1http://docs.sympy.org/1.0/modules/logic.html
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Figure 5.5: Overview of findSolutionSets algorithm

Based on the set representation of the DNF expression, the algorithm
iterates over each alternative set Ak of AER predicates. For each alternative
Ai , each non-negated predicate pi, j of type inclusive is evaluated to retrieve
potential solutions from the knowledge base as introduced in Chapter 3 in
the context of the Gather’n’Deliver method. Therefore, the algorithm
assumes two basic operations to be provided by the knowledge base (KB) to
retrieve solutions. These are in particular:

• KB.getSolutionByURI(solutionURI) returns a single solution, which is
uniquely identified by its URI.

• KB.getSolutionSetByLabel(capabilityLabel) returns a solution set con-
sisting of solutions that provide the capability defined by the given
label (Section 5.2).
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How these operations are technically provided is an implementation de-
tail and therefore conceptually irrelevant. For example, a database index
or search engine may be used in the background to efficiently identify
proper solutions. Figure 5.5 visually outlines how the algorithm works in
conjunction with AERs and solutions. For retrieving solutions, given AER
predicates of type inclusive are considered. Each inclusive predicate either
defines a URI or a label to identify required solutions. In case of a URI, the
KB.getSolutionByURI operation is used to retrieve the corresponding solution
if it exists. If a label is given, the KB.getSolutionSetByLabel operation enables
the retrieval of a potentially empty solution set, providing the capability
defined by the label. The result of this retrieval step are solution sets. The
amount of sets equals to the amount of given inclusive predicates. Each
set represents a group of solutions, which satisfies one particular inclusive
predicate. These sets are then filtered based on given AER predicates of
type selective. The following Definition 5.2 defines the filteredSolutionSet
map, which is used by the algorithm to filter solution sets based on selective
predicates.

Definition 5.2 (Map: Filtered Solution Set)
Let S1 ⊆ S and S2 ⊆ S be solution sets; let P(S) be the power set of all solution
sets; let R ⊆R be a set of AER predicates r t,q ∈ R of type t with qualifier q; let
P(R) be the power set of all AER predicate sets. The input of the following map
is a solution set and an AER predicate set; its result is a solution set:

filteredSolutionSet : P(S)×P(R)→P(S),

(S1, R) 7→ S2

The resulting solution set S2 is:

S2 := { s | s ∈ S1

∧ (∀r t,q ∈ R: (predicateApplicable(s, r t,q) = true) =⇒ (r t,q(s) = true) ) }

The subset S2 ⊆ S1 omits solutions of the originally given solution set S1, which
are filtered out by applying all r t,q ∈ R. ■
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The sets of grouped solutions are then combined to create alternative
solution sets. Ideally, each solution set contains a solution that resolves
at least one of the given AERs. However, if the knowledge base does not
provide a solution to satisfy a particular AER, resulting solution sets may
be incomplete in the sense that some requirements are still unresolved.
Consequently, a solution set forms a potentially incomplete set of building
blocks of an application environment that is specified by the given AERs.
The combinedSolutionSets map, used by Algorithm 5.1 for this purpose, is
defined in the following Definition 5.3.

Definition 5.3 (Map: Combined Solution Sets)
Let Si ⊆ S and S′j ⊆ S be solution sets with i, j ∈ N; let P(S) be the power set
of all solution sets; let {S1, . . . , Sm} ⊆P(S) and {S′1, . . . , S′n} ⊆P(S) be sets of
solution sets with m, n ∈ N; let R ⊆R be a set of potentially unresolved AER
predicates; let P(R) be the power set of all AER predicate sets. The input of
the following map is a set of solution sets and an AER predicate set; its result
is a set of pairs, each consisting of a combined solution set and the given AER
predicate set:

combinedSolutionSets: P(P(S))×P(R)→P(P(S)×P(R)),

({S1, . . . , Si , . . . , Sm}, R) 7→ {(S′1, R), . . . , (S′j , R), . . . , (S′n, R)}

Each combined solution set contains one solution of each of the originally
provided solution sets without conflicts:

∀(S′j , R):

S′j ̸= ;

∧ (∀Si : |Si ∩ S′j |= 1∨ Si = ;)

∧ (∀Si∀s ∈ Si∃S′j : s ∈ S′j ∨ Si = ;)

∧ conflictingSolutions(S′j) = ;

■
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Definition 5.3 uses the conflictingSolutions map to avoid conflicting solu-
tions inside a particular solution set. Therefore, the following Definition 5.4
formally specifies the conflictingSolutions map.

Definition 5.4 (Map: Conflicting Solutions)
Let S ⊆ S be a solution set consisting of solutions si = (usi

, Lsi
, Bsi

, propsi
) and

s j = (us j
, Ls j

, Bs j
, props j

) with si , s j ∈ S and i, j ∈ N; let P(S) be the power set
of all solution sets. The input of the following map is a solution set S; its result
is a potentially empty set of pairs (si , s j):

conflictingSolutions: P(S)→P(S ×S),

S 7→ {. . . , (si , s j), . . .}

Each resulting pair (si , s j) consists of two conflicting solutions:

∀(si , s j):

∃bt,q
i ∈ Bsi

:

(t = conflicts∧ predicateApplicable(s j , bt,q
i ) = true) =⇒ (bt,q

i (s j) = true)

∨ ∃bt ′,q′

j ∈ Bs j
:

(t ′ = conflicts∧ predicateApplicable(si , bt ′,q′

j ) = true) =⇒ (bt ′,q′

j (si) = true)

■

Each combined solution set does not only consist of the solutions them-
selves, but also has the AER predicates attached, which drove the creation
of the particular solution set. These requirements are reused later in the
process when adding or refining solutions of a solution set. This helps to
ensure that an updated solution set still complies with the originally defined
AERs.

To explain more explicitly how the combinedSolutionSets is applied, a con-
crete example is described in the following. Let prop1, prop2, prop3 be partial
functions that map names to values to represent simplified properties of a
solution as name-value pairs for demonstration purposes. More specifically,
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prop1 represents an empty set of properties:

prop1(n) := undefined

prop2 holds a single property, namely ‘version = 4’:

prop2(n) :=

¨

4 if n= version,

undefined otherwise.

Similarly, prop3 also holds a single property, namely ‘version = 5’:

prop3(n) :=

¨

5 if n= version,

undefined otherwise.

Moreover, the following labels are defined:

• Label definition: ltype := (Type, lroot)
Path representation: ‘Type’

• Label definition: lmw := (Middleware, ltype)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware’

• Label definition: ldb := (Database, lmw)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/Database’

• Label definition: lrel := (Relational, ldb)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/Database/Relational’

• Label definition: lmysql := (MySQL, lrel)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/Database/Relational/MySQL’

• Label definition: lrt := (Runtime, lmw)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/Runtime’

• Label definition: lphp := (PHP, lrt)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/Runtime/PHP’

• Label definition: lws := (WebServer, lmw)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/WebServer’
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• Label definition: lapache := (ApacheHTTPD, lws)
Path representation: ‘Type/Middleware/WebServer/ApacheHTTPD’

Based on these labels, the following simple AER predicates are defined. The
predicate r1 is of type inclusive and requires a MySQL solution that provides
a MySQL implementation version 5 or better:

r1 := r
inclusive,lmysql

mysql,v5+ (s) =

¨

true if props(version)≥ 5,

false otherwise.

Furthermore, the inclusive predicate r2 requires an arbitrary solution that
provides a PHP runtime environment:

r2 := r
inclusive,lphp

php (s) = true

Similarly, the inclusive predicate r3 requires an arbitrary solution that pro-
vides an Apache Web Server:

r3 := r
inclusive,lapache

apache (s) = true

In the context of this example, it is assumed that a specific application
requires these AERs to be satisfied by solutions providing corresponding
capabilities. Therefore, the AER predicates are bundled as a logical expression
in DNF:

rall := r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r3

According to Definition 5.1 this expression can be transformed to its set
representation:

PDNF
rall

:= {{r1, r2, r3}}= {A1}

By following the previously discussed Algorithm 5.1 a set of solutions are
retrieved from the knowledge base using the inclusive AERs specified by
A1 ∈ R:
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• smysqlDocker = (http://hub.docker.com/..., {lmysql},;, prop3)

• smysqlChef = (http://supermarket.chef.io/..., {lmysql},;, prop1)

• smysqlInstallScript4 = (http://gist.github.com/..., {lmysql},;, prop2)

• smysqlGoogle = (http://cloud.google.com/..., {lmysql},;, prop3)

• smysqlAmazon = (http://aws.amazon.com/..., {lmysql},;, prop3)

• sapachePhpDocker = (http://hub.docker.com/..., {lapache, lphp},;, prop1)

• sapachePhpAmazon = (http://aws.amazon.com/..., {lapache, lphp},;, prop1)

• . . .

These solutions form a yet unfiltered solution group Sgrouped:

Sgrouped = {smysqlDocker, smysqlChef , . . .}

Next, the filtered solution group Sfiltered is derived by applying the given AER
predicate set A1:

Sfiltered = filteredSolutionSet(Sgrouped, A1)

Compared to Sgrouped, the filtered group Sfiltered does not contain solutions,
which do not comply with the given AERs. In particular the solutions smysqlChef

and smysqlInstallScript4 are filtered out because their properties prop1 and prop2

do not comply with requirement r1, which requires MySQL version 5 or
better:

Sgrouped \ Sfitlered = {smysqlChef , smysqlInstallScript4}

Finally, the combined solution set Scombined is created:

Scombined = combinedSolutionSets({Sfiltered}, A1) =

{({smysqlDocker, sapachePhpDocker}, A1), ({smysqlDocker, sapachePhpAmazon}, A1), . . .}

To continue with the process of building an application environment topology,
a specific solution set Sselected ∈ Scombined is selected as the foundation for the
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topology. The solutions s ∈ Sselected may have further requirements attached
that must be resolved, too. Therefore, the following Section 5.3.2 describes
how these requirements are resolved.

5.3.2 Resolve Solutions’ Requirements

Algorithm 5.2 resolveDependencies(Sselected, R)
1: Sselected ▷ input: selected solution set
2: R ▷ input: set of AER predicates
3: Scombined← { } ▷ output: combined set of solution sets
4: Sgrouped← { } ▷ set of grouped solutions
5: B← { } ▷ set of boundary predicates
6: for all s = (us, Ls, Bs, props) ∈ Sselected do
7: Sgrouped← Sgrouped ∪ {{s}}
8: for all bt,q ∈ Bs do ▷ iterate over all boundary predicates
9: if t ∈ {requires, requiresHost, requiresPeer} then

10: B← B ∪ {bt,q}
11: if q is a URI then
12: G← {KB.getSolutionByURI(q)}
13: else if q is a label then
14: G← KB.getSolutionSetByLabel(q)
15: end if
16: if G \ Sselected ̸= ; then ▷ if dependencies are not satisfied
17: Sgrouped← Sgrouped ∪ {G}
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: Sfiltered← { } ▷ set of filtered grouped solutions
23: for all G ∈ Sgrouped do
24: Sfiltered← Sfiltered ∪ {filteredSolutionSet(G, R∪ B)}
25: end for
26: Scombined← combinedSolutionSets(Sfiltered, R)
27: return Scombined

To resolve requirements that are attached to selected solutions, Algorithm 5.2
considers the immediate requirements of each solution of a given solution set.
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Since additional solutions (added to satisfy other solutions’ requirements)
may themselves have further requirements attached, the algorithm can
repeatedly run to iteratively resolve all relevant requirements of a solution
set. In order to evaluate whether a given solution set still has unresolved
requirements, the unresolvedRequirements map as defined in the following
Definition 5.5 can be utilized to decide if the algorithm has to be executed
again.

Definition 5.5 (Map: Unresolved Requirements)
Let S ⊆ S be a solution set consisting of solutions si = (ui , Li , Bi , propi), i ∈ N;
let P(S) be the power set of all solution sets; let R ⊆ P be a set of potentially
unresolved AER predicates; let P(P) be the power set of all AER and boundary
predicate sets. The input of the following map is a solution set and an AER
predicate set; its result is a set of predicates U ⊆ P:

unresolvedRequirements: P(S)×P(P)→P(P),

(S, R) 7→ U

The predicate set U ⊆ P contains all unresolved AER predicates and boundary
predicates, i.e., they are not satisfied by any of the given solutions si ∈ S:

U := {u | u ∈
⋃

Bi ∪ R

∧ (∄si ∈ S : predicateApplicable(si , u) = true∧ u(si) = true) }

■

If unresolvedRequirements(S, R) ̸= ;, the returned requirements (AER pred-
icates and/or boundary predicates) are not completely satisfied by the given
solution set S. Therefore, these requirements either must be resolved manu-
ally or Algorithm 5.2 is executed (repeatedly) to try to resolve the boundary
predicate requirements based on the underlying knowledge base. However, if
the knowledge base does not contain an appropriate solution, which satisfies
a given unresolved requirement, manual adaptation is needed. Such an
adaptation could be implemented by manually creating a solution to resolve
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Figure 5.6: Two iterations example for applying Algorithm 5.2

the specific requirements and potentially feed it back to the knowledge base
for reuse; alternatively, the solution owning the requirement could be modi-
fied to require another kind of solution, which actually exists. As an example,
Figure 5.6 outlines a higher-level overview of the repeated execution of
Algorithm 5.2 to iteratively refine solution sets. In this case two iterations
are executed (i.e., two executions of Algorithm 5.2) to eventually derive
a resolved solution set S5 from an unresolved solution set S0. The original
solution set S0 typically results from applying Algorithm 5.1, based on an
initial set of AERs. The first execution of Algorithm 5.2 produces S1, S2, S3,
and S4 as alternative solution sets. Then, S1 is selected to be the input for
the second iteration, which produces S5, S6, and S7 as alternative solution
sets. Finally, S5 is selected as resolved solution set because it satisfies all
AERs and further dependencies specified by the boundary predicates of the
included solutions s1 to s5.
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5.4 Generating Application Environment Topology Skeletons

The previous Section 5.3 focused on resolving application environment
requirements in order to derive appropriate solution sets. However, such a
solution set does not yet represent an application environment because the
individual solutions are not explicitly linked. According to the metamodel
presented in Chapter 4, an application environment topology skeleton (AET
skeleton) resolves a set of application environment requirements (AERs).
Therefore, the established concept of application topologies (Section 2.3) is
used to specify AET skeletons as topology graphs:

Definition 5.6 (Topology Graph)
Let Sg ⊆ S be a solution set consisting of solutions si , s j ∈ Sg with i, j ∈ N;
let Eg be a set of typed and directed edges ek = (si , s j , t) ∈ Eg of type t ∈
{requires, requiresHost, requiresPeer} with k ∈ N. A topology graph g = (Sg , Eg)
is defined as acyclic and directed graph, consisting of nodes Sg and edges Eg .
Each ek = (si , s j , t) ∈ Eg defines a directed and typed relation between two
solution nodes in the graph, with si as source node and s j as target node. ■

Beside the possibility to manually create topology graphs based on solu-
tion sets, Algorithm 5.3 outlines a straightforward procedure to generate
an AET skeleton for a given solution set. This approach is similar to what
deployment engines do when processing declarative application topology
models [OAS13a]. The produced skeleton essentially represents a solution
dependency graph. As outlined by the metamodel (Chapter 4), the resulting
topology graph requires technical refinement in order to make a deployable
AET out of it. There are various reasons why such an refinement is required.
As an example, custom glue code often needs to be implemented to techni-
cally connect solutions in the topology. In some cases it may be appropriate
to wrap the API of certain solutions in order to simplify their orchestration.
For example, a certain solution that provides a plain command-line interface
typically needs to be wrapped and enriched to provide specific functionality
such as provisioning a virtual server of a certain size on a particular Cloud
infrastructure. Despite the need for manual refinement, generating a topol-
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Algorithm 5.3 generateSkeleton(Sg)

1: Sg ▷ input: solution set
2: Eg ← { } ▷ directed edges representing relations between solutions
3: g ← (Sg , Eg) ▷ output: topology graph
4: for all ssource = (ussource

, Lssource
, Bssource

, propssource
) ∈ Sg do

5: for all bt,q ∈ Bssource
: do

6: if t ∈ {requires, requiresHost, requiresPeer} then
7: pick starget ∈ {s ∈ Sg | predicateApplicable(s, bt,q) = true ∧
8: bt,q(s) = true} ▷ pick non-deterministically
9: if (∄path ∈ g : starget

∗
−→ ssource) then

10: ▷ prevent cycles: if there is no path from starget to ssource:
11: Eg ← Eg ∪ {(ssource, starget, t)}
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: return g

ogy skeleton simplifies the process of creating an application environment
topology in contrast to starting from scratch using a flat solution set; the
required refinement as mentioned previously would have to be performed
anyway. This is the main purpose of the algorithm: simplifying the process
of building application environment topologies.
As visualized by the simplified example shown in Figure 5.7, the Algo-

rithm 5.3 generates a topology graph by matching requirements and capabil-
ities of the given solutions, which are represented as nodes in the graph. The
technical expression of requirements and capabilities is based on established
concepts such as described by the Topology and Orchestration Specification
for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [OAS13b]. TOSCA, for example, provides
an XML schema definition to specify topology graphs consisting of nodes
and relations. Furthermore, nodes can specify requirements and capabilities
for matchmaking purposes.
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Figure 5.7: Example for generating a topology skeleton

5.5 Chapter Summary and Discussion

The major goal of this chapter was to present fundamental concepts for
systematically building application environment topologies. As an initial
step toward this goal, diverse classification dimensions of requirements and
solutions were discussed. More specifically, four dimensions were considered
to be technically relevant for the matchmaking between requirements and
capabilities provided by solutions. These dimensions are solution types,
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solution bindings, modes of use, and usage styles. Corresponding label
taxonomies were outlined to refine these classification dimensions. These
hierarchically structured labels are then used to express both requirements
and capabilities. Furthermore, algorithms are described to resolve applica-
tion environment requirements and solution dependencies by identifying
and retrieving solutions with corresponding capabilities. These algorithms
produce solution sets to be the foundation for eventually building application
environments.
In addition, an algorithm was presented to generate topology skeletons

based on such solution sets. These skeletons are then manually refined to be
deployable as application environment topologies. In terms of generating ap-
plication topologies, Hirmer et al. [HBBL14] present an approach to address
the automated completion of TOSCA-based [OAS13b] topology models. For
example, an expert focuses on modeling the application-specific parts of
a topology such as the application components and database connectors.
These application-specific building blocks express requirements regarding
infrastructure, middleware, and platform components that are needed to run
instances of the application. Such requirements are satisfied by enriching a
topology model with corresponding TOSCA artifacts in order to complete
the application topology. Since the approach is completely centered around
TOSCA it assumes a reasonable large registry of TOSCA artifacts that provide
infrastructure, middleware, and platform capabilities. However, many solu-
tions are not immediately available in the form of TOSCA artifacts. Therefore,
Chapter 7 presents an approach to utilize TOSCA as unified modeling rep-
resentation for different kinds of solutions. This is technically achieved by
transforming and wrapping diverse solutions as TOSCA artifacts.
Beside the label taxonomies, solutions with specific capabilities are the

fundamental building blocks for resolving application environment require-
ments in order to build diverse application environments. Therefore, the
following Chapter 6 presents approaches for the collaborative and automated
gathering of solutions.
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Collaborative and Automated
Gathering of Solutions

Chapter 3 introduced the Gather’n’Deliver method to continuously deliver
software applications based on gathered solutions, which are organized using
a knowledge base. To implement the gather phase, this chapter presents con-
cepts and approaches [WBFL16] to enable the targeted discovery, capturing,
and refinement of various kinds of solutions in a collaborative and automated
manner. These provide the foundation for continuously populating and main-
taining the underlying knowledge base. While the concepts presented in this
chapter immediately support the Gather’n’Deliver method to implement
continuous delivery, they are domain-independent and can be applied to
other domains, too.

6.1 Collaborative Solution Repositories

Collaboration is a key aspect of the Gather’n’Deliver method because
diverse experts such as developers and operations personnel are involved
and thus need to collaborate. A broadly established approach to enable col-
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laboration are shared repositories. Developers typically collaborate through
code repositories based on established version control systems such as Git or
Subversion. Beside the source code of an application, such repositories con-
tain test code, build scripts, deployment plans, and further supplementary
materials such as documentation. Moreover, configurations are stored in
these repositories, often in the form of structured documents using markup
languages such as XML, YAML, or JSON. Version-controlled repositories
provide a high degree of provenance and transparency because all partici-
pants can browse and follow the history of a repository with all its changes.
This does not only make collaboration more effective, but also establishes
a trustful environment because even the smallest change is visible to all
participants.
Experts such as developers and operations personnel are familiar with

the approach of maintaining file-based structured documents inside such
repositories. While experts are also familiar with the associated tools and
languages such as Git, XML, JSON, etc., the approach itself is typically based
on standards (XML etc.) and de-facto standards (Git etc.), so there is no strict
vendor lock-in. Consequently, each participating expert uses his favorite
tooling (e.g., any Git client and XML editor) to effectively participate in
collaborative processes, which are centered around such repositories. Diverse
participants can collaborate in a decoupled manner because each of them
possesses a high degree of freedomwhen building his local environment. This
approach turned out to be successful in the field of software development and
operations, both inside and outside of organizations. GitHub1 is a prominent
example for a widely adopted open-source platform and community, which
is completely centered around repositories. Beside basic repositories, such
platforms typically provide feature-rich collaboration techniques such as pull
requests2, as well as collaborative review and discussion capabilities.

Therefore, this established approach is adapted in this work to be applied
to maintain solutions and their metadata as structured documents inside
version-controlled repositories. The major goal is to use collaborative solu-

1http://www.github.com
2http://help.github.com/articles/using-pull-requests
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tion & metadata repositories (in short solution repositories) as a foundation to
establish and maintain a knowledge base, which is made of diverse solutions
and their metadata. Instead of the conventional idea of centering reposito-
ries around specific software applications, a solution repository stores the
metadata describing reusable solutions and the solutions themselves (or
references to these). These solutions are used as building blocks of differ-
ent application environments (Chapter 4), e.g., to implement continuous
delivery pipelines. The previously discussed aspects and success factors of
repositories (standards-driven, free choice of tooling, etc.) equally apply to
solution repositories. As a result, diverse experts can participate in collabo-
rative processes as outlined by the Gather’n’Deliver method (Chapter 3)
to maintain and utilize corresponding solutions through a knowledge base,
which is based on solution repositories.

The previously introduced metamodel (Chapter 4) prescribes how solu-
tions and their metadata are represented. According to Definition 4.5, a
solution is made of the following parts:

• A URI, which uniquely identifies the solution.

• A set of labels to specify the solution’s capabilities.

• A set of links to other solutions or labels (solution boundary) to express
requirements, conflicts, and recommendations.

• Arbitrary properties (key-value pairs) to further characterize the solu-
tion and attach content such as parameters, files, references, etc.

In order to represent such solutions and their metadata as structured
documents in repositories in a normalized form, established markup lan-
guages such as XML, JSON, YAML, or Markdown are utilized. The tuple
representation of solutions (Definition 4.5) prescribes how these documents
are structured. Schema definitions can be utilized to define a concrete
serialization for specific languages such as JSON schema [Int13] or XML
schema [Wor12]. Listing 6.1 outlines an example for representing a solution
as structured document using JSON. However, this is just a single alternative
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1 {
"uri": "https: // supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/apache2/versions /3.0.0",

3 "labels": [
"Type/Middleware/Web Server/Apache HTTP Server",

5 "Mode/Executable/Script/Chef Cookbook",
"Style/Template -driven"

7 ],
"links": {

9 "requires_host": [ "Type/Infrastructure/Operating System/Linux/Debian" ],
...

11 },
"properties": {

13 "name": "apache2 Chef cookbook",
"revision": "3.0.0",

15 "description": "Installs and configures all aspects of apache2 ...",
"maintainer": {

17 "name": "...",
"email": "..."

19 },
"license": "Apache 2.0",

21 "info_url": "https: // supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/apache2",
"package_url": "https: // supermarket.chef.io/api/v1/cookbooks/apache2 /.../3.0.0/ download",

23 "repository_url": "https: // github.com/svanzoest -cookbooks/apache2",
"issues_url": "https: // github.com/svanzoest -cookbooks/apache2/issues",

25 "readme": "...",
"chef_recipes": {

27 "apache2": "Main Apache configuration",
"apache2::logrotate": "Rotate apache2 logs. Requires logrotate cookbook",

29 ...
},

31 ...
}

33 }

Listing 6.1: Example for JSON representation of a solution

how to represent a solution using JSON; another representation could be
based on XML1.
Similar to application source code, these structured documents can be

collaboratively maintained and shared using version-controlled repositories,
i.e., collaborative solution & metadata repositories. As discussed previously,
diverse experts can use their preferred tooling to create, edit, and update
these documents. The example outlined in Listing 6.1 underlines the im-
portance of labels, following the label path representation as introduced in
Chapter 5. On the one hand, labels are utilized to specify characteristics
(e.g., being an executable of type Chef Cookbook) and capabilities (e.g.,
providing an Apache HTTP Server) of a solution. On the other hand, links
can refer to labels instead of solutions, for example, to express requirements
that must be satisfied by solutions providing corresponding capabilities (e.g.,
providing a Debian operating system). These labels are organized using

1http://gist.github.com/jojow/03f368aad0326273e8b5
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label taxonomies as discussed in Section 5.2. The taxonomies are not static,
but must be changed if, for instance, new categories of solutions appear,
or existing categories of solutions are refined. Therefore, an ongoing and
collaborative taxonomy evolution is happening. For this reason the label
taxonomies are also maintained through structured documents inside so-
lution repositories. Listing 6.2 shows an extract of the middleware type
taxonomy, rendered using YAML. Beside the label hierarchy, the taxonomy
contains alias labels (e.g., Apache HTTPD is an alias for Apache HTTP Server),
which can be used alternatively to their primary labels. This is to cover and
map different naming conventions and established terms used by diverse
communities.

To sum up, solution repositories in conjunction with structured documents
enable effective collaboration among diverse experts. The entire approach
is based on established practices and tooling how software developers and
operations personnel collaborate in modern environments. However, fully
manually maintaining all parts of these repositories does not scale due to the
potentially huge amount and variety of solutions. Especially the solutions’
metadata quickly become outdated because solutions could be developed
by people different from the maintainers of solution repositories. To ad-
dress this issue and to simplify the maintenance of solution repositories,
the following Section 6.2 presents an approach to automate the discovery
of certain solutions and store them in solution repositories. Furthermore,
there is another challenge that must be addressed, namely how to query and
efficiently utilize the knowledge base, which is based on the previously dis-
cussed solution repositories. While managing structured documents stored
in potentially distributed solution repositories nicely works for collabora-
tively maintaining the knowledge base, these repositories typically do not
provide fine-grained query mechanisms to utilize the knowledge base in an
efficient manner. Moreover, consistency checks are not made, e.g., by verify-
ing whether the given documents are structured properly and the utilized
labels actually comply to the label taxonomy. Therefore, Section 6.3 presents
an automated approach (i) to check the involved solution repositories for
consistency, and (ii) to generate a consolidated variant of the knowledge
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1 Type:
Middleware:

3 Runtime:
alias:

5 - Runtime Environment
Java:

7 alias:
- Java Runtime Environment

9 - JRE
Scala:

11 Groovy:
Grails:

13 Python:
Jython:

15 Ruby:
JRuby:

17 PHP:
Node.js:

19 Golang:
Perl:

21 Swift:
...

23

25 Web Server:
Nginx:

27 Apache HTTP Server:
alias:

29 - Apache HTTPD
Varnish:

31 ...

33
Data Store:

35 alias:
- Database

37 Object Store:
...

39 In-Memory:
...

41 Relational:
MySQL:

43 MariaDB:
PostgreSQL:

45 alias:
- Postgres

47 Document -oriented:
MongoDB:

49 alias:
- Mongo

51 CouchDB:
Couchbase:

53 RethinkDB:
HBase:

55 Key -Value:
Redis:

57 alias:
- Middleware/Cache/Redis

59 - Middleware/Data Store/In-Memory/Redis
- Middleware/Messaging/Redis

61 Riak:
Cassandra:

63 Graph:
Neo4j:

65 ...

67
Cache:

69 ...

71
Messaging:

73 ...

75
Search:

77 ...

Listing 6.2: Example for YAML representation of a label taxonomy
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base, providing a query interface. The idea of solution repositories was
previously introduced in a different context, namely in the domain of pattern
research [FBFL15]. While in this field a solution repository is used to store
and manage concrete artifacts that implement abstract patterns [FBB+14;
FBFL15], the presented approach also comprises knowledge artifacts such as
fine-grained documentation and technical tutorials that are not immediately
executable.

6.2 Automated Discovery and Capturing of Solutions

In the previous Section 6.1, collaborative solution repositories were intro-
duced. However, it was assumed that these repositories are mostly populated
and maintained manually, which does not scale due to the potentially huge
amount and variety of solutions. Therefore, Figure 6.1 presents an overview
of the auto-gather1 pipeline to automate the discovery and capturing of solu-
tions. The pipeline consists of five stages: (i) during discover stage, existing
solutions from different sources such as Chef Supermarket2 and Docker Hub3

are identified. (ii) The retrieve stage consumes solution references, mostly
URLs, which are produced during discover stage. These references are then

Discover Retrieve

Solution	
Repositories

Extract

Existing	
Solutions

Targeted	
discovery	of	
solutions

EnrichNormalize

Figure 6.1: Overview of auto-gather pipeline [WBFL16]

1Automated gathering of solutions
2http://supermarket.chef.io
3http://hub.docker.com
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resolved by retrieving the raw solutions, i.e., the unmodified solutions as
they are stored in their original source. The retrieval can happen through
diverse channels such as HTTP, Git, Bazaar, Rsync, etc., depending on where
a particular solution is located. (iii) During extract stage, relevant metadata
are extracted and derived from previously retrieved raw solutions. (iv) The
normalize stage aligns the representation of relevant metadata with the
previously introduced metamodel (Chapter 4) as discussed in Section 6.1.
(v) Finally, during enrich stage, metadata are refined, e.g., by applying doc-
ument classification techniques for assigning labels to solutions to better
characterize their capabilities. A simple classification approach would be
to match keywords between the label taxonomies and the metadata of a
solution. These normalized and enriched metadata are eventually stored
in corresponding solution repositories. Obviously, the solution repositories
may be accessed during enrich stage to retrieve the current label taxonomies,
which enables the assignment of additional labels to retrieved solutions for
classification purposes. Moreover, the pipeline can be optimized in various
ways. For example, during retrieve stage, the solution repositories may be
checked whether a particular solution is already captured. In this case the
retrieval and all following stages can be skipped for this particular solution.
The auto-gather pipeline is not meant to replace the mostly manual col-

laborative approach based on solution repositories, which was presented
in Section 6.1. The two approaches are rather complementary, so the auto-
gather pipeline populates solution repositories in an automated manner,
while diverse experts are still able to collaboratively maintain additional or
refine existing solutions. This hybrid approach is a significant improvement
over just manually maintaining solution repositories as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1: the automated gathering of solutions makes the entire approach
more scalable because large amounts of solutions can be automatically dis-
covered and captured.
Although the solution repositories, partly populated automatically and

manually, provide a collaborative foundation for a comprehensive knowledge
base, there are still two major issues: (i) the solutions stored inside the repos-
itories are not checked for consistency, e.g., whether their representation
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complies with a given schema or the utilized labels are actually valid regard-
ing the label taxonomies (Section 5.2). (ii) Fine-grained query mechanisms
are missing; however, these are required to utilize the knowledge base in an
efficient manner. To address these issues, Section 6.3 presents an automated
approach for performing consistency checks and generating consolidated
variants of the knowledge base providing a proper query interface.

6.3 Continuous Delivery of Knowledge Base Variants

As discussed previously, solution repositories enable the systematic gathering
and maintenance of diverse solutions and their metadata in a collaborative
manner. However, solutions and metadata inside such repositories are simply
represented as file-based structured documents as explained in Section 6.1.
This approach is similar to managing application-specific source code files
through code repositories. Consequently, neither consistency checks are
performed when adding or modifying files, nor fine-grained query mecha-
nisms are provided to find and identify appropriate solutions for a specific
application environment. These deficiencies are addressed by adapting es-
tablished continuous integration and continuous delivery practices [HF10],
because they solve similar issues when dealing with source code repositories
for specific software applications as discussed in Section 2.1. A continuous
delivery pipeline runs various tests to check the correctness and consistency

Aggregate Test

Solution	
Repositories

BuildOptimize Deploy

Knowledge	
Base

Variant

Figure 6.2: Overview of deliver-knowledge-base pipeline [WBFL16]
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of newly committed and modified source code. Moreover, such a pipeline
continuously delivers updated instances of the corresponding application
through automated build and deployment steps. Figure 6.2 outlines an
overview of the deliver-knowledge-base pipeline, which makes use of these
key concepts to continuously deliver updated instances of a specific knowl-
edge base variant. With this approach, the ‘eat your own cooking’ principle
is applied by utilizing and adapting the key concepts of continuous delivery
pipelines to deliver knowledge base variants, which themselves are used
to implement continuous delivery pipelines and corresponding application
environments for specific applications.

The stages of the deliver-knowledge-base pipeline are similar to the various
stages of common continuous delivery pipelines. However, they are adapted
to fit the needs of implementing continuous delivery of a knowledge base
instead of a specific software application. For this purpose the initial aggre-
gate stage consolidates solutions captured in potentially multiple solution
repositories. Reasons why solutions may be distributed across different solu-
tion repositories can be diverse: beside plain separation of concerns, some
solutions may be private, while others are public or at least shared among
several organizations. Optionally, filters could be applied in this stage, e.g.,
to exclude certain solutions, which should not be part of the resulting knowl-
edge base. During optimize stage, the aggregated set of solutions can be
refined in various ways. For example, duplicate solutions can be eliminated
to avoid polluting the knowledge base. Furthermore, the labels describing re-
quirements and capabilities of solutions can be normalized by replacing alias
labels by their primary ones. The test stage covers the previously mentioned
consistency checks. This may include schema-based validation of solutions’
metadata, as well as checking whether the utilized labels are valid regarding
the label taxonomies (Section 5.2). Then, the linked set of solutions are
rendered and packaged as content of the knowledge base during build stage.
This is similar to building the binaries of an application, which can then be
deployed in the next step, i.e., during deploy stage.

The deployment eventually results in concrete variants of the knowledge
base. These variants, which are created through the deliver-knowledge-base
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pipeline, provide query mechanisms to retrieve appropriate solutions. The
technical foundation of such a knowledge base variant can be diverse. To
make a few examples, a variant could be provided as (i) a relational database
in conjunction with a REST API, (ii) a Web-based GUI with a full-text search
engine as back-end, (iii) a graph database with a corresponding query
API, or (iv) an RDF store with a SPARQL query interface. Multiple deliver-
knowledge-base pipelines can be established to deploy diverse knowledge
base variants, which may be targeted to different groups of users. Similar
to deploying software applications to different environments (development,
test, production, etc.), knowledge base variants can be deployed to different
environments, too. For example, a developer can run a minimal variant
locally on his developer machine, whereas the organization may run a full-
blown and scaled out variant in its private Cloud environment.

The presented approach of continuous delivery of knowledge base variants,
backed by collaborative solution repositories is based on several concepts,
which are successfully established to collaboratively develop and operate
applications. Automated continuous delivery pipelines and source code
repositories are two key building blocks in this context. However, any knowl-
edge base is naturally associated with the risk of getting outdated, especially
if the covered scope of knowledge changes quickly. The knowledge base
discussed in this work aims to cover a huge variety of solutions maintained in
solution repositories. These solutions provide building blocks for establishing
continuous delivery pipelines, as well as implementing deployment automa-
tion. Since the communities centered around these fields are very active and
disruptive, it is a challenge to keep up with constantly updating and newly
emerging solutions. Consequently, the risk of an outdated knowledge base
is a real problem in this context. The presented approach addresses this risk
with two approaches: (i) the automated discovery and capturing of solutions
(Figure 6.1) keeps at least parts of the underlying solution repositories up-
dated. (ii) By creating knowledge base variants through automated delivery
pipelines (Figure 6.2), these variants are always built and deployed based
on the latest revisions of the involved solution repositories. This helps to
avoid the creation and usage of variants, which provide an outdated set of
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solutions. However, these two approaches do not help to keep the manually
maintained parts of the solution repositories and generated knowledge base
variants updated. This risk is mitigated by the significant overlap between
potential producers and consumers of the knowledge base. Developers, op-
erations personnel, and further experts utilize, i.e., consume the knowledge
base, but they also produce contents and add it to the knowledge base in the
form of updated and newly added solutions. This overlap aims to keep users
of the knowledge base motivated to also contribute contents to the under-
lying repositories because they are immediately interested in keeping the
quality of the resulting knowledge base high. Otherwise the knowledge base
becomes less usable for them over time. Another motivation for contributing
solutions may be the fact that such solutions increase their visibility to foster
reuse by other experts. With this approach, the knowledge base and the un-
derlying shared solution repositories foster collaboration between different
kinds of experts, thereby implicitly supporting recently emerging software
development paradigms such as DevOps [BWZ15]. As discussed previously,
the presented approach utilizes established concepts and tooling such as
structured documents maintained through version-controlled repositories
and automated delivery pipelines. Consequently, the barrier for contributing
to solution repositories and the resulting knowledge base is relatively low
for potential users such as developers and operations personnel. This fact
also helps to lower the actual risk of an outdated knowledge base.

6.4 GatherBase Framework

The previous sections of this chapter discussed several key concepts, which
are required to achieve collaborative and automated gathering of solutions.
In particular, Section 6.1 introduced the concept of collaborative solution
repositories. These are maintained by experts. However, when dealing with
a huge amount and variety of solutions, manually maintaining all solutions
does not scale. Therefore, Section 6.2 outlined an approach to automate
the discovery and capturing of solutions. Moreover, Section 6.3 discussed
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Figure 6.3: Overview of GatherBase framework [WBFL16]
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how knowledge base variants can be established by applying continuous
delivery principles. The presented concepts are abstract and generic enough
to be applied and implemented in various ways. This section aims to present
an integrated framework, namely the GatherBase framework, which cov-
ers all previously discussed concepts from gathering solutions in solution
repositories to creating diverse variants of the knowledge base. A corre-
sponding prototype implementation of this framework is presented later in
Section 8.2.1.

Figure 6.3 shows an overview of theGatherBase framework, which is fully
plugin-based to be modular and extensible. The upper part (above solution
repositories) covers the auto-gather pipeline described in Section 6.2 for the
automated gathering of solutions. This part of the framework essentially
provides a crawler to discover and capture existing solutions. Three kinds of
job processing components (i.e., job processors) connected by corresponding
job queues provide a loosely coupled system, covering the stages of the auto-
gather pipeline. Specialized discovery job processors cover the discover stage.
As an example, the Chef cookbook discoverer performs a targeted discovery
of Chef cookbooks, which are provided through the Chef Supermarket. The
discovery may be triggered in various ways. A straightforward approach
would be to run each discoverer periodically at certain time intervals to
check for updated and newly added solutions. Alternatively, an event-based
approach may be followed, e.g., by a discoverer subscribing to a specific
source, which notifies the discoverer about changes. Consequently, the
corresponding discoverer can react to incoming change notifications instead
of periodically polling for updates. For example, GitHub webhooks1 can be
utilized to react on changes that are pushed to a Git repository.
Each discoverer produces a separate retrieval job for each discovered

artifact or solution and puts the job into the retrieval job queue. Jobs in this
queue are asynchronously consumed by retrieval job processors, which cover
the retrieve stage of the auto-gather pipeline. Depending on where a specific
solution is stored, a corresponding retriever is invoked. If, for instance, a

1http://developer.github.com/webhooks
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particular Chef cookbook is stored in a Git repository, the Git retriever is
used to fetch the cookbook.
For each successfully retrieved solution, a separate handle job is put

into the handle job queue. This queue is consumed by diverse handle job
processors, in short handlers, which cover the stages extract, normalize, and
enrich (Figure 6.2). Some handlers are run for all solutions, others are
only run for specific kinds of solutions. As an example, a ZIP file handler is
utilized to extract the contents of a solution during extract stage. Then, a
Chef metadata handler may be used (specifically for Chef cookbooks only) to
transform Chef-specific metadata into a normalized representation during
normalize stage. The classifier uses the label taxonomies to categorize a
given solution by adding labels to the solution to specify its capabilities. This
happens during enrich stage. Finally, the writer puts the normalized and
enriched solution metadata – bundled with the solution itself or a reference
to it – into a solution repository. To determine which handlers are run in
which order for a specific handle job, a set of rules are specified as user-
defined configuration to be evaluated at runtime. As a result, an individual
chain of handlers is dynamically identified at runtime for each handle job.
For instance, a simplified handler chain for a Chef cookbook may be as
follows: ZIP file handler→ Chef metadata handler→ classifier→ writer.

The middle part of Figure 6.3 positions the solution repositories as link be-
tween auto-gather pipeline building blocks (upper part) and deliver-knowledge-
base pipeline building blocks (lower part). Beside solutions and their meta-
data, these repositories contain the label taxonomies, which are, for example,
used by the classifier to categorize solutions according to the taxonomies.
In addition to the auto-gather pipeline, solutions in repositories can be
maintained and refined by experts manually.

The lower part (below solution repositories) covers the deliver-knowledge-
base pipeline described in Section 6.3 for the creation of concrete knowledge
base variants. For each stage, a set of modules is provided, which are used
to establish different variants of the pipeline, depending on the kind of
knowledge base variant that should be created. Figure 6.3 outlines two
example pipelines that can be implemented by combining different sets of
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modules across the pipeline stages to eventually create diverse knowledge
base variants. Pipeline 1 uses reader and filter during aggregate stage to
fetch selected solutions from the solution repositories. The deduplicator
is utilized during optimize stage to remove duplicate solutions. Moreover,
the label normalizer replaces alias labels by primary labels according to
the label taxonomies. Next, during test stage, the schema validator checks
whether the solutions’ metadata are represented properly according to given
schema definitions such as an XML schema definition for solution metadata
documents, which are expressed using XML. Of course, this can only happen
if a corresponding schema is defined. The label validator checks the utilized
labels (for expressing requirements and capabilities of solutions) against the
label taxonomies (Section 5.2) to ensure whether they are valid labels. Once
the test stage finished successfully, the knowledge base variant is built during
build stage. In case of pipeline 1, an Elasticsearch instance1 is populated with
the contents of the knowledge base, providing the back-end of the knowledge
base variant. Moreover, a Web UI is packaged as front-end together with the
populated Elasticsearch back-end to ease the interaction with the knowledge
base variant. Finally, the packaged variant is deployed using Docker on a
developer’s machine during deploy stage.
Pipeline 2 outlines a second example: the stages aggregate, optimize,

and test are pretty similar to pipeline 1 in terms of the utilized modules.
However, the filter is omitted in this case, i.e., all solutions stored in the
repositories are considered. The build and deploy stages are completely
different: in this case aMySQL database is populated with the contents of the
knowledge base. A REST API is packaged together with the MySQL back-end
to provide a Web-based query interface for the underlying knowledge base.
This knowledge base variant is then deployed to Amazon EC22 to run as a
Cloud-based service. Many other variants of the pipeline could be established
using this framework. Such a pipeline can then either be triggered on each
commit to one of the solution repositories, or it can be triggered on demand
or periodically at certain time intervals. The capability and flexibility of

1http://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
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maintaining different pipelines to deliver diverse knowledge base variants
shows the broad applicability of the GatherBase framework. A specific
knowledge base variant is not meant to be specialized on a certain kind of
solutions, but aims to provide a useful and efficient interface (for a certain
user group or usage scenario) to query and access solutions. This helps
to decouple solution repositories from the generated knowledge base and
enables the implementation of a broad diversity of alternative knowledge
base variants.

6.5 Chapter Summary and Discussion

The previously presented GatherBase framework provides a comprehen-
sive approach to implement the collaborative and automated gathering
of solutions as discussed in this chapter. It supports several steps of the
Gather’n’Deliver method described in Chapter 3 to systematically gather,
maintain, and identify building blocks for implementing continuous delivery
pipelines for specific applications. GatherBase builds upon three fundamen-
tal concepts that were introduced in this chapter: (i) collaborative solution
repositories, (ii) the automated discovery and capturing of solutions, and
(iii) the continuous delivery of diverse knowledge base variants. More specif-
ically, collaborative solution repositories are based on several established
and proven concepts known from code repository platforms to enable ex-
perts to reuse their expertise while collaboratively working with solution
repositories. By automating parts of the solution discovery and capturing,
the entire approach scales better because the amount of covered solutions
can be significantly increased. In order to utilize the knowledge base that
is composed of the captured solutions through an efficient query interface,
concrete knowledge base variants providing different kinds of query mecha-
nisms can be created using corresponding continuous delivery pipelines for
these variants. Further technical details of the GatherBase framework are
discussed in Chapter 8 in the context of its prototype implementation.
The next step in the Gather’n’Deliver method is the orchestration of
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diverse solutions, which have been identified using the knowledge base
described in this chapter. This is required to eventually establish application
environments, which are the foundation to operate concrete continuous
delivery pipelines for specific applications. Therefore, the following Chapter 7
discusses how to streamline the orchestration of diverse solutions.
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The Gather’n’Deliver method (Chapter 3) provides the foundation to con-
tinuously deliver software applications based on gathered solutions. Chapter 6
mostly focused on the gather phase, describing required concepts for collab-
oratively gathering solutions and providing diverse knowledge base variants
with systematic and fine-grained query mechanisms. To refine the method’s
deliver phase, this chapter presents concepts and approaches to streamline
the orchestration of diverse solutions, which potentially have been selected
from the knowledge base. The combined usage of various kinds of solutions is
often required because they are differently specialized [BBK+13; WBL14a;
BBK+15; WBL15b]. This is due to various reasons such as diverse tech-
nologies and differently focused communities that provide corresponding
solutions. In particular, a major goal and focus of this chapter is to provide
proper APIs for executable solutions such as virtual machine images, con-
tainer images, deployment scripts, and configuration definitions. As a result,
the orchestration of solutions is streamlined and simplified by orchestrating
proper APIs instead of integrating highly heterogeneous lower-level artifacts.
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The purpose of orchestrating solutions is to foster their combined usage at
runtime and thus forms the technical foundation for creating application
environments as part of continuous delivery pipelines for specific applica-
tions. While the concepts presented in this chapter immediately support
the Gather’n’Deliver method to implement continuous delivery, they are
domain-independent and can be applied to other domains, too.

7.1 TOSCAfy Framework – Standards-driven Transformation

The initial step toward streamlining the orchestration of diverse solutions
is to homogenize their representation. Solutions tend to be heterogeneous
due to diverse maintainers, communities, and toolchains. Consequently, a
significant orchestration challenge appears at modeling time already because
each kind of solution specifies its interface, dependencies, and boundaries
differently. The following sections present the concepts of TOSCAfy as an
automated and standards-driven transformation framework. Its goal is to
provide extensible transformation capabilities to utilize the Topology and
Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [OAS13b] as
standardized modeling representation of diverse solutions. Therefore, the
following Section 7.1.1 describes the key concepts of TOSCA, which is a
standard to model and serialize application topologies and their potentially
reusable building blocks, i.e., the individual solutions of which topologies
are made. As introduced in Section 2.3, topology models are used to spec-
ify the structure and bundle all building blocks of individual application
environments (development, test, production, etc.), which implement the
stages of a continuous delivery pipeline. The presented concepts are not
bound to TOSCA, so other approaches could be utilized to provide a unified
modeling representation of diverse solutions. However, in the following sec-
tions TOSCA is used as a standardized approach to avoid inventing another
modeling language and to make the presented concepts more concrete.
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Figure 7.1: TOSCA type definitions and topology templates [WBL14c]

7.1.1 TOSCA as Standardized Modeling Representation of Solutions

The Topology andOrchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA)
[BBLS12; OAS13b; BBKL14b] is a standard supported by several industrial
companies1 and used in academic research projects [WBB+13; BBH+13;
KBBL13; HGG13; BBK+14; CCP14; WBB+14b; MCE15]. Its main goal is to
enhance the portability and management of Cloud applications. Technically,
the TOSCA standard provides an XML-based language to ensure a unified
serialization of models and individual modeling constructs. In addition,
a ‘simple profile’ of TOSCA is defined based on YAML [OAS16]. TOSCA
is centered around the concept of application topology models and their
individual buildung blocks as outlined in Section 2.3. Topology templates
are defined as graphs consisting of nodes and relationships to specify the

1http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tosca
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topological structure of an application. As a foundation for defining such
templates, node types and relationship types are defined as shown in Fig-
ure 7.1. These are used to create and wire corresponding node templates and
relationship templates as part of a topology template. A comprehensive type
system can be introduced because types may be derived from other existing
types in the sense of inheritance as it is used, for instance, in object-oriented
programming. As an example, an abstract Java Servlet Container node type
can be defined, which has a child node type Apache Tomcat. There could be
further node types derived from the latter, such as Apache Tomcat 6.0 and
Apache Tomcat 7.0.
Types consist of further sub-elements: operations are attached to nodes

and relationship types, for instance, to cover their lifecycle: install, start,
stop, etc. [OAS13a]. In addition, further management operations may be
defined such as backup-database and restore-database. These operations are
implemented by implementation artifacts (IAs), which could be any kind of
executables such as Chef cookbooks or Unix shell scripts. An IA is executed
when the corresponding operation is invoked, e.g., by the TOSCA runtime
environment. Operations belonging to relationships are distinguished in
source operations and target operations because a relationship links a source
node with a target node. Source operations are executed on the source
node, target operations on the target node. To ease the wiring of nodes
and relationships, they specify requirements and capabilities that are used
for matchmaking purposes. For instance, a Java application node type may
specify a Java Servlet Runtime requirement, whereas the Apache Tomcat node
type provides a matching Java Servlet Runtime capability. A relationship
specifying the Java Servlet Runtime requirement as valid source and the
Java Servlet Runtime capability as valid target can be used to wire the two
nodes. Properties can be specified as arbitrary data structures, e.g., using
XML schema definitions to make nodes and relationships configurable. As an
example, the Apache Tomcat node type may provide a property to specify the
directory where the log files are stored at runtime. Properties are typically
exposed to the operations and their IAs, so they can be considered during
execution. Finally, TOSCA specifies the structure of Cloud Service Archives
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(CSAR) as a portable, self-contained packaging format for application topol-
ogy models. Beside the schema definitions of types and templates, a CSAR
contains all artifacts that are used, e.g., IAs such as scripts, executables,
and configuration definitions. Due to the fact that a CSAR is self-contained,
a TOSCA runtime environment can process it by traversing the topology
template to create instances of the application. Each node typically provides
lifecycle operations such as install that are invoked when the topology tem-
plate gets traversed to create instances of the nodes and relationships on a
specific infrastructure.
TOSCA supports the deployment and management of applications mod-

eled as topology templates by two different flavors: (i) imperative processing
and (ii) declarative processing [OAS13a]. The imperative approach employs
management plans to orchestrate the management operations provided by
node types and relationship types. These plans execute the implementation
artifacts that are attached to the corresponding operation. The execution
of such plans can be performed automatically and is typically implemented
using workflow languages such as BPEL [OAS07], BPMN [OMG11a], or the
BPMN extension BPMN4TOSCA [KBBL12]. Management plans are pack-
aged with the corresponding CSAR to make CSARs self-contained. Thus,
imperative TOSCA runtime engines run these plans to consistently execute
management tasks such as deploying instances of an application. In contrast
to the imperative approach, the declarative approach does not require any
plans: a declarative TOSCA runtime engine derives the corresponding logic
automatically by interpreting the topology template [BBK+14]. However,
the declarative approach often does not work for complex management tasks
such as modifying an application topology or migrating parts of it. Therefore,
imperative management plans need to be created and maintained.
With all these concepts in place, TOSCA aims to be used as standard-

ized modeling representation of diverse solutions, i.e., different kinds of
artifacts can be wrapped and represented as node types and relationship
types [WBL14c; WBKL16]. Manual approaches [WBB+13] exist to cre-
ate TOSCA modeling artifacts based on such solutions. However, this is
time-consuming and error-prone, so it does not scale for a large number
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Figure 7.2: TOSCAfy framework architecture

of artifacts. Therefore, the following Section 7.1.2 outlines the architec-
ture of the extensible and modular TOSCAfy framework. Its main goal is
the automated transformation of diverse artifacts toward TOSCA modeling
artifacts.

7.1.2 Framework Architecture

The automated transformation of heterogeneous artifacts toward TOSCA is
enabled by the modular TOSCAfy framework. Its architecture is outlined in
Figure 7.2. The core of the transformation logic lives in the prepare & trans-
form tier: specialized modules implement the highly domain-specific trans-
formation applied to certain kinds of artifacts. For example, the Chef-specific
transformer and dependency resolver modules can process Chef cookbooks by
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analyzing their content and metadata to retrieve their dependencies and to
eventually generate corresponding self-contained TOSCA node types and
relationship types. Retrieving the original artifacts and their dependencies
happens through the retrieve tier, which provides modules to enable the
retrieval through different channels such as an HTTP endpoint, a Git reposi-
tory, or a locally stored file. Such artifacts may be solutions retrieved from
a knowledge base variant as discussed in Section 6.4. A domain-specific
transformer module has to be implemented for each kind of artifact that
is processed through the TOSCAfy framework. The implementation of a
complementary domain-specific dependency resolver is optional due to differ-
ent reasons: some artifacts are bound to specific tooling (e.g., Dockerfile1

bound to the Docker engine2), which is capable of resolving dependencies at
runtime. Therefore, dependencies do not need to be resolved and retrieved
when generating TOSCA artifacts. Another reason for skipping the imple-
mentation of a dependency resolver is the case when artifacts are bundled
together with their dependencies in a self-contained manner. This applies,
for example, to exported Docker container images3. Originally, TOSCA was
technically based on an XML schema definition to serialize TOSCA model-
ing artifacts [OAS13b]. Later, the YAML-based ‘TOSCA simple profile’ was
created to provide an alternative serialization of TOSCA models [OAS16].
These alternatives are considered as part of the serialize tier by providing
corresponding serializer modules to export transformed artifacts in different
ways. Finally, the package tier provides modules to bundle transformed and
serialized TOSCA artifacts. TOSCA specifies Cloud Service Archives (CSAR)
as a portable packaging format, so a CSAR packager module can produce
CSARs based on previously transformed and serialized TOSCA artifacts. A
CSAR either holds a complete topology model, e.g., representing a specific
application environment, or it contains a set of modeling artifacts such as
node types and relationship types. In the context of the TOSCAfy framework,
the latter approach is followed because the goal is to homogenize reusable

1http://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder
2http://www.docker.com/products/docker-engine
3http://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/save
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solutions, i.e., existing artifacts available as building blocks to create appli-
cation topologies for diverse application environments. Generated CSARs
are then stored in a CSAR repository [KBBL13], which can be technically
implemented in various ways such as a simple file system-based solution,
using a database, or utilizing a version-controlled repository.
The presented framework is fully extensible at all tiers, so both domain-

specific and generic modules can be added to make the framework more
powerful. Although the transformation process and framework is centered
around TOSCA to provide a standardized modeling representation of di-
verse solutions, additional serializer and packager modules can be plugged
into the framework to produce non-TOSCA artifacts. As an example, cor-
responding modules can generate CloudML artifacts [BRF+15] instead of
TOSCA node types. However, the previously discussed TOSCA metamodel
(Section 7.1.1) is still being used internally by the framework as a unified
modeling representation of heterogeneous artifacts. Consequently, each
transformer module produces TOSCA node types and relationship types, and
each serializer module consumes such TOSCA types, but may also produce
non-TOSCA artifacts.

7.1.3 Example: Chef to TOSCA Transformation

Previously, Section 7.1.2 presented an extensible architecture of the TOSCAfy
framework to homogenize the modeling representation of diverse kinds of
artifacts. The core of the automated transformation toward TOSCA as a
standard is driven by domain-specific transformer and dependency resolver
modules. This section aims to describe a detailed example for the concrete
transformation mechanisms to generate TOSCA node types and relationship
types based on existing Chef cookbooks. These mechanisms can finally be
implemented as modules and plugged into the previously discussed frame-
work. In addition to the TOSCA basics discussed in Section 7.1.1, Chef’s key
concepts and building blocks are outlined in the following to explain the
transformation mechanisms subsequently.
Chef [Nel13; SW14] is a configuration management and infrastructure
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…

directory "/dbs/my_db" do
owner "mysql"
group "mysql"
mode 0755
action :create

end

package "mysql" do
version node["mysql_ver"]

end

http_request "delete_resource" do
url "http://…/some_resource"
action :delete

end

bash "mysqltuner" do
user "root"
code <<-EOH
apt-get install mysqltuner
EOH

end

…

Node,
e.g.,	a	VMNode,
e.g.,	a	VMNode

(VM)

Recipes	bundled	in	Cookbooks:

Run	List:
- apache
- mysql
- …

Attributes:
- mysql_ver =	‘5.5’
- …
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	to

assigned	to

manages Chef
Server

Chef	
Workstation

controls

Figure 7.3: Chef’s key concepts and building blocks [WBL14c]

automation framework, which provides a domain-specific language (Chef
DSL) based on Ruby. The Chef DSL is used to define configurations of re-
sources such as virtual machines. These configuration definitions are called
recipes. Multiple recipes are bundled in cookbooks. For instance, a MySQL
cookbook may provide the recipes install_server, install_client, and install_all
to deploy the corresponding components of MySQL. In terms of dependen-
cies, a particular recipe can depend on other recipes, either bundled in the
same or other cookbooks. This helps to extract reusable parts of configu-
ration definitions such as the configuration of common operating system
management tools and include these into different recipes. The definition of
declarative expressions such as ensure that MySQL server is installed is the
recommended way to define portable configurations in recipes. However,
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imperative expressions such as operating system command statements (e.g.,
“apt-get install mysql-server”) can be used, too. Figure 7.3 provides
an overview of the core concepts of Chef: the Chef server acts as a central
management instance for recipes, run lists, and attributes. Each node has
a run list and a set of attributes assigned. The run list of a particular node
specifies the set of recipes to be executed on this node. Many recipes have
variability points such as the version number of the mysql package as shown
in the sample recipe in Figure 7.3. To resolve these variability points at
runtime, attribute definitions such as mysql_ver=‘5.5’ can be assigned to a
node. These attributes can be read during execution time. Finally, a Chef
workstation runs knife1 to control the Chef server, as well as all nodes and
data that are registered with the Chef server.

The transformation mechanisms for generating TOSCA node types out of
Chef cookbooks can be based on different levels of granularity. Figure 7.4
outlines a fine-grained transformation approach: a separate node type is
created per cookbook. Each recipe is attached to the generated node type
as a TOSCA implementation artifact that implements a particular operation
as discussed by Wettinger et al. [WBB+13]. A single node type capability is
generated for each cookbook based on the cookbook name and cookbook
URL. Each cookbook possesses a metadata.rb file, containing information
such as name, version, and maintainer of the cookbook. Moreover, all
dependencies on other cookbooks are defined inside the metadata.rb file.
For each dependency a corresponding requirement is generated. Relationship
types are not required to be generated because Chef does not specify any
relationship-specific wiring logic outside recipes. Therefore, generic depends
on relationships are used to wire nodes derived from node types, which were
generated from cookbooks. Finally, attribute definitions (*.rb files) stored
in the attributes sub-directory of a cookbook are used to derive node
type properties. These are used to configure node templates derived from
the node type, parameterizing the operations execution that are attached to
the node type.

1http://docs.chef.io/knife.html
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Figure 7.4: Fine-grained transformation: one node type per cook-
book [WBL14c]

Alternatively, a more coarse-grained transformation approach of Chef
cookbooks is shown in Figure 7.5: node types are generated only for cook-
books that are used immediately. Cookbook dependencies are bundled inline
as implementation artifacts. Consequently, dependencies do not appear as
separate node types, so a single node type may wrap multiple cookbooks.
The main motivation for this approach is the fact that cookbooks and their
dependencies may be very fine-grained. For instance, the Apache HTTP
server cookbook1 depends on the cookbooks logrotate, iptables, and pacman.
These are operating system-level software packages that are not supposed
to appear in the application topology as individual nodes, i.e., TOSCA node

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/apache2/versions/2.0.0
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Figure 7.5: Coarse-grained transformation: dependencies packaged as im-
plementation artifacts [WBL14c]

templates. This is because an application topology typically models more
coarse-grained middleware and application components such as Web servers
and databases. The coarse-grained transformation skips the creation of
lower-level node types, thereby avoiding the pollution of topologies. A more
advanced approach would be to make the transformation configurable, e.g.,
by explicitly specifying which cookbooks are too low-level to be provided as
separate node types. Consequently, these specifically defined cookbooks are
transparently bundled as implementation artifacts as outlined in Figure 7.5;
for the other cookbooks, individual node types are generated as shown in
Figure 7.4.
The concrete example for Chef-specific transformation mechanisms can
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be transferred to other technologies such as Puppet [Loo11] and CFEngine
[Zam12], because their key concepts are very similar to Chef. Consequently,
the transformation approach discussed in this section can be adapted to be
applied to these artifacts, too. By enriching the TOSCAfy framework with
corresponding modules that implement such transformation mechanisms,
it becomes a powerful approach to automate the transformation of various
kinds of artifacts toward TOSCA. The result is a unified modeling represen-
tation of diverse artifacts. However, this is the initial step only toward the
major goal discussed in this chapter: streamlining the orchestration of diverse
solutions such as executable artifacts. While unifying the modeling repre-
sentation of artifacts eases their handling for modeling and development, it
does not help a lot at runtime. Figure 7.5 demonstrates how Chef-specific
concepts are mapped to TOSCA concepts such as Chef recipes represented as
operations on the TOSCA side with Chef implementation artifacts attached.
As a result, the orchestration layer (TOSCA engine, overarching deployment
plan, etc.), which runs an operation of a node type that was previously de-
rived from a Chef cookbook, has to consider all technical details of invoking
a Chef recipe, passing parameters, collecting invocation results, etc. The
unified modeling representation does not significantly reduce complexity
at runtime, so the orchestration layer has to deal with a broad variety of
implementation artifacts and their huge technical diversity at runtime. In
order to avoid polluting the orchestration layer with lower-level technical
details to keep overarching deployment plans and engines maintainable,
the PlugInvoke framework is presented in the following Section 7.2. Its
major goal is to improve the handling and invocation of diverse artifacts
at runtime and thus to complement the modeling-centric transformation
approach discussed in this section.

7.2 PlugInvoke Framework – Pluggable Invocation

Despite a unified modeling representation of diverse artifacts as discussed
in Section 7.1, their invocation at runtime is still a major challenge. The
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orchestration layer such as overarching deployment plans have to deal with
lots of lower-level technical details to make the invocation happen. Beside the
individual invocation mechanisms of certain kinds of artifacts, the invocation
needs to be prepared, e.g., by setting corresponding parameters and copying
files to the target environment. Moreover, results of the invocation such
as logs and further output must be collected in different ways for different
kinds of artifacts.

Therefore, PlugInvoke is presented as a pluggable invocation framework,
which aims to provide higher-level APIs to be used for the orchestration of
diverse artifacts. This complements the TOSCAfy framework and enables the
orchestration layer to utilize a common interface to transparently invoke ar-
tifacts of very different kinds, abstracting from artifact-level implementation-
specific details. The goal is to make the orchestration layer such as an
overarching deployment plan completely focus on the flow logic, e.g., by
simply invoking operations attached to TOSCA node types and relationship
types, without polluting the plan with lower-level actions such as copying
files through SSH and setting command line parameters. Technically, ar-
chitecture concepts of enterprise service buses (ESBs) [Jos07; Cha04] are
considered and reused.

7.2.1 Framework Architecture

The PlugInvoke framework is based on a modular architecture as outlined
in Figure 7.6. This is to avoid a monolithic architecture, which would be hard
to maintain and extend. Since extension points are vital for the framework
due to the large variety of artifacts, the architecture is pluggable at multiple
tiers to be extended by specialized modules. The framework’s external-
facing uniform interface, which abstracts from lower-level invocation APIs,
is provided by the invocation & management API. Technically, it could be,
for example, implemented as HTTP-based RESTful API [RAR13]. The API
receives different kinds of requests. Corresponding request handlers process
these incoming requests and send back responses once the required actions
have been carried out. The artifact request handler deals with all requests
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Figure 7.6: PlugInvoke framework architecture

that are relevant to managing artifacts such as receiving a deployment script,
storing it in the artifact database through the data access API, or fetching it
again from there to respond to another request that asked for the particular
artifact. Actual invocation requests are managed by the invocation request
handler, which retrieves the corresponding artifact from the artifact database
(if it is not contained in the request) and triggers its invocation through the
corresponding invoker, for example, the Chef invoker if the given artifact is a
Chef cookbook. In addition, a new invocation instance is created inside the
instance database, containing various instance data such as the parameters
and the current status of the invocation. In case there is no invoker that can
deal with the given artifact, the invocation request handler responds with an
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‘invoker missing’ error. The instance request handler reads from the instance
database to serve requests, which ask for specific instance data of a particular
invocation.

Beside the request handling tier, only the invoke tier needs to access the data
tier through the data access API. At the invoke tier, specialized invokermodules
can be plugged into the framework. Figure 7.6 outlines two examples,
namely the Chef invoker and the Shell script invoker, which encapsulate all
the required technical details how to invoke and run corresponding artifacts.
By plugging invokers into the invoke tier, the invocation of a huge diversity
of artifacts can be supported by the framework. Each invoker implements a
predefined interface, which is, for example, used by the invocation request
handler through the invoker API. An invoker itself utilizes the resource access
API to access different kinds of resources, which are located in diverse
environments such as an on-premise data center or a Cloud environment.
Behind the resource access API, several pluggable access modules such as
SSH access can provide a broad variety of access capabilities for different
kinds of resources such as virtual machines (VMs) and containers. Similar
to invokers, each access module implements a predefined interface, which is
exposed to invokers through the resource access API.

7.2.2 Example: Invocation of Chef Cookbooks from BPEL Plans

A major goal of the previously presented PlugInvoke framework is to avoid
polluting the orchestration layer. Consequently, the framework helps to
avoid putting lower-level technical details into overarching deployment plans.
Figure 7.7 outlines a concrete example, how a BPEL-based deployment plan
utilizes the invocation & management API. In case of using BPEL plans, it is
assumed that the invocation & management API is provided as WSDL/SOAP-
based Web service because BPEL is specialized to deal with this kind of APIs.
The ‘install Apache’ activity in the deployment plan technically uses the
Chef cookbook apache21. However, the plan only refers to the cookbook
and defines the invocation parameters. The cookbook itself can either be

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/apache2/versions/2.0.0
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referenced by URL, for example, pointing to the Chef Supermarket1, or in
case of TOSCA it can be bundled inside a self-contained CSAR. In the first
case, the PlugInvoke framework is in charge of retrieving the artifact from
the given URL; in the second case, the TOSCA engine would initially load the
artifacts of a particular CSAR into the framework’s artifact database, so the
corresponding artifact such as a cookbook is available to the framework on
its invocation. Lower-level technical details such as Chef-specific invocation
mechanisms are not part of the orchestration layer. A BPEL plan contains
activities such as the ‘install Apache’ activity to invoke Web services. In this
case, the invocation & management API is the Web service to be invoked.
For example, an invocation request sent to the invocation & management
API to run the Chef cookbook on a specific virtual machine through SSH is
processed as follows: the invocation request handler receives the request and
utilizes the invoker API to trigger the Chef invoker. Then, the Chef invoker
uses the resource access API, which utilizes the SSH access module for this

1http://supermarket.chef.io
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request to connect to the corresponding machine. This SSH connection is
used to place the Chef cookbook on the machine, install the Chef runtime,
and finally execute the Chef cookbook with the parameters given in the
request. After finishing the invocation successfully or in case of an error, the
Chef invoker informs the invocation request handler through the invoker API.
Based on this feedback, the request handler finally responds to the original
invocation request.

This example shows how the PlugInvoke framework addresses the previ-
ously identified challenges, namely complementing the TOSCAfy approach
(Section 7.1) with runtime support and enabling the orchestration layer
entirely focus on the composition of proper APIs abstracting from lower-
lever artifact-specific technical details. However, the presented approach
still has two major issues: (i) the orchestration layer such as a deployment
plan inherently depends on the framework. In the context of TOSCA, this
means an inherent dependency of CSARs to the PlugInvoke framework,
so CSARs are not self-contained anymore. The portability of CSARs is also
constrained because it is assumed that each TOSCA engine must provide
the framework and its external-facing API to run corresponding deployment
plans. (ii) Moreover, the external-facing uniform interface cannot be ideal
for all orchestration techniques and scenarios. While the previously men-
tioned WSDL/SOAP-based Web service API may be ideal for BPEL-based
deployment plans, an HTTP-based RESTful API may be the better option
when utilizing scripting languages such as Python or Ruby for orchestra-
tion purposes. Essentially, there is not the optimal ‘one size fits all’ kind
of API because it highly depends on the concrete use case and the utilized
orchestration techniques, in particular, which kind of API is the best choice
in a certain context. These open issues are addressed by the automated
APIfication approach discussed in the following Section 7.3.
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7.3 Any2API Framework – Automated APIfication

As discussed previously, the unified modeling representation of diverse arti-
facts (Section 7.1) does not significantly help to streamline their invocation
and integration at runtime. Overarching orchestration mechanisms such as
deployment plans have to deal with lots of lower-level technical details. The
PlugInvoke framework presented in Section 7.2 addresses these challenges
by making an extensible ecosystem of specialized runtime modules available
through a uniform interface. While this interface helps to keep the orchestra-
tion layer such as a deployment plan focused on the flow of activities, there
is an inherent dependency on the framework and its interface. This impacts
portability because such a deployment plan assumes the framework with a
certain set of modules to be available at runtime. Consequently, a specific en-
gine such as a TOSCA engine must provide the invocation framework and its
interface to successfully run the plan. Another limitation of the PlugInvoke
framework is its uniform interface. While the interface is a powerful means
in the first place to abstract from lower-level and artifact-specific technical
details, the specific kind of interface may not be ideal for all orchestration
techniques and scenarios. For example, exposing a SOAP API as interface
makes a lot of sense if BPEL workflows are used for orchestration. How-
ever, when using Web technologies or scripting languages for orchestration,
a REST API may the better choice. Therefore, choosing the ‘best’ kind of
interface highly depends on the utilized orchestration approach.

7.3.1 Framework Architecture

To address these issues, an automated APIfication framework is presented in
this section to provide an alternative approach to the PlugInvoke framework.
The core idea of the framework is to generate and package self-contained
API implementations for any given executable artifact, i.e., the APIfication of
artifacts. Therefore, the framework is named Any2API. The generating and
packaging process is highly modular and customizable, so different kinds
of APIs can be produced to fit the individual needs of diverse orchestration
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Figure 7.8: Any2API framework architecture

techniques. Figure 7.8 outlines the framework architecture and how the
different parts of the framework are utilized to generate corresponding
APIs. Users interact with the framework through the user interface tier, for
example, using a command-line interface or GUI. The process of generating
APIs is strongly driven by an artifact’s metadata, describing its dependencies,
parameters, etc. Thus, the analyze tier allows for providing domain-specific
modules to analyze certain kinds of artifacts. For example, a Chef cookbook
analyzer scans Chef cookbooks to extract their metadata. Implementing such
analyzer modules can be quite straightforward for some kinds of artifacts,
which already specify their metadata more or less explicitly; however, it
can also get arbitrarily complex, for example, when source code of general-
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1 name ’mysql ’
maintainer ’Chef Software , Inc.’

3 maintainer_email ’cookbooks@getchef.com’
license ’Apache 2.0’

5 description ’Provides mysql_service and mysql_client resources ’

7 version ’5.6.1’

9 supports ’amazon ’
supports ’redhat ’

11 supports ’centos ’
supports ’scientific ’

13 supports ’fedora ’
supports ’debian ’

15 supports ’ubuntu ’
supports ’smartos ’

17 supports ’omnios ’
supports ’freebsd ’

19 supports ’suse’

21 depends ’yum -mysql -community ’

Listing 7.1: metadata.rb file of Chef cookbook mysql

1 # passwords
default[’mysql’][’server_root_password ’] = ’ilikerandompasswords ’

3 default[’mysql’][’server_debian_password ’] = nil
default[’mysql’][’server_repl_password ’] = nil

5
# used in grants.sql

7 default[’mysql’][’allow_remote_root ’] = false
default[’mysql’][’remove_anonymous_users ’] = true

9 default[’mysql’][’root_network_acl ’] = nil

11 case node[’platform ’]
when ’smartos ’

13 default[’mysql’][’data_dir ’] = ’/opt/local/lib/mysql’
else

15 default[’mysql’][’data_dir ’] = ’/var/lib/mysql’
end

17
# port

19 default[’mysql’][’port’] = ’3306’

21 # server package version and action
default[’mysql’][’server_package_version ’] = nil

23 default[’mysql’][’server_package_action ’] = ’install ’

Listing 7.2: attributes/default.rb file of Chef cookbook mysql

purpose scripting languages such as Ruby or Python must be analyzed to
identify the input parameters of a script. Consequently, it is always a trade-
off to decide whether the effort to implement a specialized analyzer module
is justified.

Section 7.1.3 discussed by example, how Chef cookbooks are composed of
multiple building blocks such as recipes, attributes, and dependencies. These
building blocks are systematically analyzed to extract the artifact metadata
of a cookbook in an automated manner by the Chef cookbook analyzer. List-
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1 attributes/default.rb
libraries/helpers_fedora.rb

3 libraries/helpers_ubuntu.rb
libraries/provider_mysql_client.rb

5 libraries/provider_mysql_client_fedora.rb
libraries/provider_mysql_client_ubuntu.rb

7 libraries/provider_mysql_service.rb
libraries/provider_mysql_service_fedora.rb

9 libraries/provider_mysql_service_ubuntu.rb
...

11 recipes/client.rb
recipes/server.rb

13 recipes/server_deprecated.rb
...

15 templates/default/apparmor
templates/default/debian

17 templates/default /5.5/ my.cnf.erb
templates/default /5.6/ my.cnf.erb

19 ...

Listing 7.3: List of files included in Chef cookbook mysql

ing 7.1 outlines the content of the metadata.rb file that is included in the
Chef cookbook mysql1. Complementing these metadata, Listing 7.2 shows
the attributes/default.rb file contained in the same cookbook. More-
over, Listing 7.3 outlines the list of files that are part of the cookbook. These
parts of the cookbook are analyzed to generate the artifact metadata shown
in Listing 7.4. Initially, general information such as description, license, and
dependencies on other cookbooks such as yum-mysql-community can be
derived from the metadata.rb file. The set of supported operating systems
of the cookbook (line 9–19) can also be extracted. Next, the cookbook
attributes can be derived from the attributes/default.rb file, which
aims to provide a meaningful default value for each attribute. Cookbook
attributes serve as input and configuration parameters when invoking the
cookbook. Finally, the list of cookbook files specifically includes the list of
recipes (inside the recipes sub-directory). This information is utilized to
identify the recipes that are provided by the cookbook.

Similarly, automated artifact analyzers can be implemented for other kinds
of artifacts. Listing 7.5 outlines the content of a Dockerfile2 that installs and
runs a PHP runtime environment in conjunction with an Apache Web server
inside a Docker container. The first line of the Dockerfile includes the FROM

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/mysql/versions/5.6.1
2http://gist.github.com/jojow/31245eed77082cef220bc1e07eb9718e
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1 {
"type": "chef_cookbook",

3 "cookbook_name": "mysql",
"description": "...",

5 "license": "...",
"maintainer": "...",

7 "parameters_schema": {
"mysql/server_root_password": {

9 "type": "string",
"default": "ilikerandompasswords",

11 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

13 "mysql/server_debian_password": {
"type": "string",

15 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

17 "mysql/server_repl_password": {
"type": "string",

19 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

21 "mysql/allow_remote_root": {
"type": "boolean",

23 "default": false ,
"mapping": "cookbook_attribute"

25 },
"mysql/remove_anonymous_users": {

27 "type": "boolean",
"default": true ,

29 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

31 "mysql/root_network_acl": {
"type": "string",

33 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

35 "mysql/data_dir": {
"type": "string",

37 "default": "/var/lib/mysql",
"mapping": "cookbook_attribute"

39 },
"mysql/port": {

41 "type": "string",
"default": "3306",

43 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

45 "mysql/server_package_version": {
"type": "string",

47 "mapping": "cookbook_attribute"
},

49 "mysql/server_package_action": {
"type": "string",

51 "default": "install",
"mapping": "cookbook_attribute"

53 },
"run_list": {

55 "type": "json_array",
"description": "Available recipes: recipe[mysql::client], recipe[mysql::server], recipe[

mysql::server_deprecated]",
57 "default": [

"recipe[mysql::client]"
59 ]

}
61 },

"parameters_required": [
63 "run_list"

],
65 ...

}

Listing 7.4: Artifact metadata extracted by the Chef cookbook analyzer
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FROM debian:jessie
2

ENV PHPIZE_DEPS autoconf file g++ gcc libc -dev make pkg -config re2c
4

...
6

ENV PHP_INI_DIR /usr/local/etc/php
8

RUN mkdir -p $PHP_INI_DIR/conf.d
10 RUN apt -get update && apt -get install -y apache2 -bin apache2.2-common --no -install -recommends

&& rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/*

12 ENV APACHE_CONFDIR /etc/apache2
ENV APACHE_ENVVARS $APACHE_CONFDIR/envvars

14
...

16
ENV PHP_EXTRA_BUILD_DEPS apache2 -dev

18 ENV PHP_EXTRA_CONFIGURE_ARGS --with -apxs2

20 ENV PHP_VERSION 7.0.12
ENV PHP_URL="https: // secure.php.net/get/php -7.0.12. tar.xz/from/this/mirror" PHP_ASC_URL="

https: // secure.php.net/get/php -7.0.12. tar.xz.asc/from/this/mirror"
22 ENV PHP_SHA256="f3d6c49e1c242e5995dec15e503fde996c327eb86cd7ec45c690e93c971b83ff" PHP_MD5="

bdcc4dbdac90c2a39422786653059f70"

24 ...

26 WORKDIR /var/www/html
EXPOSE 80

28 CMD ["apache2 -foreground"]

Listing 7.5: PHP Dockerfile example

statement, pointing to the base container. This is the initial dependency
of the Dockerfile. Furthermore, each ENV statement inside the Dockerfile
defines an environment variable, which serves as configuration parameter
when building and running the container. The EXPOSE statement defines
on which TCP ports the container listens at runtime. By analyzing this
information in an automated manner, corresponding artifact metadata can
be extracted from any Dockerfile.

In any case, experts are always capable of manually specifying an artifact’s
metadata if the effort for developing a corresponding analyzer does not
make sense in a certain context. Hybrid approaches can be followed, too.
For instance, a simplified analyzer module can be implemented to extract
a significant portion of an artifact’s metadata, which is then refined and
completed manually by an expert.
Independently of the applied approach to make an artifact’s metadata

available, the generate tier requires the metadata to generate a proper API
for the underlying artifact. Each generator module is highly specialized
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on producing a certain kind of API. For example, the SOAP API generator
wraps a given artifact and makes it usable through a SOAP-based Web service
API. Based on the kind of artifact, the generator fetches the corresponding
invoker module from the invoker module registry. In case of a Chef cookbook,
for example, the Chef invoker is fetched and bundled with the generated
API. Similarly, access modules are fetched from the access module registry
and wired with the invoker and the generated API. These access modules
enable the remote execution of the artifact. For instance, the Chef invoker
may utilize the SSH access module to run the wrapped Chef cookbook on a
virtual machine through SSH. However, the entire complexity of managing
SSH connections, copying and collecting files, etc. is hidden behind the
generated higher-level API. Access and invoker modules are very similar to
the access and invoker modules presented in the context of the PlugInvoke
framework (Section 7.2). However, they are not invoked in the scope of the
Any2API framework itself but they are packaged and executed as part of the
generated APIs. Consequently, access and invoker modules can be created
in a way to be utilized by both frameworks.

To achieve a higher degree of portability, the package tier provides diverse
modules to bundle the generated APIs together with the actual artifact, as
well as the invoker and access modules in a self-contained manner. Each
packager module is specialized to provide a specific packaging mechanism.
For example, the Docker container packager provides the mechanisms to
bundle the entire API implementation as a self-contained Docker container,
whereas the Vagrant VM packager does the same for Vagrant-based virtual
machines. Finally, the resulting generated and packaged API implementation
can be instantiated to deploy and manage various kinds of resources in di-
verse environments such as a local development environment, an on-premise
data center, or a Cloud-based environment. The Any2API framework itself
is not required at runtime anymore, but only the API implementations that
it produces. These generated API implementations can also be described
as tailored, minimal, and embeddable invocation frameworks for a particular
artifact: tailored and minimal because it only contains the individual logic
required to run and expose the functionality of a specific artifact; embed-
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dable because of the self-contained bundling of the required logic. Due to
their portability and self-contained packaging, API implementations can be
embedded into higher-level bundles such as a Cloud Service Archive (CSAR)
in the context of TOSCA; in case of TOSCA each API implementation is pack-
aged as implementation artifact (IA) and attached to a CSAR as discussed in
Section 7.1.1. This perfectly complements the previously presented TOSCAfy
approach (Section 7.1) and enables the creation of self-contained CSARs,
so the TOSCA engine does not have to provide complex processing logic
for a plethora of lower-level artifacts. Moreover, the kind of generated APIs
is highly flexible, meaning different kinds of APIs (REST, SOAP, etc.) can
be generated for certain artifacts to fit the needs of diverse orchestration
techniques.
Although the Any2API framework focuses on exposing the functionality

of certain artifacts through APIs, artifacts are not inherently required to
generate useful API implementations. This applies in case the invoker itself
provides capabilities to be utilized and served through generated APIs. For
example, an Amazon EC2 invoker may wrap Amazon’s Web service API to
manage virtual servers in the Cloud. The invoker’s functionality itself can be
provided by generating different kinds of APIs. Consequently, another usage
scenario of the Any2API framework is to wrap existing APIs and make them
available as another kind of API.

7.3.2 Example: Generated SOAP APIs for Chef Cookbooks

In order to show how generated and packaged APIs can be used, Figure 7.9
outlines the concrete example of a BPEL-based deployment plan invoking
generated SOAP APIs. BPEL is specialized on the orchestration of Web ser-
vices that are specified using WSDL. Thus, the Any2API framework is initially
utilized (at buildtime) to generate SOAP APIs for artifacts such as Chef cook-
books that are supposed to be invoked by the overarching deployment plan.
One activity of the plan installs the Apache HTTP server. Therefore, the
Chef cookbook analyzer scans the attributes file of the Apache HTTP server
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Figure 7.9: Invocation of generated APIs from BPEL plan

cookbook1 to derive the artifact metadata such as input parameters. These
metadata are then used by the SOAP API generator and the Docker container
packager to produce a bundled and containerized API implementation, in-
cluding the cookbook itself and required runtime modules, i.e., the Chef
invoker and the SSH access modules. The Any2API framework finishes with
completing the process of generating and packaging the APIs. Consequently,
the Any2API framework is not required at runtime because the generated
APIs are self-contained. This is a major difference compared to the previously
discussed example for the PlugInvoke framework in Section 7.2.2 because
the PlugInvoke framework is inherently required at runtime, while the
Any2API framework itself does not appear at runtime at all. The actual
invocation of the generated SOAP Web service APIs at runtime happens
through a BPEL engine, which is in charge of executing the plan. Web ser-
vice invocations are triggered by activities in the plan such as the ‘install

1http://gist.github.com/jojow/8e6ba9065522e2906377412bb1d1a5c7
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Apache’ activity. The packaged API implementation with its invoker and ac-
cess module performs the execution of the corresponding artifact, including
all required preparations: setting parameters, collecting results by accessing
remote resources such as virtual machines, containers, etc.

7.4 Chapter Summary and Discussion

TOSCAfy as standards-driven transformation framework (Section 7.1) was
the initial step toward streamlining the orchestration of diverse executable
artifacts in order to homogenize their representation. At the core of the
transformation framework, the Topology and Orchestration Specification for
Cloud Applications (TOSCA) was utilized as standardized modeling repre-
sentation for different kinds of artifacts. The extensible architecture of the
framework enables the creation of a rich ecosystem of specialized modules,
which implement domain-specific transformation mechanisms. Implement-
ing modules to be used in conjunction with the TOSCAfy framework requires
development effort. Consequently, the question appears whether it is worth
the effort to implement a particular module in contrast to manually trans-
forming certain artifacts toward TOSCA. Since the generic modules such as
the HTTP retriever, the TOSCA XML serializer, and the CSAR packager are
reusable for doing the automated transformation of various kinds of artifacts,
the occurring development effort can be justified more quickly than for
domain-specific modules. For these kinds of modules such as a Chef-specific
transformer and dependency resolver, it depends on various aspects whether
it is worth to spend costs and effort to implement domain-specific modules.
If a large number of reusable artifacts of a particular kind is provided, which
are also continuously updated, it may be a strong indicator that it makes
sense to create modules for their automated transformation toward TOSCA.
Prominent examples for sources of large and public collections of certain
kinds of artifacts are Docker Hub1 and Chef Supermarket2. In addition to
such publicly shared collections, certain organizations may maintain reposi-

1http://hub.docker.com
2http://supermarket.chef.io
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tories, which hold internally reusable deployment scripts that are created
and annotated by following well-defined conventions and templates. If the
number of these artifacts is large enough, it may also be worth the effort to
implement specific transformer modules instead of manually transforming
them to TOSCA artifacts.
A uniform modeling representation such as the previously discussed

TOSCA-based transformation approach does not address several challenges
that appear at runtime. For example, the orchestration layer (e.g., an over-
arching deployment plan) gets polluted and bloated by lower-level technical
details such as diverse invocation mechanisms, parameter passing, collect-
ing results, etc. Consequently, subsequent steps toward streamlining the
orchestration of different kinds of artifacts are required to explicitly target
runtime aspects. Therefore, the PlugInvoke framework was presented in
Section 7.2 as a complement to provide a uniform interface in the form of an
invocation & management API. This API hides much of the lower-level tech-
nical complexity by utilizing a plethora of specialized modules underneath
as part of the highly extensible PlugInvoke framework. While this approach
already provides significant improvements over putting all the lower-level
invocation and management logic in the orchestration layer, there is an in-
herent runtime dependency on the framework. Consequently, a deployment
plan utilizing the interface of the framework can only run on an engine
that is somehow connected or bundled with the framework. Moreover, the
uniform interface provided by the framework may not be the ideal fit for all
kinds of orchestration scenarios and techniques. To address these issues, the
Any2API framework was introduced in Section 7.3 to provide an automated
APIfication approach. This framework provides the capabilities to generate
self-contained API implementations for different kinds of executable arti-
facts, i.e., enabling their APIfication. Its extensible architecture enables the
creation and usage of specialized modules to generate different types of APIs
(REST, SOAP, etc.) for diverse artifacts. Therefore, the kind of API to be
generated can be chosen to fit the utilized orchestration technique: while
BPEL-based deployment plans can perfectly orchestrate SOAP APIs, REST
APIs may be the better choice when using other orchestration mechanisms.
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The Any2API framework can be used alternatively to the PlugInvoke
framework, although both frameworks can technically share certain parts
such as the invoker and access modules. A comparison of the two frame-
works makes clear that Any2API is heavily buildtime-oriented to completely
eliminate any runtime dependency to the framework itself. This is achieved
by generating self-contained APIs and packaging them with the correspond-
ing artifacts. By bundling these generated APIs together with orchestration
logic such as a deployment plan, fully self-contained TOSCA CSARs can
be produced. In this case neither the TOSCA engine nor the orchestration
layer gets bloated because the lower-level technical details are hidden as
part of the generated API implementations. However, this approach has
its costs: (i) significant efforts appear at buildtime because APIs must be
generated and tested for all artifacts that are potentially invoked at runtime.
Although most of these activities can be fully automated, at least it takes
additional time and requires additional processing steps to be performed.
(ii) Moreover, the resulting bundles such as CSARs are larger because not
only the plans, topology models, and artifacts are bundled, but also the
generated API implementations.
The decision whether to prefer Any2API or the PlugInvoke framework

highly depends on the concrete usage scenario. If, for example, only a fixed
set of artifact types are used in a certain context and CSARs are only used
in a limited scope such as a single small-scale organization in conjunction
with a fixed orchestration technique, it may be perfectly fine to rely on the
PlugInvoke framework at runtime. This helps to keep CSARs small and
to avoid additional buildtime costs. However, in case of a more dynamic
scenario, for example, when using or switching between different orches-
tration mechanisms, or frequently using new kinds of artifacts, Any2API
would be the preferable option because it provides more flexibility but still
reduces runtime complexity. Another option is to combine both frameworks:
the PlugInvoke framework may cover a small and relatively fixed set of
artifact types that are often used in a certain context. Any2API is only uti-
lized to wrap more exotic artifacts that are not covered by the PlugInvoke
framework. For example, if the usage of new kinds of artifacts is evaluated,
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the PlugInvoke framework itself does not have to be extended but APIs
for these new artifact types can be generated at buildtime. This helps to
keep most CSARs small but still gaining from the benefits of the Any2API
framework.
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The previous chapters presented several concepts and approaches, which
help to achieve the major goal of this work: enabling continuous delivery
based on gathered solutions. This goal was initially expressed as part of
the Gather’n’Deliver method in Chapter 3. The presented approaches
provide key building blocks to implement this method. However, these
building blocks must be connected and integrated to effectively support the
Gather’n’Deliver method. Therefore, an integrated architecture overview
is given in the following. Furthermore, several prototype implementations
that have been developed to show the feasibility of the presented approaches
are described in this chapter. Finally, the presented approaches are evaluated
based on multiple validation scenarios. In addition to the scenarios that are
positioned in the scope of continuous delivery, further validation scenarios
are presented beyond the scope continuous delivery. This is to emphasize
that some of the presented approaches are not domain-specific to continuous
delivery, but can be applied and used in other domains, too.
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8.1 Architecture Overview

Figure 8.1 provides an overview of the integrated architecture [WBKL16],
which outlines the interconnections between the previously presented build-
ing blocks. The main purpose of the integrated architecture is to provide
the technical foundation of the Gather’n’Deliver method. The upper part
outlines the collaborative and automated gathering of solutions as discussed
in Chapter 6. While the collaborative part is enabled by solution repositories
(Section 6.1), the automated discovery and capturing of existing solutions is
enabled by the auto-gather pipeline (Section 6.2). Solution repositories serve
as input for the deliver-knowledge-base pipeline (Section 6.3), which produces
a knowledge base variant that provides fine-grained query mechanisms to
find appropriate solutions for a specific application environment. TOSCAfy
as standards-driven transformation framework (Section 7.1) represents the
initial building block toward streamlining the orchestration of diverse solu-
tions as discussed in Chapter 7. A set of potentially diverse solutions such as
executable artifacts is exported from the knowledge base to act as input for
the TOSCAfy framework. The transformation framework utilizes TOSCA as
standardized modeling representation of different kinds of artifacts: TOSCA
artifacts such as node types are produced and packaged as Cloud Service
Archives (CSARs) to be stored in a CSAR repository. Such a repository could
be, for example, provided by Winery [KBBL13]. The solutions wrapped as
TOSCA artifacts serve as input for the utilized build environment for applica-
tion topologies, which could be provided by Winery as well. As discussed in
Section 7.3, the Any2API framework can be used at buildtime to generate
self-contained APIs, which help to simplify the artifacts’ orchestration at
runtime. A build environment for continuous delivery pipelines such as
GitLab CI1 or Jenkins Pipeline2 is then used to create a pipeline based on
different stages and application environments by utilizing and wiring the
previously built application topologies. Moving from buildtime to runtime,
a runtime environment for continuous delivery pipelines that could be, for

1http://about.gitlab.com/gitlab-ci
2http://jenkins.io/solutions/pipeline
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example, also provided by GitLab CI or Jenkins Pipeline, enables instances
of the pipeline to be created. The pipeline’s underlying application environ-
ments are managed by a runtime environment for application topologies e.g.,
OpenTOSCA [BBH+13]. This runtime environment can be paired with the
PlugInvoke framework (Section 7.2) to enable the execution of different
kinds of executable artifacts such as deployment scripts that are attached to
application topologies to create instances of those.

8.2 Prototype Implementations

The following sections present several prototype implementations, covering
all parts of the integrated architecture that have been newly added to it
in the context of this work. These prototypes have two major purposes,
namely (i) to show that the proposed approaches are technically feasible,
and (ii) to enable their evaluation based on the validation scenarios described
afterward.

8.2.1 GatherBase & DevOpsBase Prototype

Following the GatherBase architecture presented in Section 6.4, a proto-
type1 has been implemented as shown in Figure 8.2 in order to provide a
crawler to discover and capture existing solutions. The upper part covers
the auto-gather pipeline, which is technically based on the Kue job process-
ing framework2, running inside a Node.js runtime environment3. Both job
queues are managed by a Redis server4, which is natively integrated with
the Kue framework. Since the Kue framework provides a layer of abstraction
to the underlying queueing mechanism, Redis could be replaced by another
queueing system. The domain-specific job processing modules such as the
Chef cookbook discoverer and the HTTP retriever are plugged into the Kue
framework and wired using the job queues. The writer module exports the

1http://github.com/gatherbase/gatherbase
2http://automattic.github.io/kue
3http://nodejs.org
4http://redis.io
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{
2 "query": {

"bool": {
4 "must": [

{
6 "prefix": {

"labels": "Type/Middleware/Data Store/Relational"
8 }

},
10 {

"simple_query_string": {
12 "query": "mysql"

}
14 },

{
16 "prefix": {

"version": "5.7"
18 }

},
20 ],

"filter": {
22 "term": {

"latest_version": true
24 }

}
26 }

},
28 ...

}

Listing 8.1: Elasticsearch query example

retrieved and processed solutions and pushes them to a solution reposi-
tory. Solution repositories as part of this prototype implementation are Git
repositories, which are hosted on GitHub1.

The deliver-knowledge-base pipeline runs in a separate Node.js environment
and consumes solutions from the previously described Git repositories. As
discussed in Section 6.4, diverse flavors of the deliver-knowledge-base pipeline
can be implemented based on a set of reusable and pluggable modules. The
pipeline outlined in Figure 8.2 as part of the prototype implementation
is based on a subset of these previously discussed modules. This particu-
lar pipeline produces a specific knowledge base variant2, which is called
DevOpsBase because the knowledge base provides diverse solutions to im-
plement DevOps-oriented processes such as continuous delivery pipelines.
Technically, the DevOpsBase builder creates DevOpsBase as a knowledge
base variant (KB variant) that consists of an Elasticsearch back-end3 and

1http://github.com
2http://github.com/devopsbase/devopsbase
3http://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
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a Web-based graphical user interface. The KB variant is packaged as a
Docker container, so it can run on different infrastructures such as a local
developer machine or a Cloud environment. DevOpsBase can either be
queried by users through the Web UI or by utilizing the Elasticsearch query
DSL1, a JSON-based query language. The conceptual foundation for such
queries are AER predicates (Definition 4.6) as discussed in the context of
the application environment metamodel (Chapter 4) to express application
environment requirements (AERs). Let lmysql = (MySQL, lparent) be a label
and smy = (usmy

, Lsmy
, Bsmy

, propsmy
) a solution. The following AER predicate

can be defined to retrieve solutions from the knowledge base that provide
an implementation of MySQL version 5.7:

r inclusive,lmysql(s) =

¨

true if props(version) = 5.7,

false otherwise.

This AER predicate can be translated into an Elasticsearch query as outlined
in Listing 8.1. A logical expression consisting of multiple AER predicates
can also be translated into such queries, for example, using Boolean query
compositions, which is a specific feature of the Elasticsearch query DSL. The
evaluation of AER predicates corresponds to the execution of the translated
queries. The result are sets of solutions as outlined by Algorithm 5.1 in
Section 5.3. Retrieved solutions may themselves have dependencies that
must be resolved. Therefore, the procedure sketched by Algorithm 5.2 can
be applied as discussed in Section 5.3.2 to derive additional queries. These
queries are executed to identify further solutions in order to satisfy existing
unresolved requirements. A selected set of retrieved solutions can then be
transformed toward a unified modeling representation by using the TOSCAfy
prototype as described in the following.
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8.2.2 TOSCAfy Prototype

Following the architecture of TOSCAfy as standards-driven transformation
framework presented in Section 7.1.2, the prototype1 outlined in Figure 8.3
implements its core functionality. Technically, the TOSCAfy prototype is
implemented as a set of modules, running in a Node.js runtime environment.
Input to the framework can be provided through different channels such as
a file fetched from an HTTP endpoint using the HTTP retriever module or
reading a file from the filesystem. In terms of transformation, the PlugIn-
voke prototype covers two different kinds of artifacts: Chef cookbooks and
Docker containers. Domain-specific transformer modules are implemented
for this purpose. In addition, the Chef dependency resolver module covers the
resolution and retrieval of Chef cookbook dependencies. The transformer
modules utilize the TOSCA metamodel to wrap incoming artifacts as TOSCA
node types. TOSCA’s XML schema definition [OAS13b] is the foundation
of the TOSCA XML serializer module to render the node types in XML and

1http://elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/query-dsl.html
1http://github.com/toscafy/toscafy
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finally package them together with the original artifacts as Cloud Service
Archives (CSARs) using the CSAR packager. The resulting CSARs are stored
in a CSAR repository, which is implemented as a Git repository.

8.2.3 PlugInvoke Prototype

Following the PlugInvoke architecture presented in Section 7.2.1, its proto-
type implementation is outlined in Figure 8.4. The framework’s core runs as
a set of modules in a Node.js runtime environment. All state information
and persistent data are stored in databases: the artifact database and the
instance database on a MongoDB server1. The request handler modules are
implemented to serve incoming requests from the invocation & management
API, which is provided as HTTP-based RESTful API. Three invoker modules

1http://www.mongodb.com
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are implemented as part of the framework to cover the invocation of Chef
cookbooks, Python scripts, and Unix shell scripts. Moreover, three access
modules are available to run an invocation in local and remote environ-
ments. The local access module performs an invocation locally in the same
environment in which the framework is running. Both SSH access modules
(for Unix and Windows) enable remote invocations as long as the target
environment such as Cloud-based virtual machines can be accessed through
SSH. The PlugInvoke framework is integrated with the OpenTOSCA en-
gine [BBH+13], which provides a Java OSGi runtime environment1. The
operation invoker [WBB+14b] is one of several components that run in
this OSGi environment and compose the functionality of the OpenTOSCA
engine. Its main goal is to provide a unified interface to deployment and
management plans to simplify the invocation of operations that are attached
to node types and relationship types used in application topologies. Con-
sequently, plans do not have to consider how to invoke implementation
artifacts that implement certain operations, so they are not polluted with
lower-level technology-specific details and can focus on the orchestration of
operations. By utilizing the framework’s REST API, OpenTOSCA’s operation
invoker transparently hooks the functionality of the framework into the
OpenTOSCA engine. Technically, a plan invokes an operation through the
operation invoker without considering any technical details of the underlying
implementation artifacts. The operation invoker then collects the required
implementation artifacts to use them in conjunction with the original invoca-
tion parameters from the plan for making a request against the framework’s
REST API. The PlugInvoke framework performs the invocation and reports
the results back to the operation invoker, which itself responds to the plan
that originally invoked the operation. All interactions between plans, op-
eration invoker, and the PlugInvoke framework are asynchronous to be
robust against connection timeouts and other potential issues of synchronous
communication. To sum up, the presented approach enables separation of
concerns, so that (i) deployment and management plans focus on the logic of

1http://www.osgi.org
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orchestrating operations properly, (ii) CSARs bundle artifacts and plans only
related to the application it specifies, and (iii) different kinds of artifacts
can be used and combined to implement a particular operation without
changing higher-level plans.

8.2.4 Any2API Prototype

The prototype implementation of the Any2API framework1 is outlined in
Figure 8.5 and follows the originally described Any2API architecture that
was presented in Section 7.3.1. More specifically, the modules depicted in
Figure 8.5 are implemented as part of the prototype. A basic user interface
is provided by the command-line interface (CLI) to serve the functionality
of the underlying set of modules to generate self-contained API implemen-
tations for existing executable artifacts such as deployment scripts and

1http://any2api.org
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configuration definitions. The CLI, as well as the analyzer, generator, and
packager modules are running in a Node.js runtime environment. These
parts of the framework are used at buildtime to generate and package cor-
responding APIs. As depicted in Figure 8.5, the prototype can generate
REST APIs and SOAP APIs. Each generated API implementation includes a
selection of reusable runtime modules, which encapsulate specialized access
and invocation logic for certain artifacts and resources. For example, the
SSH access module provides access functionality (copying files, executing
commands, setting environment variables, etc.) for resources such as virtual
servers that are accessible through an SSH interface; the Chef invokermodule
encapsulates the logic to run Chef cookbooks and can be paired with any
access module to perform the invocation. These modules are referred to as
packageable modules because they are packaged together with generated
API implementations to do their work at runtime. As part of the prototype
these modules are technically provided as NPM modules through an NPM
registry1. To sum up, the Any2API prototype can be used to perform the
process of generating self-contained REST or SOAP APIs and orchestrating
them at runtime as discussed in Section 7.3.

8.2.5 Integration with OpenTOSCA Toolchain

Section 8.2.3 already outlined the integration of the PlugInvoke framework
with the OpenTOSCA engine. This section delves into this integration ap-
proach by showing how the other prototypes presented in this work can
be combined with the OpenTOSCA toolchain [WBB+14b; WBKL16]. A
higher-level overview of the integration is shown in Figure 8.6: the upper
part (first row including the TOSCAfy framework) summarizes the previ-
ously discussed toolchain that has been created as part of this work. TOSCA
modeling artifacts are produced by the TOSCAfy prototype to be used as
input for Winery [KBBL13], which is the modeling tooling of the OpenTOSCA
toolchain. Alternatively, Any2API can be utilized in between to wrap the
functionality of an executable artifact as API to ease the orchestration at run-

1http://www.npmjs.com/package/sinopia
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time. For example, in the scope of the OpenTOSCA toolchain, BPEL [OAS07]
is typically used to create deployment and management plans. Consequently,
Any2API is used in this setting to generate SOAP APIs for executable artifacts
to simplify their orchestration using BPEL. Different application environ-
ments can then be modeled as application environment topologies using
Winery. The previously produced TOSCA modeling artifacts can be combined
with individually developed ones to create corresponding topology models.
Instances of an application topology can be deployed and managed using
the OpenTOSCA engine. Furthermore, a set of topologies may represent the
application environments (development, test, production, etc.) that form
the foundation of the different stages of a particular continuous delivery
pipeline. In this case a continuous delivery tooling such as GitLab CI1 is
used in between to build and run the pipeline. Instead of directly using the
OpenTOSCA engine to create instances of application topologies, GitLab
CI uses the OpenTOSCA engine to manage these instances to provide the

1http://about.gitlab.com/gitlab-ci
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application environments required by a particular pipeline. Regardless of
whether the OpenTOSCA engine is used directly or through a continuous
delivery tooling such as GitLab CI, the PlugInvoke prototype is integrated
with the engine as discussed in Section 8.2.3. This enables OpenTOSCA
to run a broad variety of executable artifacts, which are attached to appli-
cation topology models to automate the deployment and management of
corresponding application instances and application environments.

8.3 Validation in the Scope of Continuous Delivery

The previously discussed prototype implementations (Section 8.2) includ-
ing GatherBase, DevOpsBase, TOSCAfy, PlugInvoke, Any2API, and the
OpenTOSCA integration provide an initial validation of the concepts and
frameworks that were presented as part of this work. These prototypes are
the foundation for further validation scenarios to confirm the actual appli-
cability of the different approaches. Therefore, the prototypes themselves
are the initial validation beside the validation scenarios that are described
in the following sections. A specific goal of this work is to support the imple-
mentation of continuous delivery pipelines and their underlying application
environments. Therefore, the following sections discuss several validation
scenarios in the scope of continuous delivery to evaluate the presented
approaches and prototypes.

8.3.1 Application Environments for WordPress Delivery Pipeline

According to various statistics such as W3Techs1 or BuiltWith2, WordPress3

is not only the most widely used Web application to provide blogs, but it
also serves as content management system (CMS) for many popular web-
sites4. Therefore, the current stable version 4.5 of WordPress was chosen
to be the foundation of the initial validation scenario of this work to build

1http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_management/all
2http://trends.builtwith.com/cms
3http://wordpress.org
4http://wordpress.org/showcase
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a continuous delivery pipeline. The upper part of Figure 8.7 outlines the
application environment requirements (AERs) for WordPress that must be
satisfied to provide the technical foundation for the pipeline stages. As dis-
cussed in Section 8.2.5, the integrated toolchain can be utilized to build a
corresponding pipeline. Initially, the DevOpsBase prototype (Section 8.2.1)
is used to find and fetch appropriate solutions from the knowledge base to
satisfy these requirements. Previously fetched solutions, for example, in the
form of executable artifacts can then be transformed into TOSCA modeling
artifacts (Section 8.2.2) to be used as building blocks for creating application
topologies using Winery [KBBL13]. These topology models specify the differ-
ent application environments. Next, GitLab CI can be used as a continuous
delivery pipeline tooling to create the pipeline and wire the underlying
application environments based on the topology models. This is technically
enabled by the OpenTOSCA engine [BBH+13] in conjunction with the Plug-
Invoke framework (Section 8.2.3), taking care of maintaining application
topology instances. Optionally, Any2API (Section 8.2.4) is used before in
order to generate APIs for diverse executable artifacts such as deployment
scripts. This makes application topology models more self-contained and
simplifies the creation of orchestration logic such as deployment plans as
discussed previously.

The lower part of Figure 8.7 shows two topologies: the one of the JavaScript
test environment and another one of the production environment of Word-
Press. These topologies are significantly different due to the different appli-
cation environment requirements. Moreover, selecting the ‘best’ solutions
depends on certain environment-specific constraints, too. For example, a
development environment typically aims to be lightweight by running a
minimal set of components in containers, whereas a production environment
must be highly available by using cluster-based infrastructures. On the other
hand, the JavaScript test environment can be hosted on a single virtual
machine without requiring an entire cluster. The two outlined topology
models show how different kinds of solutions can be combined to maintain
corresponding application environments. More specifically, the Chef cook-
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book nodejs1 is used to install Node.js and NPM as part of the JavaScript test
environment; NPM is then utilized to install Grunt2, which is also required in
the JavaScript test environment. The WordPress application and test files are
placed inside the JavaScript test environment using an application-specific
Shell script. On the production side, the Chef cookbook kubernetes3 is used
to maintain a Kubernetes cluster to run php/apache4 Docker containers on
top of it. The WordPress database is hosted on a MySQL cluster, which is
managed through the Juju charm mysql5.
The previously listed solutions resolve the corresponding AERs. How-

ever, they only represent a certain selection of solutions fetched from the
knowledge base. Consequently, there is a multitude of alternative solution
sets available. For example, the Node.js environment required at JavaScript
test stage can be provided by a Docker container6. The PHP runtime and
Apache Web server can be provided by a corresponding Chef cookbook7

and Juju charm8. Further alternatives include the use of scalable and elastic
platform-as-a-service offerings such as Google App Engine9, Amazon Elastic
Beanstalk10, and Google Cloud SQL11 instead of managing clusters running
on basic infrastructure offerings such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud12

as shown in Figure 8.7. The other application environments (build, PHP
test, etc.) can be implemented by selecting and fetching further building
blocks from the knowledge base such as the Chef cookbooks phpunit13 and
subversion14. Depending on different additional constraints (tooling exper-

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/nodejs
2http://gruntjs.com
3http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/kubernetes
4http://github.com/docker-library/php/tree/master/5.6/apache
5http://jujucharms.com/mysql/trusty
6http://hub.docker.com/_/node
7http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/php
8http://jujucharms.com/apache2/trusty
9http://cloud.google.com/appengine

10http://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk
11http://cloud.google.com/sql
12http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
13http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/phpunit
14http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/subversion
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tise, community ratings, etc.), certain solutions may be preferred to others
to serve as building blocks of specific application environments.
For the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning that some of the re-

quirements outlined in Figure 8.7 can be substituted by satisfying alternative
requirements. For example, instead of using MySQL, the community-driven
alternative MariaDB1 can be used to run WordPress. Similarly, NGINX2

can substitute the Apache Web server. In terms of optimizing the continu-
ous delivery process, the pipeline could be streamlined by sharing certain
application environments across stages. This makes particularly sense in
case (i) the environments have similar requirements and (ii) they do not
have to be strictly isolated from each other. Merging a test environment
with a production environment is typically not recommended because tests
may significantly influence the production instance of the application. How-
ever, running the build stage and the JavaScript test stage of the WordPress
pipeline in the same environment would make a lot of sense because their
AERs are very similar and the production environment is not affected. Us-
ing a single application environment for running the build and test stage
of a pipeline is common practice and therefore implemented by popular
continuous delivery tools and services such as Travis CI3.

8.3.2 Delivery Pipelines for Netflix RSS Reader Recipes Application

The Netflix company is known for its proactive open-source strategy: they
constantly share most of their code publicly as open-source libraries and
tools4. To show how a selection of these open-source components can be
used and combined, they published the RSS reader recipes application5 (in
short RSS application) as a simple reference application. It consists of three
parts: (i) the rss-edge component that provides the user-facing edge service,
including an RSS reader UI; (ii) the rss-middletier component is implemented

1http://mariadb.org
2http://nginx.org
3http://travis-ci.org
4http://netflix.github.io
5http://github.com/Netflix/recipes-rss
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as an internal service, providing the application logic for fetching RSS feeds
and persisting user subscriptions. Apache Cassandra1 serves as persistent
storage for the application and is connected to the rss-middletier service.
(iii) The rss-core provides shared Java classes used by both rss-edge and
rss-middletier.

In the context of the DevOps Performance Working Group2, which is part
of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC), efforts are
made to establish a reusable continuous delivery pipeline for a specific sam-
ple application. Such a pipeline can then be used by the working group,
for example, to conduct different kinds of performance measurements in
the context of DevOps-oriented software delivery processes. The previously
described Netflix RSS application is one candidate to be used as founda-
tion for creating a corresponding pipeline. Figure 8.8 outlines the pipeline
stages that are derived from the application architecture, its build and test
procedure, and the usage of containers as a portable packaging mechanism.
Container virtualization solutions such as Docker aim to simplify the deploy-
ment by running and reusing portable containers in diverse environments
(integration test environment, staging environment, production environ-
ment, etc.). Moreover, reproducibility is improved because the very same

1http://cassandra.apache.org
2http://research.spec.org/working-groups
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containers are reused to create application instances. The deployment itself
is not part of the pipeline as shown in Figure 8.8 because the published
containers are the resulting artifacts to be deployed in diverse environments.
This helps to make the pipeline reusable by keeping it independent from
concrete deployment targets that are specific to certain usage scenarios
and research groups. For example, Kubernetes recipes1 exist to be used
to individually extend the pipeline by adding a corresponding deployment
stage.

The simple reuse of the pipeline for different scenarios is one of its most im-
portant goals. Therefore, the DevOpsBase prototype (Section 8.2.1) is used
to identify fully integrated continuous delivery solutions that cover all appli-
cation environment requirements instead of searching for individual building
blocks for each application environment. Maintaining a pipeline using such
an integrated solution is typically easier because less additional tooling such
as OpenTOSCA or Any2API is required to maintain the underlying appli-
cation environments. However, migrating a pipeline to another continuous
delivery solution is usually harder because application environments are
not specified and bundled in a portable manner, but rely on tooling-specific
APIs. In case of the Netflix RSS application the required tooling for the
different stages is outlined in Figure 8.8: Git, Java, Gradle, Docker, and
Docker Compose. These requirements are used to query the knowledge base
for integrated continuous delivery solutions. As a result, two alternative
pipelines2 were implemented. The initial setup is based on Travis CI3, a
continuous delivery service that seamlessly integrates with GitHub4 and
Docker Hub5. Each commit to the GitHub code repository triggers a new run
of the pipeline, which eventually pushes updated container images to Docker
Hub. Since this setup satisfies all requirements, all stages of the pipeline are
covered. Another option is to replace Travis CI wth Snap CI6. While Travis

1http://github.com/hora-prediction/kubernetes-recipes-rss
2http://github.com/jojow/netflix-rss-app
3http://travis-ci.org
4http://github.com
5http://hub.docker.com
6http://snap-ci.com
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CI uses a shared environment across all stages, Snap CI provides an isolated
environment per stage. This helps to better isolate the different stages, but
tends to make the pipeline slower because a separate environment must
be established when entering a new stage. Moreover, the Snap CI-based
pipeline is configured through a Web UI, whereas Travis CI allows to store
a YAML configuration file inside the GitHub repository. This configuration
file is automatically read and processed by Travis CI to dynamically build
the pipeline. Travis CI and Snap CI are just two options that were used to
implement integrated pipelines for the Netflix RSS application. Further alter-
native solutions include CircleCI1 and Codeship2; the latter is additionally
integrated with Bitbucket3 to be used alternatively to GitHub.

8.3.3 Continuous Delivery of Containerized APIs for Matlab Scripts

Continuous delivery pipelines are typically maintained for applications as, for
example, discussed previously in Section 8.3.1 and Section 8.3.2. However,
pipelines can also be built and utilized to automate the build, test, integra-

1http://circleci.com
2http://codeship.com
3http://bitbucket.org
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tion, and deployment process of other kinds of software. As an example,
Section 6.3 discussed how continuous delivery of diverse knowledge base
variants can be implemented. This section presents another usage scenario,
namely a continuous delivery pipeline that produces containerized APIs that
provide the functionality of plain Matlab1 scripts. In the field of e-science,
Matlab is used as a tool to implement and run complex scientific calcula-
tions and simulations. For instance, Nowakowski [Now15] proposes the use
of MatMorembs2 as “a Matlab-based software package (...) which serves as
preprocessor for EMBS [Elastic Multibody Systems] simulations. Apart from
import and export functions (...), the main issue is the model order reduction
of elastic bodies”3. An essential use case for this approach are crash sim-
ulations that perform destructive crash tests. Corresponding experiments
typically aim to investigate the safety of a car and the human beings sitting
inside the car during a crash. In order to distribute and parallelize the exe-
cution of scientific simulations, Weiß and Karastoyanova [WK16] propose
the use of choreographies based on workflow technology. More specifically,
BPEL4Chor [DKLW07] is utilized as a language to specify choreography
models that can distribute and parallelize certain parts of a simulation. Since
these models are not immediately executable, they are transformed into
BPEL workflows [OAS07] to be executed on a BPEL engine such as Apache
ODE4. In this context, Any2API is used to generate containerized APIs for ex-
isting Matlab scripts; these scripts use MatMorembs to run crash simulations.
This is different from the previously described uses of Any2API that were
focusing on the APIfication of executables such as deployment scripts that
help to build application environments. Therefore, this validation scenario
confirms the fact that Any2API is domain-independent and can be applied
to very different kinds of executables. Technically, the Any2API framework
is used the same way as for generating APIs for deployment executables
(Section 7.3 and Section 8.2.4). In addition to the individual Matlab scripts,

1http://mathworks.com/products/Matlab
2Matlab + Morembs (Model Order Reduction of Elastic Multibody Systems)
3http://www.itm.uni-stuttgart.de/research/model_reduction/MOREMBS_en.php
4http://ode.apache.org
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specific artifact metadata is provided for each script to define its dependen-
cies, input parameters, and produced output. These metadata are in this
case processed by the SOAP API generator of the framework to produce a
SOAP API that exactly corresponds to the interface of the underlying Matlab
script. Generated SOAP APIs can then be combined and invoked through a
BPEL4Chor model, which is eventually transformed into an executable BPEL
workflow.

Any2API could be used immediately to generate corresponding SOAP
APIs based on the artifact metadata and the original scripts. However, the
underlying Matlab scripts are continuously changed and refined similarly to
an actively developed application or microservice. Therefore, a continuous
delivery pipeline helps to automate the process of building, testing, and
deploying the generated and containerized APIs. Figure 8.9 outlines the
requirements that are relevant for the different pipeline stages. As discussed
in Section 8.3.1 and Section 8.3.2 as part of the previous validation scenarios,
DevOpsBase can be used to identify corresponding solutions. For example,
the Chef cookbook docker1 is utilized to run the Docker engine. Subversion is
required because the Matlab scripts and their artifact metadata are managed
through a version-controlled subversion repository. To enable interactions
with the repository such as the checkout performed in the API build and
container build stages, the Docker container svn-client2 provides a subversion
client. At API test stage a Node.js runtime environment is required beside the
Matlab environment. This is because the produced API implementations and
generated ‘smoke tests’ require Node.js to run. The Matlab dependency at
the different stages is a special case in this scenario. For reasons of licensing
the utilized Matlab environment is running on a dedicated server. SSH access
is provided to this server to run the Matlab scripts. Therefore, the SSH access
module mentioned in Section 8.2.4 is bundled with the generated APIs to
enable remote invocations of Matlab scripts. As a result, the generated and
containerized APIs can be hosted on a different server as long as it can reach
the Matlab environment via SSH. This is inherently required because the

1http://supermarket.chef.io/cookbooks/docker
2http://github.com/jojow/jgsqware-docker/tree/master/images
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corresponding permissions are missing to install and run the containerized
APIs directly on the server hosting the Matlab environment.

8.3.4 Tailored Deployment Engines

As outlined previously in Section 8.2.5, general-purpose deployment engines
such as OpenTOSCA [BBH+13] are used to manage diverse application
environments as part of continuous delivery pipelines based on application
topology models and their required technical artifacts such as deployment
scripts and configuration definitions. Alternatively, individually tailored
deployment engines [WBL15c] can be produced, which cover exactly the
deployment logic required by a set of related application topologies. These
are, for example, topology models specifying application environments that
belong to the stages of a particular continuous delivery pipeline. Technically,
a tailored deployment engine (in short tailored engine) is a portable and
executable package of deployment logic that provides at least one API endpoint
to deploy instances of at least one application topology [WBL15c].
Figure 8.10 outlines a simplified overview of how tailored engines are

built and used. Moreover, it compares the concept of tailored engines with
general-purpose engines by example of OpenTOSCA. Application topology
models including all required artifacts such as deployment scripts and plans
serve as input on both sides. If TOSCA is used, topology models and artifacts
can be provided as Cloud Service Archives (CSARs). In case of producing a
tailored engine these artifacts are processed by Any2API (Section 7.3 and
Section 8.2.4) to generate API implementations and package them as Docker
containers to provide the artifacts’ functionality through proper APIs. These
containers are then bundled using Docker Compose1, so the container bundle
can be used as a tailored deployment engine. Overarching deployment plans
to create instances of certain topologies can either be created manually and
bundled with the topology models, or a plan generator [BBK+14] can be
utilized to generate such plans. These plans are artifacts, too; their function-
ality is provided through corresponding APIs. However, depending on which

1http://docs.docker.com/compose
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Figure 8.10: Tailored vs. general-purpose deployment engines

kind of APIs are generated for the underlying artifacts, the manually created
plans may have to adapted to pair them with the generated APIs. Finally,
instances of such a tailored engine can be created to manage application
environments that are specified by the topology models. The Docker-based
portable packaging enables instances of tailored engines to run on different
infrastructures such as a developer laptop or a Cloud-based infrastructure.
General-purpose deployment engines such as OpenTOSCA follow a dif-
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ferent approach as outlined in a simplified way by the right-hand part of
Figure 8.10. Topology models and their artifacts are loaded into the en-
gine, which is typically existing already to deploy and manage multiple
applications. In case of OpenTOSCA, a self-contained CSAR is imported
into the engine. In contrast to a tailored engine, OpenTOSCA provides
general-purpose APIs such as the operation invoker API, which is utilized to
invoke artifacts attached to an application topology. The operation invoker
utilizes the PlugInvoke framework (Section 7.2 and Section 8.2.3) in the
background to carry out the execution of artifacts such as installation scripts
that are centrally stored inside the implementation artifact database. De-
ployment plans running inside the plan engine use the operation invoker
through its API to run the required artifacts. The plan engine itself provides
an API to trigger and control plan executions. By running plans and their
underlying artifacts through OpenTOSCA’s APIs, corresponding application
environments can be managed through the engine. Comparing tailored
engines with general-purpose deployment engines, several technical implica-
tions with certain advantages and disadvantages result from following the
one or the other approach [WBL15c]:

• A tailored engine can be minimal by only including deployment exe-
cutables implementing the deployment actions required by a certain
application topology. Consequently, it provides an optimized perfor-
mance due to minimal resource consumption and minimal setup efforts.

• A tailored engine can be optimized for the deployment of a specific
set of application topologies in terms of which kind of API is provided
(REST, SOAP/WSDL, JSON-RPC, etc.), how it is packaged (Docker
container, VM image, etc.), and further aspects.

• While a general-purpose engine does not provide such a high degree
of flexibility and customizability, it provides unified APIs to be used for
many different deployment scenarios. This makes it easier for experts
to switch between projects and applications instead of getting familiar
with individual APIs provided by different tailored engines.
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• Tailored engines are independent of each other because they package
all required deployment executables for deploying a particular appli-
cation in a self-contained manner. Consequently, they do not rely on
centralized, self-hosted middleware components such as a service bus.
As a result, these engines tend to be more robust by avoiding a single
point of failure as it would be implied by a centralized middleware
component.

• Instances of tailored engines have to be created before they can be used
to create application instances. General-purpose engines are typically
already available, e.g., as a service, publicly or privately. Consequently,
application instances can be created immediately by using the engine
without managing the engine itself.

• In case of tailored engines, glue code that is required for exposing
the functionality of deployment executables through APIs does not
have to be developed and maintained manually, but it is generated at
buildtime through the Any2API framework.

• However, this requires specific actions to be carried out at buildtime
to generate and bundle APIs that are part of a tailored engine. More-
over, when application topologies or their artifacts are updated, these
buildtime actions need to rerun. These additional steps can be skipped
completely when using general-purpose engines.

The concept of initially provisioning a deployment engine and then using it
to deploy application instances is similar to the “bootware” approach [VKL13]
used in the context of modeling and running scientific workflows. It follows
a two-step bootstrapping process, which initially provisions a deployment
engine. In the second step, the deployment engine is used to deploy the target
environment including all required middleware and application components.
However, in contrast to tailored engines, these deployment engines are not
dynamically generated. They are general-purpose deployment engines, i.e.,
non-specialized complex systems, which are not specifically tailored for
certain application topologies [WBL15c].
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To sum up, no general recommendation can be derived which variant
of deployment engine to prefer. It highly depends on the concrete usage
scenario and the application environments to be deployed. For example,
when managing a large number of small applications such as microservices,
having a tailored engine for each of them can add a remarkable amount of
management complexity. By relying on a shared general-purpose engine
this complexity can be reduced. However, since microservices are typically
based on diverse technologies, the utilized deployment technologies differ
as well. Therefore, if a general-purpose engine is used, it must be extensible
by providing appropriate mechanisms such as provided by the PlugInvoke
framework (Section 7.2).

8.4 Validation beyond Continuous Delivery

The previous sections discussed various validation scenarios to show how
the approaches and prototypes presented in this work can be applied in
the scope of continuous delivery. Although this work focuses on supporting
the implementation of continuous delivery pipelines and their underlying
application environments, some of the presented approaches and prototypes
are domain-independent and thus can be applied in other contexts, too.
Therefore, the following sections discuss further validation scenarios beyond
the scope of continuous delivery.

8.4.1 Any2API as Development Kit for TOSCA Implementation Artifacts

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, the Topology and Orchestration Specifica-
tion for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [OAS13b] is a standard to enhance
the portability and management of Cloud applications. TOSCA is centered
around the concept of application topology models. Topology templates
are defined as graphs consisting of nodes and relationships to specify the
topological structure of an application. As a foundation for defining such
templates, node types and relationship types are defined as shown in Fig-
ure 7.1 (Section 7.1.1). These are used to create and wire corresponding
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node templates and relationship templates as part of a topology template.
Beside its properties, requirements, and capabilities, a node type specifies
operations to be invoked by the overarching orchestration layer such as
a deployment plan. These operations define their input and output, but
they are abstract. To make them executable, implementation artifacts are
attached to operations. Different kinds of implementation artifacts (IAs)
exist such as scripts or Java WAR files providing a Web service API that
can be invoked by a deployment plan. Consequently, IAs are key building
blocks of an application topology because they implement and provide the
logic of operations. TOSCA allows for attaching multiple IAs to a particular
operation. For example, one IA provides a REST API to the orchestration
layer, another IA provides a SOAP API. Both IAs must implement the same
functionality, but serve it through different kinds of interfaces. Therefore,
the TOSCA engine or its operation orchestration mechanism can select one of
them, depending on which kind of interface is preferred. Providing multiple
alternative IAs per operation significantly improves the portability of node
types because of the increased chance that at least one IA can be processed
by the employed TOSCA engine.
Manually developing IAs from scratch is time-consuming, especially for

non-trivial IAs that provide functionality through multiple alternative APIs as
discussed before. This is because not only the actual logic of the IA has to be
implemented, but additional code has to be maintained to serve proper APIs.
The Any2API framework was presented (Section 7.3) and implemented
as a prototype (Section 8.2.4) to generate APIs for arbitrary executables.
Although its major usage was discussed in the scope of generating APIs for
existing artifacts such as deployment scripts retrieved from a knowledge base,
Any2API can also be utilized to wrap individually developed executables
as APIs. The generated APIs can then be used as IAs to be attached, for
example, to TOSCA node type operations. Therefore, Any2API serves as
a development kit for creating and maintaining TOSCA implementation
artifacts. IA developers can completely focus on implementing the actual
logic of the IA as an executable and then generate multiple APIs to be
attached to a certain node type. This approach simplifies the development
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process of IAs significantly. Several provisioning scripts were developed
for evaluation purposes [WBL15c] to manage resources such as virtual
servers and database instances in the Amazon Cloud. Based on additionally
specified artifact metadata for each script, both REST APIs and SOAP APIs
were generated to enable their usage as IAs.

8.4.2 APIfication of Executables and their Orchestration in e-Science

Many simulations and complex calculations performed in the field of e-
science are implemented as a set of executables in the form of scripts or
compiled programs. A broad variety of scripting and programming languages
such as Python, Perl, C, or Fortran are used, depending on the preferences and
existing expertise of participating scientists. Sharing and integrating such
executables can be a powerful way to combine results of different scientific
areas. However, the orchestration of such diverse executables is a major
technical challenge due to the large diversity of the underlying technologies.
Moreover, some scientists refuse to share these executables because of non-
disclosure. For example, included algorithms are the core of their current
research and thus strongly confidential. By wrapping scientific executables
using Any2API, the generated API implementation can be hosted on a trusted
server, so only the API endpoint is shared with peer scientists. Furthermore,
the generated API for a particular executable hides the technical complexity
to use it. For instance, interactions with a confidential and proprietary
Fortran executable can happen through a REST API or SOAP API. Such APIs
enable the usage of higher-level orchestration techniques such as scientific
workflows [SHK+11; SK13] to integrate and combine their underlying
executables.

Section 8.3.3 already outlined an e-science scenario that utilizes Any2API
to provide the functionality of plain scripts through generated APIs, i.e.,
the APIfication of scripts. The main focus of that scenario was on creating
a continuous delivery pipeline that produces containerized APIs for the
given Matlab scripts. This validation scenario covers another e-science use
case, namely the physical simulation of how the material behavior of solid
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Figure 8.11: OPAL workflow orchestrating generated SOAP APIs

bodies changes during their aging process at high temperatures [SHK+11].
The original implementation of this simulation is named OPAL (Ostwald-
Ripening of Precipitates on an Atomic Lattice) and consists of a set of Fortran
programs and scripts, which are manually executed in sequence. Any2API
is used to generate a containerized API for each Fortran executable or script
as individual building blocks of the OPAL simulation. Technically, a self-
contained and portable Docker container of the API implementation and the
executable is generated for each Fortran executable. Because the generated
and containerized APIs are self-contained, there are no specific dependencies
on specialized e-science platforms or frameworks [ASV13; SA14] to serve
the functionality of the underlying executables through Web service APIs.
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Moreover, the use of container virtualization for this scenario aims to improve
reproducibility in research as discussed in related works [CIS14; Boe15;
CG16]. The lower part of Figure 8.11 outlines the containerized APIs. The
prepare.sh script receives the initial input and performs some domain-specific
transformation of the input data to eventually store them inside the shared
data volume1. This shared volume is accessible by all containers, so the
large chunks of input and output data can be efficiently shared through this
volume. The Fortran executable opal-mc runs the main part of the simulation.
Next, the opal-clus executable analyzes the output data of opal-mc to identify
atom clusters. These clusters are then processed by opal-xyzr to determine
their size distributions and mean radii. Finally, the simulation results are
visualized as a plot and a video by running the Python scripts vis-plot.py and
vis-video.py. All generated APIs are SOAP APIs to enable their orchestration
by the OPAL workflow as outlined in Figure 8.11. Both the artifact metadata2

and the generated WSDL file3 for the opal-clus executable are provided as an
example. The OPAL workflow [SHK+11] is implemented in BPEL [OAS07]
and runs on Apache ODE4. However, the generated SOAP APIs are just one
single option out of various alternatives. By utilizing Any2API to generate
the APIs, the functionality of all Fortran executables and scripts of the OPAL
simulation can be provided through different kinds of APIs such as REST
APIs to fit other usage scenarios. The generated REST API description5 for
the opal-clus executable are provided as an example.

8.4.3 Resource-oriented Informal Processes

Traditionally, the field of business process management is driven by business
process languages such as BPEL [OAS07] and BPMN [OMG11a]. These
languages enable the modeling and execution of clearly defined processes
such as sequences of tasks and activities that potentially run in parallel.

1http://docs.docker.com/engine/userguide/containers/dockervolumes
2http://gist.github.com/jojow/0e5f6cea3d052999b662b60ad37f6d2f
3http://gist.github.com/jojow/f5bf0926a108acc4aabed98c3115ba19
4http://ode.apache.org
5http://gist.github.com/jojow/27d1f2043bbaee807e04579abb907b60
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However, some processes in more agile environments are considerably less
predefined and therefore more informal. For example, an informal process
in the context of a software development project is typically centered around
a set of different kinds of resources such as human resources (software
developers, operations personnel, etc.) and IT resources (software artifacts,
code repositories, issue trackers, etc.). Instead of a fixed sequence of activ-
ities to be performed, an informal process is driven by a set of goals. All
resources act toward these process goals or they are utilized by other re-
sources to get closer to the goals. The concept of Informal Process Essentials
(IPE) [SBLW15] provides such a goal-driven and resource-centric approach
for specifying and executing informal processes.
When dealing with IT resources for DevOps-oriented informal processes,

DevOpsBase can be utilized as knowledge base (Section 8.2.1) to identify
and retrieve resources such as deployment scripts or virtual machine images
that are required in the scope of a certain informal process. All selected
resources in conjunction with corresponding process goals are then part
of the IPE model as shown in Figure 8.12. To create a deployable IPE
model out of it, some resources must be packaged and wired to enable an
environment for running the informal process toward its goals. Any2API can
be utilized as one of multiple building blocks in this context to generate APIs
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for lower-level resources such as deployment scripts. These APIs are then
utilized by corresponding orchestration techniques to ease the integration
and combination of certain resources. The resulting deployable IPE model
is used to create instances of it. Depending on the packaging mechanism
(Docker, TOSCA, etc.) of the deployable IPE model, a corresponding engine
is required for the instance creation. The IPE model instance provides an
environment with all resources to run the informal process and work toward
the specified process goals. Since informal processes are agile by their
nature, not only certain goals but also involved resources change over time.
Therefore, the feedback & refinement loop helps to iteratively improve the
IPE model, so updated instances of it can be created.

8.4.4 Migration of Existing Applications

There are various reasons for existing applications that are running on a
particular infrastructure to be migrated into another environment [Bin15].
As a prominent example, the advent of Cloud computing [MG11] pushed
many organizations toward migrating at least parts of their applications
to Cloud-based infrastructures. Moreover, applications are moved between
Cloud infrastructures, for example, in case a specific provider offers a better
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cost model. The pay-per-use and self-service capabilities of various Cloud
providers attract organizations to run their applications at reduced overall
costs and gaining from the flexibility of rapidly provisioning and decom-
missioning infrastructure resources such as virtual servers. Technically, the
migration of existing applications is usually a non-trivial process. Binz
[Bin15] proposes ‘AROMA’ as an automated migration approach [BBKL14a].
A case study of AROMA considers the Moodle application1, which provides a
popular learning platform. The initial step is to discover application topolo-
gies of existing applications as part of so called ‘enterprise topology graphs’.
In case of Moodle, Figure 8.13 outlines the discovered topology, representing
the currently running instance of the application. This instance is hosted on
an Ubuntu 12.04 VM provisioned by OpenStack.

As part of this validation scenario the goal is to host the migrated Moodle
application instance on DigitalOcean2. To execute the application migration,
the originally discovered topology is not sufficient because it misses the re-
quired artifacts such as DigitalOcean-specific provisioning logic for managing
virtual servers. Moreover, the deployment and wiring logic of the middle-
ware and application components (Apache, PHP, MySQL) is not part of the
application instance topology. Since the AROMA approach is technically
based on TOSCA, it assumes a broad variety of TOSCA modeling artifacts
such as node types to be available. The AROMA migration assistant [Bin15]
helps create a deployable topology model that is used to create application
instances in the target environment. Existing TOSCA modeling artifacts are
utilized to create such deployable topology models. DevOpsBase can be
utilized as knowledge base (Section 8.2.1) in conjunction with the TOSCAfy
framework (Section 8.2.2) to produce required node types that are missing
in the underlying collection of node types used by the AROMA migration
assistant. For example, if a node type for provisioning virtual servers on
DigitalOcean is not available, a corresponding provisioning script may be
provided through DevOpsBase to generate a node type out of it using the
TOSCAfy framework. Similarly, the discovered components of the instance

1http://moodle.org
2http://www.digitalocean.com
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topology such as MySQL 5.5 and PHP 5.3 can be used as queries against
the knowledge base to find solutions to be used for creating an instance of
the application in the target environment. Two concrete examples include
the Juju charm mysql1 and the Docker container php/apache2 as solutions
retrieved from the knowledge base to deploy the key components of Moodle.
Optionally, Any2API can be utilized in between to provide the functionality
of certain artifacts such as scripts through proper APIs, such as REST APIs
or SOAP APIs. This helps to utilize established orchestration mechanisms
such as overarching deployment plans implemented in BPEL. Finally, the
migration is finished by using OpenTOSCA to create an application instance
in the target environment, i.e., the DigitalOcean infrastructure. As a result of
the discussed integration, the AROMA approach does not exclusively rely on
existing TOSCAmodeling artifacts, but can be combined with the approaches
and prototypes presented in this work. Consequently, a potentially larger
collection of TOSCA modeling artifacts is available for migration scenarios.

8.5 Chapter Summary and Discussion

Initially, this chapter presented an integrated architecture to outline how
the different building blocks presented in this work fit together in order to
effectively support the Gather’n’Deliver method. Next, several prototypes
were described as a foundation for the validation scenarios that are performed
to evaluate the presented approaches. More specifically, the GatherBase
& DevOpsBase prototype does not only cover the knowledge base itself,
but also the tooling to populate and maintain it, as well as creating diverse
knowledge base variants. The prototype implementation of the TOSCAfy
framework includes a basic set of modules to enable the transformation
of certain artifacts such as Chef cookbooks into TOSCA modeling artifacts.
Moving toward runtime, the PlugInvoke framework was implemented and
integrated with OpenTOSCA’s operation invoker to simplify the execution
of diverse artifacts. The Any2API prototype can be used alternatively or

1http://jujucharms.com/mysql/trusty
2http://github.com/docker-library/php/tree/master/5.6/apache
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complementary to the PlugInvoke framework. Beside various analyzer,
packager, invoker, and access modules, it provides two generators to produce
REST APIs and SOAP APIs. In addition to the previously discussed integration
of the PlugInvoke framework with OpenTOSCA’s operation invoker, further
integration points with the OpenTOSCA toolchain were shown in this chapter.
Beside enabling the validation scenarios, the presented prototype imple-

mentations confirm the actual feasibility of the concepts and approaches
presented in this work. Therefore, the prototypes themselves are an initial
validation. However, the discussed validation scenarios are key to further
evaluate the approaches, frameworks, and prototypes in different contexts.
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The scenarios are divided in two major categories: (i) since continuous
delivery pipelines and their underlying application environments are a major
focus of this work, the first category contains several validation scenarios
in this scope. (ii) However, some of the presented approaches and pro-
totypes are domain-independent; therefore the second category contains
a number of validation scenarios beyond the scope of continuous delivery.
Figure 8.14 provides an overview of which frameworks and prototypes were
implemented and utilized as part of which validation scenario. The case study
annotation inside the table means that the corresponding framework such
as PlugInvoke or Any2API were utilized conceptually, but the associated
prototype was not used and executed for the particular validation scenario.
To sum up, both the presented prototype implementations and validation
scenarios show that the previously proposed approaches are technically fea-
sible. Moreover, diverse use cases are provided by the validation scenarios.
These can be used as a source of inspiration for further usage scenarios.
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Conclusions and Outlook

Continuous delivery is a rapidly emerging practice to significantly accelerate
software release cycles. Implementing continuous delivery is not only tech-
nically important to build software more rapidly and with higher quality, but
also possesses essential economic implications. As discussed in Chapter 1,
since many of today’s users and customers of software products and services
in various fields expect fast and immediate feedback loops, applying contin-
uous delivery provides a critical competitive advantage. Chapter 1 outlined
several research challenges in this context. These challenges were addressed
by specific research contributions as part of this dissertation. The required
background for this work was discussed in Chapter 2 in order to describe
key fundamentals and to provide an overview of relevant related works.
Chapter 3 to Chapter 8 presented each contribution in detail. Although the
individual contributions were clearly driven by the intent of supporting the
systematic implementation of continuous delivery, several are generic enough
to be applied to other domains beyond continuous delivery. The following
Section 9.1 provides a summary of the research contributions, additionally
indicating their scope and limitations. Finally, Section 9.2 elaborates on
potential research opportunities to be examined in future works.
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9.1 Summary of Research Contributions and Limitations

The research contributions presented in this work focused on technical
aspects of implementing continuous delivery. As discussed in Section 2.1,
continuous delivery pipelines are technically utilized as a foundation of
highly automated software delivery processes. Several application-specific
stages (build, test, production, etc.) typically compose such a pipeline. Each
stage relies on a specific application environment such as either a build or
test environment to run stage-specific activities such as building or testing
an application. While stages can share application environments in the case
of their environment requirements being similar, building such application
environments was a major focus of this work.

The initial research contribution of this work was presented as a method to
implement continuous delivery pipelines and their underlying application en-
vironments using gathered solutions. As the name of the Gather’n’Deliver
method described in Chapter 3 implies, it consists of the gather phase and the
deliver phase to comprise both the gathering of solutions and the process of
continuously delivering software based on these solutions. Since the method
involves activities carried out by diverse experts, efficient collaboration was
an important consideration. This does not only include collaboration among
differently specialized experts such as architects, developers, and operations
personnel, but also how organizations collaborate based, for example, on a
shared knowledge base. Gathered solutions are organized and maintained
through such a knowledge base, i.e., the knowledge base connects the gather
and deliver phases of the method. While the method is domain-specific and
limited to the scope of continuous delivery, it is meant to be a conceptual
framework and thus remains on a generic and abstract level to permit its
implementation in various manners. A dedicated discussion followed, focus-
ing on a number of tangible possibilities regarding the means by which the
method could be technically implemented.
The application environment metamodel established the approach of

maintaining continuous delivery pipelines based on application environments.
This is the second research contribution described in Chapter 4. Although
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the stages and application environments of a continuous delivery pipeline are
highly application-specific, a set of common application environments were
discussed as part of that chapter. As a technical foundation of the knowledge
base, the metamodel comprises key entities and their relations including
solutions, application environment requirements (AERs), and application
environment topologies. AERs aim to drive the selection of specific solutions
that eventually compose application environment topologies. Such topologies
are then used as templates to create instances of application environments.
Furthermore, the metamodel includes the formal representation of AERs
and solutions, as well as their matchmaking using labels. More specifically,
hierarchically structured labels are used to express both requirements and
capabilities. Since capabilities are attached to solutions, AERs can utilize
corresponding labels to express dependencies on solutions that provide
certain capabilities. In addition, relations between solutions can be specified
using the previously introduced labeling and matchmaking mechanism.
The presented metamodel is domain-specific to application environments
and limited to three kinds of relations between solutions: dependencies,
recommendations, and conflicts. However, additional relations can be added
by extending the metamodel accordingly.
To refine the application environment metamodel and its labeling mech-

anism, Chapter 5 covered the third research contribution by presenting a
systematic classification approach for solutions that serve as building blocks of
application environments. Multiple classification dimensions were identified
to serve as a foundation of several label taxonomies in order to hierarchi-
cally structure labels for the purpose of matching solutions’ capabilities with
application environment requirements. These dimensions consist of the type
of solution, its binding (region binding, provider binding, etc.), its mode
of use (executable, CLI, API, etc.), and its usage style (virtualization-level,
infrastructure-centric, etc.). The process of resolving AERs was formally de-
scribed based on the metamodel using pseudo-code algorithms. Generating
skeletons for application environment topologies was another key aspect
discussed as part of this contribution. Both the classification dimensions
and the resulting label taxonomies are currently limited to various techni-
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cal aspects for fine-grained decision support for solution selection. Thus,
additional aspects that may drive the decision process such as operational
costs and service level agreements are not considered. This limitation could
be eliminated by introducing additional label taxonomies comprising these
dimensions or by attaching corresponding metadata to individual solutions.
Populating the knowledge base with diverse solutions is essential for

making it a useful source of building blocks of application environments.
Chapter 6 addressed this concern by presenting the fourth research con-
tribution: the collaborative and automated gathering of solutions. More
specifically, the concept of collaborative solution repositories was introduced
by adopting established concepts from collaborative software development
approaches. These include shared and version-controlled repositories, as well
as storing and maintaining structured documents inside them. In contrast
to traditional code repositories centered around application-specific source
code artifacts, solution repositories aim to foster the collaboration among
different kinds of experts to manage solutions and their metadata. Since
manually maintaining a significant number of solutions through the knowl-
edge base does not scale, an automated approach was presented to discover
and capture certain solutions. Because solution repositories are not designed
to provide fine-grained query mechanisms to efficiently find solutions that fit
specific application environment requirements, knowledge base variants are
built for this purpose. Therefore, the ‘eat your own cooking’ principle was
followed by adopting the concept of continuous delivery pipelines to create
diverse knowledge base variants, which themselves are used to implement
continuous delivery pipelines and corresponding application environments
for specific applications. Finally, the GatherBase framework was presented
to integrate and combine the previously described concepts in order to
achieve the overarching goal of the collaborative and automated gathering
of solutions. Although the solutions gathering approach is exclusively ap-
plied in the scope of continuous delivery and application environments, the
underlying concepts are not domain-specific and may thus be transferred
and applied to other domains.

Gathered solutions inside the knowledge base aim to provide a large-scale
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foundation for selecting diverse solutions as building blocks of application
environments. However, their combination, integration, and orchestration
at runtime is another major challenge addressed by the fifth research contri-
bution described in Chapter 7. To streamline the orchestration of different
kinds of solutions, each solution must provide its functionality through
proper APIs. Some solutions such as Cloud services typically do this natively,
others such as lower-level executable artifacts (deployment scripts, config-
uration definitions, etc.) are missing APIs completely. Therefore, several
approaches were presented to address this issue by providing additional APIs,
for example, by generating individual APIs for executable artifacts. First,
TOSCAfy was presented as standards-driven transformation framework to
utilize TOSCA [OAS13b] as a standard and unified modeling representation
of diverse artifacts. Second, the PlugInvoke framework aims to simplify the
invocation of very different kinds of artifacts through a uniform interface.
Third, the Any2API framework enables the automated APIfication of artifacts,
i.e., different kinds of API implementations can be generated for different
kinds of artifacts. In terms of limitations an additional overhead appears
at buildtime (wrapping artifacts using TOSCA, generating APIs, etc.) and
runtime (artifacts called through PlugInvoke framework or generated API).
The overhead represents the cost for streamlining and thus significantly
simplifying the orchestration layer when different kinds of solutions have to
be combined, for example, to deploy instances of an application environment.
This contribution is also generic enough to be applied outside the context
of application environments and deployment automation. Indeed, any kind
of executable artifact can potentially be wrapped, so its functionality is
provided through APIs using this approach.
The sixth and final contribution of this work, described in Chapter 8,

provided an integrated architecture, implementation, and validation, con-
sidering all of the previously described research contributions. While the
integrated architecture connects the presented approaches, the prototype
implementations aim to confirm their feasibility. Several validation scenarios
that were built upon these prototypes evaluated the approaches in the scope
of continuous delivery, application environments, and beyond. The valida-
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tion performed beyond continuous delivery and application environments
is key to demonstrate how the approaches presented in this work can be
additionally applied to other domains.

9.2 Research Opportunities

Taking this work as a starting point for further research opportunities, sev-
eral candidates can be identified as potential future lines of investigation.
To extend and refine the solution classification approach presented in Sec-
tion 5.2, further classification dimensions and label taxonomies could be
established. The existing taxonomies focus on technical aspects to drive the
decision making and solution selection process. Further taxonomies could
cover non-technical dimensions such as categories of service level agreements
and payment options to provide additional decision support when choosing
between certain solutions.

Furthermore, a recommendation engine could be connected to the knowl-
edge base tasked with automatically suggesting both similar and related
solutions for a given solution set. This would assist in exploring and eval-
uating further solution candidates in addition to those identified based on
application environment requirements that were perhaps overly constrained.
For example, a specific application environment requirement may express the
need for a MySQL database server1, so MySQL solutions are considered only.
However, MariaDB2 is an open-source fork of the MySQL database server, so
MariaDB solutions could be suggested by the recommendation engine even
though the original requirement focused on MySQL. Another aspect would
be to incorporate solution-specific runtime data into the knowledge base.
If, for instance, a specific deployment script regularly fails on a particular
operating system, this information could be added to the knowledge base to
be considered when evaluating the selection of this specific solution.
On a higher level, the knowledge base could be analyzed, for example,

using data mining and pattern mining techniques to identify potentially
1http://mysql.com
2http://mariadb.org
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reusable patterns, as well as anti-patterns to avoid. More specifically, such
a systematic analysis could help to establish technical patterns that cap-
ture complementary knowledge, such as which solutions are typically used
in combination and for which kinds of application environments they are
commonly utilized. As proposed previously, technical anti-patterns could
potentially be extracted by considering runtime data: if a certain combi-
nation of solutions fails on a regular basis, this could be a strong indicator
that the corresponding solution set might not be a proven path to follow.
These patterns could then also be suggested by the previously proposed
recommendation engine, connected to the knowledge base.
The concepts and approaches presented in this work focused on techni-

cally implementing individual stages and their application environments
as key building blocks of continuous delivery pipelines. Future work could
complement these by providing decision and design support on how to struc-
ture such pipelines, i.e., how to arrange its stages, which parts to run in
parallel, and when it makes sense for multiple stages to share application
environments. Such decisions could be driven by diverse aspects such as
performance and isolation considerations. For example, sharing and reusing
application environments usually renders a pipeline faster and more efficient
in terms of resource consumption. However, the isolation of the affected
stages is limited because of a shared environment, which might be an issue
in some cases.
Another research opportunity appears in the context of the automated

capture of solutions, as discussed in Section 6.2. Solutions are not only auto-
matically stored inside solution repositories, but are also classified according
to the label taxonomies in an automated manner. Optimizing the auto-
mated classification of diverse solutions is a research challenge on its own.
Contiguous to straightforward approaches such as matching label names
with keywords that are part of a solution, considerably more sophisticated
strategies can be established and evaluated. Machine learning techniques
and other artificial intelligence approaches can be utilized to enhance the
results of automated solution classification. For example, solutions that were
manually added and classified by experts can be used as training data to
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make the system learn how to properly classify new solutions.
The validation scenarios beyond the scope of continuous delivery as dis-

cussed in Section 8.4 confirmed that the Any2API framework presented
in Section 7.3 and its automated APIfication approach can be applied in
additional contexts. With microservice architectures on the rise [New15;
Fam15; Ric15; BHJ16] as a ‘modernized flavor’ of service-oriented archi-
tectures, this approach could be extended to provide the foundation for
a service development framework. Clear separation of concerns could be
achieved by maintaining the code for the required application and business
logic without focusing on which kind of API is harnessed in order to make
the functionality available. Any2API could then be utilized to generate APIs
such as Web service APIs for each service. Consequently, deciding on a spe-
cific kind of API does not have to happen immediately when implementing
a service. The decision can even be changed later by generating another
kind of API, for instance, replacing a SOAP/WSDL API by an HTTP-based
RESTful API without altering the code implementing the application logic.
Moreover, multiple APIs could be generated to serve diverse requirements.
For example, an efficient messaging-based API may be preferred for internal
communication among services, whereas an external-facing interface may
better provide an HTTP-based RESTful API because customers are more
familiar with this kind of API. In addition to the technical implementation of
APIs, evaluating and improving their usability [MS16] becomes increasingly
important. Therefore, future research efforts could focus on investigating
on the usability of generated APIs and potentially enhance the process of
producing APIs correspondingly.

Although “the idea of virtual reality (VR) has been around for more than 50
years, and with successive improvements” [PFS+16], a tipping point seems
to have been reached: “modern graphics cards provide sufficient compute
power to render detailed, realistic scenes in high resolutions, and at the same
time (...) headsets are affordable, they have high-resolution displays, and
they eliminate perceivable motion-tracking lag, which was causing issues such
as headaches and nausea before. (...) They will open many possibilities for
VR beyond gaming” [PFS+16]. Consequently, VR applications could be
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used in a professional context as an alternative to traditional graphical user
interfaces or command-line interfaces. In the scope of this research, it could
be investigated how VR-based knowledge base variants (Section 6.3) can
be provided to explore and identify solution candidates, as well as to draft
continuous delivery pipelines and application environments based on a set
of chosen solutions. Another alternative kind of user interface could be
provided by intelligent chatbots in the context of messaging platforms of
different providers such as Slack1 and Facebook2. The actual goal of these
approaches is to allow users to interact with such bots using natural language.
Technically, existing open-source software such as Hubot3 can be utilized to
implement a chatbot. Therefore, another research opportunity would be to
evaluate if and how a chatbot-based interface could be employed to interact
in natural language with the knowledge base discussed in this work, as well
as collaboratively creating and maintaining application environments as part
of continuous delivery pipelines.

1http://api.slack.com/bot-users
2http://developers.facebook.com/docs/messenger-platform
3http://hubot.github.com
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